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CATEGORIFICATIONS AND CYCLOTOMIC RATIONAL
DOUBLE AFFINE HECKE ALGEBRAS
R. ROUQUIER, P. SHAN, M. VARAGNOLO, E. VASSEROT
Abstract. Varagnolo and Vasserot conjectured an equivalence between the
category O for CRDAHA’s and a subcategory of an affine parabolic category O
of type A. We prove this conjecture. As applications, we prove a conjecture of
Rouquier on the dimension of simple modules of CRDAHA’s and a conjecture
of Chuang-Miyachi on the Koszul duality for the category O of CRDAHA’s.
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1. Introduction
Rational Double affine Hecke algebras (RDAHA for short) have been introduced
by Etingof and Ginzburg in 2002. They are associative algebras associated with
3a complex reflection group W and a parameter c. Their representation theory is
similar to the representation theory of semi-simple Lie algebras. In particular, they
admit a category O which is analogous to the BGG category O. This category is
highest weight with the standard modules labeled by irreducible representations
of W . Representations in O are infinite dimensional in general, but they admit a
character. An important question is to determine the characters of simple modules.
One of the most important family of RDAHA’s is the cyclotomic one (CRDAHA
for short), where W “ Gpℓ, 1, nq is the wreath product of Sn and Z{ℓZ. One
reason is that the representation theory of CRDAHA’s is closely related to the
representation theory of Ariki-Koike algebras, and that the latter are important in
group theory. Another reason is that the categoryO of CRDAHA’s is closely related
to the representation theory of affine Kac-Moody algebras, see e.g. [21], [51], [54].
A third reason, is that this category has a very rich structure called a categorical
action of an affine Kac-Moody algebra. This action onO was constructed previously
in [49]. Such structures have been introduced recently in representation theory and
have already had remarkable applications, see e.g., [14], [36], [48].
The structure of O depends heavily on the parameter c. For generic values of
c the category is semi-simple. The most non semi-simple case (which is also the
most complicated one) occurs when c takes a particular form of rational numbers,
see (6.2). For these parameters Rouquier made a conjecture to determine the
characters of simple modules in O [47]. Roughly speaking, this conjecture says that
the Jordan-Ho¨lder multiplicities of the standard modules in O are given by some
parabolic Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. This conjecture was known to be true in
the particular case ℓ “ 1 [47]. Motivated by this conjecture, Varagnolo-Vasserot
introduced in [54] a new category A which is a subcategory of an affine parabolic
category O at a negative level and should be viewed as an affine and higher level
analogue of the category of polynomial representations of GLN . They conjectured
that there should be an equivalence of highest weight categories between O and A.
In this paper we prove Varagnolo-Vasserot’s conjecture (Theorem 6.9). A first
consequence is a proof of Rouquier’s conjecture (Theorem 7.3). A second remark-
able application is a proof that the category O is Koszul (Theorem 7.4), yielding a
proof of a conjecture of Chuang-Miyachi [12], because the affine parabolic category
O is Koszul by [50].
Our proof is based on an extension of Rouquier’s theory of highest weight covers
developed in [47]. Basically, it says that two highest weight covers of the same
algebra are equivalent as highest weight categories if they satisfy a so called 1-
faithful condition and if the highest weight orders on both covers are compatible.
Here, we’ll prove that such an equivalence holds in a situation where the covers are
only 0-faithful (see Proposition 2.20).
The category O is a highest weight cover over the module category H of the
Ariki-Koike algebra via the KZ functor introduced in [26]. It is a 0-faithful cover
and if the parameters of the RDAHA satisfy some technical condition, then it is
even 1-faithful. A similar functor Φ : A Ñ H was introduced in [54] using the
Kazhdan-Lusztig fusion product on the affine category O at a negative level. A
previous work of Dunkl and Griffeth [20] allows to show without much difficulty
that there is a highest weight order on O which refines the linkage order on A. A
difficult part of the proof consists of showing that the functor Φ is indeed a cover,
meaning that it is an exact quotient functor, and that it has the same faithfulness
properties as the KZ functor. Once this is done, the equivalence between O and
A follows directly from the unicity of 1-faithful covers if the technical condition
on parameters mentioned above is satisfied. To prove the equivalence without this
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condition, we need to replace KZ and Φ by some other covers, see the end of the
introduction for more details on this.
A key ingredient in our proof is a deformation argument. More precisely, the
highest weight categories A, O admit deformed versions over a regular local ring
R of dimension 2. Some technical results prove that the Kazhdan-Lusztig tensor
product can also be deformed properly, which allows us to define the deformed
version of Φ. Next, a theorem of Fiebig asserts that the structure of the category
O of a Kac-Moody algebra only depends on the associated Coxeter system [24]. In
particular, the localization of A at a height one prime ideal p Ă R can be described
in simpler terms. Two cases appear, either p is subgeneric or generic. In the first
case, considered in §5.7.2, the category A reduces to an analog subcategory A
inside the parabolic category O of glN with 2 blocs. The latter is closely related to
the higher level Schur-Weyl duality studied by Brundan and Kleshchev in [7]. In
the second case, considered in §5.7.3, the category A reduces to the corresponding
category for ℓ “ 1, which is precisely the Kazhdan-Lusztig category associated with
affine Lie algebras at negative levels. Finally, we show that to prove the desired
properties of the functor Φ it is enough to check them for the localization of Φ at
each height one prime ideal p and this permits to conclude.
Now, let us say a few words concerning the organization of this paper.
Section 2 contains some basic facts on highest weight categories and some devel-
opments on the theory of highest weight covers in [47].
Section 3 is a reminder on Hecke algebras, q-Schur algebras and categorifications.
Section 4 contains basic facts on the parabolic category O of glN and the sub-
category A Ă O introduced in [7]. The results in [7] are not enough for us since
we need to consider a deformed category A with integral deformation parameters.
The new material is gathered in §4.7.
In Section 5 we consider the affine parabolic category O (at a negative level).
The monoidal structure on O is defined later in §8. Using this monoidal structure
we construct a categorical action on O in §5.4. Then, we define the subcategory
A Ă O in §5.5. The rest of the section is devoted to the deformation argument and
the proof that A is a highest weight cover of the module category of a cyclotomic
Hecke algebra satisfying some faithfulness conditions.
In Section 6 we first give a reminder on the category O of CRDAHA’s, following
[26], [47]. Then, we prove our main theorems in §6.3.3, 6.3.2 using the results from
§5.8. This yields a proof of Varagnolo-Vasserot’s conjecture [54]. For the clarity of
the exposition we separate the cases of rational and irrational levels, although both
proofs are very similar.
In Section 7 we give some applications of our main theorem, including proofs for
Rouquier’s conjecture and Chuang-Miyachi’s conjecture.
Section 8 is a reminder on the Kazhdan-Lusztig tensor product on the affine
category O at a negative level. We generalize their construction in order to get
a monoidal structure on arbitrary parabolic categories, deformed over an analytic
2-dimensional regular local ring. Several technical results concerning the Kazhdan-
Lusztig tensor product are postponed to the appendix.
To finish, let us explain the relation of this work with other recent works.
The case of irrational level (proved in Theorem 6.11) was conjectured in [54,
rem. 8.10pbq], as a degenerate analogue of the main conjecture [54, conj. 8.8]. There,
it was mentioned that it should follow from [7, thm. C]. In the dominant case, this
has been proved recently [29, thm. 6.9.1].
While we were writing this paper I. Losev made public several papers with some
overlaps with ours. In [39], [40] he developed a general formalism of categorical
actions on highest weight categories. Then, he used this formalism in [41] to prove
5that the category A is equipped with a categorical action, induced by the categor-
ical action on O introduced in [54] (using the Kazhdan-Lusztig fusion product).
The categorical action on A gives an independent proof of Theorem 5.37 paq, pbq.
Finally, he proposed a combinatorial approach to prove that A is a 1-faithful high-
est weight cover of the cyclotomic Hecke algebra under some technical condition on
the parameters of the CRDAHA.
A first version of our paper was announced in July 2012 and has been presented
at several occasions since then. There, we proved this 1-faithfulness for A (and the
Varagnolo-Vasserot’s conjecture) under the same condition on the parameters by a
deformation argument similar, but weaker, to the one used in the present paper.
The proof which we give in this article avoids this technical condition on the
parameters. It uses an idea introduced later, in [41]. There, I. Losev replaces the
highest weight cover A of the cyclotomic Hecke algebra H by a highest weight
cover, by A, of a bigger algebra than H, which has better properties.
After this paper was written, B. Webster sent us a copy of a preliminary version
of his recent preprint [55] proposing another proof of Rouquier’s conjecture which
does not use the affine parabolic category O.
Note that our construction does not use any categorical action on A. It only
uses representation theoretic arguments. However, since Theorem 6.9 yields an
equivalence between A and O, we can recover a categorical action on A from our
theorem and the main result of [49]. This is explained in §7.4.
2. Highest weight categories
In the paper the symbol R will always denote a noetherian commutative domain
(with 1). We denote by K its fraction field. When R is a local ring, we denote by
k its residue field and by m its maximal ideal.
2.1. Rings and modules. For any R-module M, let M˚ “ HomRpM,Rq denote
the dual module. An S-point of R is a morphism χ : RÑ S of commutative rings
with 1. If χ is a morphism of local rings, we say that it is a local S-point. We write
SM “ Mpχq “ M bR S. If φ is a R-module homomorphism, we abbreviate also
Sφ “ φbR S.
Let P, M be the spectrum and the maximal spectrum of R. Let P1 Ă P be the
subset of height 1 prime ideals. For each p P P, let Rp denote the localization of R
at p. The maximal ideal of Rp is mp “ Rp p and its residue field is kp “ FracpR{pq.
A closed k-point of R is a quotient R Ñ R{m “ k where m P M. To unburden
the notation we may write k PM.
A finite projective R-algebra is an R-algebra which is finitely generated and
projective as an R-module.
We will mainly be interested in the case where R is a local ring. In this case, any
projective module is free by Kaplansky’s theorem. Therefore, we’ll use indifferently
the words free or projective.
2.2. Categories. Given A a ring, we denote by Aop the opposite ring in which the
order of multiplication is reversed. Given C is a category, let C op be the opposite
category.
An R-category C is an additive category enriched over the tensor category of
R-modules. All the functors F on C are assumed to be R-linear. We denote the
identity element in the endomorphism ring EndpF q again by F . We denote the
identity functor on C by 1C . We say that C is Hom-finite if the Hom spaces are
finitely generated over R. If the category C is abelian or exact, let K0pC q be the
Grothendieck group and write rC s “ K0pC q bZ C. If C is additive, it is an exact
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category with split exact sequences and rC s is the complexified split Grothendieck
group. Let rM s denote the class of an object M of C .
Assume now that C is abelian and has enough projectives. We say that an
object M P C is projective over R if HomC pP,Mq is a projective R-module for all
projective objects P of C . The full subcategory CXR-proj of objects of C projective
over R is an exact subcategory and the canonical functor DbpC XR-projq Ñ DbpC q
is fully faithful. An object X P C which is projective over R is relatively R-injective
if Ext1C pY,Xq “ 0 for all objects Y of C that are projective over R.
If C is the category A-mod of finitely generated (left) modules over a finite
projective R-algebra A, then an object X P C is projective over R if and only if
it is projective as an R-module. It is relatively R-injective if in addition the dual
X˚ “ HomRpX,Rq is a projective right A-module. If there is no risk of confusion
we will say injective instead of relatively R-injective. We put C ˚ “ Aop-mod. The
functor HomRp‚, Rq : C op Ñ C ˚ restricts to an equivalence of exact categories
C op XR-proj „ÑC ˚ XR-proj.
We denote by IrrpC q the sets of isomorphism classes of simple objects of C .
Let C proj,C inj Ă C be the full subcategories of projective and of relatively R-
injective objects. If C “ A-mod, we abbreviate IrrpAq “ IrrpC q, A-proj “ C proj
and A-inj “ C inj.
Given an S-point R Ñ S and C “ A-mod, we can form the S-category SC “
SA-mod. Given another R-category C 1 as above and an exact (R-linear) functor
F : C Ñ C 1, then F is represented by a projective object P P C . We set SF “
HomSC pSP, ‚q : SC Ñ SC 1.
Let A be a Serre subcategory of C . The canonical embedding functor h : A Ñ
C has a left adjoint h˚ which takes an object M in C to its maximal quotient in
C which belongs to A . It admits also a right adjoint h! which takes an object M
in C to its maximal subobject in C which belongs to A . The functor h˚ is right
exact, while h! is left exact. The functor h is fully faithful. Hence the adjunction
morphisms h˚hÑ 1A and 1A Ñ h!h are isomorphisms. By definition, the adjunc-
tion morphisms 1C Ñ hh˚ and hh! Ñ 1C are respectively an epimorphism and a
monomorphism.
Here, and in the rest of the paper, we use the following notation : a composition
of functors E and F is written as EF while a composition of morphisms of functors
ψ and φ is written as ψ ˝ φ.
2.3. Highest weight categories over local rings. Let R be a commutative local
ring. We recall and complete some basic facts about highest weight categories over
R (cf [47, §4.1] and [15], [19, §2]).
Let C be an abelian R-category which is equivalent to the category A-mod of
finitely generated modules over a finite projective R-algebra A.
The category C is a highest weight R-category if it is equipped with a poset of
isomorphism classes of objects p∆pC q,ďq called the standard objects satisfying the
following conditions:
‚ the objects of ∆pC q are projective over R
‚ givenM P C such that HomC pD,Mq “ 0 for all D P ∆pC q, we haveM “ 0
‚ given D P ∆pC q, there is P P C proj and a surjection f : P ։ D such that
ker f has a (finite) filtration whose successive quotients are objects D1 P ∆
with D1 ą D.
‚ given D P ∆, we have EndC pDq “ R
‚ given D1, D2 P ∆ with HomC pD1, D2q ­“ 0, we have D1 ď D2.
7The partial order ď is called the highest weight order of C . We write ∆pC q “
t∆pλquλPΛ, for Λ an indexing poset. Note that if ď1 is an order coarser than ď
(ie, λ ď µ implies λ ď1 µ), then C is also a highest weight category relative to the
order ď1.
An equivalence of highest weight categories C 1
„ÝÑ C is an equivalence which
induces a bijection ∆pC 1q „ÝÑ ∆pC q. A highest weight subcategory is a full Serre
subcategory C 1 Ă C that is a highest weight category with poset ∆pC 1q an ideal of
∆pC q (ie, if D1 P ∆pC 1q, D P ∆pC q and D1 ă D, then D1 P ∆pC 1q).
Highest weight categories come with associated projective, injective, tilting and
costandard objects, as described in the next proposition.
Proposition 2.1. Let C be a highest weight R-category. Given λ P Λ, there are
indecomposable objects P pλq P C proj, Ipλq P C inj, T pλq P C and ∇pλq P C (the
projective, injective, tilting and costandard objects associated with λ), unique up to
isomorphism such that
(∇) HomC p∆pµq,∇pλqq » δλµR and Ext1C p∆pµq,∇pλqq “ 0 for all µ P Λ,
(P ) there is a surjection f : P pλq։ ∆pλq such that ker f has a filtration whose
successive quotients are ∆pµq’s with µ ą λ,
(I) there is an injection f : ∇pλq ãÑ Ipλq such that cokerf has a filtration
whose successive quotients are ∇pµq’s with µ ą λ,
(T ) there is an injection f : ∆pλq ãÑ T pλq and a surjection g : T pλq ։ ∇pλq
such that cokerf (resp. ker g) has a filtration whose successive quotients
are ∆pµq’s (resp. ∇pµq’s) with µ ă λ.
We have the following properties of those objects.
‚ ∇pλq, ∆pλq, P pλq, Ipλq and T pλq are projective over R.
‚ Given a commutative local R-algebra S, then SC is a highest weight S-category on
the poset Λ with standard objects S∆pλq and costandard objects S∇pλq. If R Ñ S
is a local S-point, then the projective, injective and tilting objects associated with λ
are SP pλq, SIpλq and ST pλq.
‚ C ˚ is a highest weight R-category on the poset Λ with standard objects ∆˚pλq “
∇pλq˚ and with P˚pλq “ Ipλq˚, I˚pλq “ P pλq˚, ∇˚pλq “ ∆pλq˚ and T ˚pλq “
T pλq˚.
Proof. Note that the statements of the proposition are classical when R is a field.
The existence of the objects ∇pλq giving C op the structure of a highest weight
category and satisfying the Hom and Ext conditions is given by [47, Proposition
4.19]. The unicity follows from Lemma 2.7 below. The description of the projective,
tilting and injective objects of C ˚ is clear.
It is shown in [47, Proposition 4.14] that SC is a highest weight category with
∆pSC q “ S∆pC q. We denote by PSpλq, ISpλq, etc. the projective, injective, etc.
of SC associated with λ.
The existence of P pλq is granted in the definition of highest weight categories.
We show by descending induction on λ that kP pλq » Pkpλq. This is clear if λ
is maximal, for then P pλq “ ∆pλq. We have kP pλq “ Pkpλq ‘ Q, where Q is a
direct sum of Pkpµq’s with µ ą λ. By induction, Pkpµq “ kP pµq, hence Q lifts
to Q˜ P C proj, and there are maps f : Q˜ Ñ P pλq and g : P pλq Ñ Q˜ such that
kpgfq “ idQ. Since R is local and Q˜ is a finitely generated projective R-module,
we deduce that gf is an automorphism of Q˜, hence Q˜ is a direct summand of
P pλq, so Q˜ “ 0 and kP pλq “ Pkpλq. The unicity of P pλq is then clear, since given
M,N P C proj, we have kHomC pM,Nq „ÑHomkC pkM, kNq.
Given R Ñ S a local point, the residue field k1 of S is a field extension of k.
Since kA is a split k-algebra, it follows that given P a projective indecomposable
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kA-module, then k1P is a projective indecomposable k1A-module. We deduce that
Pk1pλq » k1 bk kP pλq, hence PSpλq » SP pλq.
The statements about Ipλq follow from those about P pλq by duality.
The statements about T pλq are proven in the same way as those for P pλq, using
Proposition 2.4(b) below. 
Note that pC ,∆pC qq is a highest weight R-category if and only if pkC , k∆pC qq
is a highest weight k-category and the objects of ∆pC q are projective over R,
see [47, thm. 4.15]. Note also that ∆pλq has a unique simple quotient Lpλq, and
IrrpC q “ tLpλquλPΛ.
Let C∆ and C∇ be the full subcategories of C consisting of the ∆-filtered and
∇-filtered objects, i.e., objects having a finite filtration whose successive quotients
are standard, costandard respectively. These are exact subcategories of C . Note
that every object of C∆ has a finite projective resolution, where the kernels of the
differentials are in C∆. As a consequence, the canonical functor DbpC∆q Ñ DbpC q
is fully faithful. Similarly, the canonical functor DbpC∇q Ñ DbpC q is fully faithful,
as every object of C∇ has a finite relatively R-injective resolution.
Lemma 2.2. Let C , C 1 be highest weight R-categories. An exact functor Φ : C Ñ
C 1 which restricts to an equivalence Φ : C∆
„ÑC 1∆ is an equivalence of highest
weight categories C
„ÑC 1.
Proof. Since Φ identifies the projective objects in C and C 1, it induces an equiva-
lence of their bounded homotopy categories, hence an equivalenceDbpC q Ñ DbpC 1q.
Since Φ is exact, we are done. 
Let C tilt “ C∆XC∇ be the full subcategory of C consisting of the tilting objects,
i.e., the objects which are both ∆-filtered and ∇-filtered.
Let T “ÀλPΛ T pλq. TheRingel dual of C is the category C ˛ “ EndC pT qop-mod.
It is a highest weight category on the poset Λop. The functor HompT, ‚q : C Ñ C ˛
restricts to an equivalence R : C∇
„ÑpC ˛q∆, called the Ringel equivalence. We have
Rp∇pλqq “ ∆˛pλq, RpT pλqq » P ˛pλq and RpIpλqq » T ˛pλq for λ P Λ, see [47,
Proposition 4.26]. The highest weight category C is determined, up to equivalence,
by C ˛ and we put pC ˛q˛ “ C . There is an equivalence of highest weight categories
C
„ÑC ˛˛ such that the composition
C
proj „ÑpC ˛˛qproj R´1ÝÝÝÑ
„
pC ˛qtilt R´1ÝÝÝÑ
„
C
inj
is isomorphic to the Nakayama duality HomAp‚, Aq˚. This provides also an equiv-
alence of highest weight categories C ˛
„ÑC ˛.
Now, for M P C we set
lcdC pMq “ minti ; Dµ P Λ,ExtipM,T pµqq ­“ 0u,
rcdC pMq “ minti ; Dµ P Λ,ExtipT pµq,Mq ­“ 0u.
(2.1)
Lemma 2.3. Assume R is a field. Let λ P Λ. Then
minti ; Dµ P Λ,ExtipLpλq, T pµqq ­“ 0u “ minti ; Dµ P Λ,ExtipLpλq,∆pµqq ­“ 0u
“ minti ; DM P C∆,ExtipLpλq,Mq ­“ 0u
Proof. Let c1, c2 and c3 be the quantities defined by the terms involving respectively
T pµq’s, ∆pµq’s and M P C∆ in the first two equalities. It is clear that c1 ě c2 “ c3.
Take µ minimal such that Extc2pLpλq,∆pµqq ­“ 0. There is an exact sequence
0 Ñ ∆pµq Ñ T pµq Ñ M Ñ 0 where M has a filtration with subquotients ∆pνq’s
where ν ă µ. We deduce that Extc2pLpλq, T pµqq ­“ 0, hence c1 ď c2. 
9Let us recall a few facts on base change for highest weight categories.
Proposition 2.4. Let C be a highest weight R-category, and let RÑ S be a local
S-point. For any M,N P C the following holds :
(a) if S is R-flat then S ExtdC pM,Nq “ ExtdSC pSM,SNq for all d P N,
(b) if eitherM P C proj or (M P C∆ and N P C∇), then we have S HomC pM,Nq “
HomSC pSM,SNq,
(c) if M is R-projective then M P C proj (resp. M P C tilt, C∆, C inj) if and only
if kM P kC proj (resp. kM P kC tilt, kC∆, kC inj),
(d) if either (M P C proj and N is R-projective) or (M P C∆ and N P C∇) then
HomC pM,Nq is R-projective.
Proof. Part paq is [Bourbaki, Alge`bre, ch. X, §6, prop. 7.c].
The statements in pbq, pdq are clear if M is a free A-module, and are preserved
under taking direct summands, so they hold for M P C proj.
Let M P C∆ and N P C∇. We have Ext1C pM,Nq “ Ext1SC pSM,SNq “ 0. As
a consequence, if M is an extension of M1,M2 P C∆ and the statements pbq, pdq
hold for Mi, N , then they hold for M,N . We proceed now by descending induction
on λ to prove that the statement for M “ ∆pλq. There is an exact sequence
0 Ñ M 1 Ñ P pλq Ñ ∆pλq Ñ 0, where M 1 is an extension of ∆pλ1q’s with λ1 ą λ.
The statements pbq, pdq hold for P pλq and, by induction, for M 1. Hence, they hold
for M .
Part pcq is [47, prop. 4.30]. 
Proposition 2.5. The indecomposable projective (resp. relatively R-injective, tilt-
ing) objects of C are the P pλq (resp. Ipλq, T pλq), for λ P Λ.
Proof. The statements are classical for kC , and Proposition 2.4(b),(c) reduce to
that case. 
Let us quote the following easy result for a later use.
Proposition 2.6. (a) Let C1, C2 be highest weight k-categories. An equivalence
of abelian k-categories F : C1 Ñ C2 which induces a morphism of posets IrrpC1q Ñ
IrrpC2q is an equivalence of highest weight categories.
(b) Let C1, C2 be highest weight R-categories. An equivalence of abelian R-
categories F : C1 Ñ C2 which induces an equivalence of highest weight k-categories
kF : kC1 Ñ kC2 is an equivalence of highest weight R-categories.
Proof. For part paq we need to prove that F maps ∆pC1q to ∆pC2q. An equivalence
of abelian categories F takes indecomposable projective objects to indecomposable
projective objects. So it preserves the standard modules, as ∆pλq is the largest
quotient of P pλq all of whose composition factors are Lpµq’s with µ ă λ. Part (b)
follows from Proposition 2.4(c). 
Next, we state some basic facts on ∇ and ∆-filtered modules. The situation over
a base ring that is not a field is slightly more complicated.
Lemma 2.7. Let C be a highest weight category over R and let M P C . The
following conditions are equivalent:
(a) Ext1C p∆pλq,Mq “ 0 for all λ P Λ
(b) there is a filtration 0 “M0 ĂM1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ĂMr “M and there are elements
λi P Λ such that Mi{Mi´1 » ∇pλiq bR HomC p∆pλiq,Mq with λi ‰ λj for
i ‰ j and λi ă λj implies i ă j
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(c) there is a filtration 0 “ M0 Ă M1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Mr “ M , there are elements
λi P Λ and there are R-modules Ui such that Mi{Mi´1 » ∇pλiq bR Ui.
If the conditions above hold and M is projective over R, then M P C∇.
Proof. Assume pbq. Let λ, µ P Λ and U P R-mod. We have Extą0C p∆pλq,∇pµqq “ 0
and HomC p∆pλq,∇pµqq P R-proj. We deduce that
Extą0C p∆pλq,∇pµq bR Uq “ Hą0pRHomC p∆pλq,∇pµq bLR Uqq »
» Hą0pRHomC p∆pλq,∇pµqq bLR Uq “ Extą0C p∆pλq,∇pµqq bR U “ 0.
This shows pbq ñ paq.
Now, assume paq. Let λ P Λ be minimal such that HomC p∇pλq,Mq ‰ 0. Fix
an element µ ď λ (no assumption on µ if HomC p∇pλq,Mq “ 0 for all λ P Λ).
There is an exact sequence 0 Ñ ∆pµq Ñ T pµq Ñ M 1 Ñ 0, where M 1 is filtered
by ∆pνq’s with ν ă µ. So, we have Ext1C pM 1,Mq “ 0. Hence the canonical
map HomC pT pµq,Mq Ñ HomC p∆pµq,Mq is surjective. There is an exact sequence
0 Ñ M2 Ñ T pµq Ñ ∇pµq Ñ 0, where M2 is filtered by ∇pνq’s with ν ă µ. Since
HomC pM2,Mq “ 0, the canonical map HomC p∇pµq,Mq Ñ HomC pT pµq,Mq is
an isomorphism. Consequently, the composition ∆pµq Ñ T pµq Ñ ∇pµq induces a
surjective map HomC p∇pµq,Mq Ñ HomC p∆pµq,Mq.
If µ ‰ λ, we have HomC p∇pµq,Mq “ 0, hence HomC p∆pµq,Mq “ 0. This shows
that the canonical map HomC pT pλq,Mq Ñ HomC p∆pλq,Mq is an isomorphism.
Hence, we have canonical isomorphisms
HomC p∇pλq,Mq „ÑHomC pT pλq,Mq „ÑHomC p∆pλq,Mq.
Now, set U “ HomC p∆pλq,Mq. We have
HomC p∇pλq bR U,Mq » HomRpU,HomC p∇pλq,Mqq
» HomRpU,HomC p∆pλq,Mqq
» HomC p∆pλq bR U,Mq.
So, the canonical map ∆pλqbRU ÑM factors through a map f : ∇pλqbRU ÑM .
If µ ‰ λ, we have HomC p∆pµq,∇pλqq “ 0. Further, we have an isomorphism
HomC p∆pλq, fq : HomC p∆pλq,∇pλqq bR U „ÑHomC p∆pλq,Mq.
Consequently, the map f “ HomC pA, fq is injective. Hence, since
Ext2C p∆pµq,∇pλq bR Uq “ 0
for all µ, the long exact sequence gives a surjective map
Ext1C p∆pµq,Mq Ñ Ext1C p∆pµq,Cokerpfqq.
The left hand side is 0 by assumption, we deduce that Ext1C p∆pµq,Cokerpfqq “ 0.
We have
tµ P Λ ; HomC p∆pµq,Cokerpfqq ‰ 0u Ă tµ P Λ ; HomC p∆pµq,Mq ‰ 0uztλu.
Therefore, by induction on the set tµ P Λ ; HomC p∆pµq,Mq ‰ 0u, we get that
Cokerpfq has a filtration as required. Since we have an exact sequence
0Ñ ∇pλq bR U ÑM Ñ Cokerpfq Ñ 0,
we deduce that M has also a filtration as required.
Assume now M is projective over R and consider a filtration as in (b). We
show that HomC p∆pλq,Mq is projective over R for all λ by induction on r. There
is an exact sequence 0 Ñ L Ñ P pλrq Ñ ∆pλrq Ñ 0 where L is filtered by
∆pµq’s with µ ą λr, so we have Homp∆pλrq,Mq » HompP pλrq,Mq. We de-
duce that Homp∆pλrq,Mq is projective over R. By induction, given i ď r ´ 1,
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then Homp∆pλiq,Mr´1q » Homp∆pλiq,Mq is projective over R and the result fol-
lows. 
2.4. Highest weight covers.
2.4.1. Definition and characterizations. Let C be a highest weight R-category and
let B be a finite projective R-algebra. Consider a quotient functor F : C Ñ
B-mod in the general sense of [27, sec. III.I], i.e., there is P P C proj and there
are isomorphisms B
„ÑEndC pP qop and F „ÑHomC pP, ‚q. We denote by G a right
adjoint of F and by η : 1Ñ GF the unit.
We say that F is
‚ a highest weight cover if it is fully faithful on C proj
‚ d-faithful for some d P Zě´1 if ExtiC pM,Nq “ 0 for all M P C with
F pMq “ 0, N P C∆ and i ď d` 1.
As Lemma 2.8 below shows, if F is d-faithful for some d ě 0, then it is a highest
weight cover.
We denote by pB-modqF∆ the full exact subcategory of B-mod of objects with
a filtration whose successive quotients are in F p∆q. Let F∆ : C∆ Ñ pB-modqF∆
be the restriction of F .
We provide some characterizations of d-faithfulness.
Lemma 2.8. Let F be a quotient functor. Let d P Zě0 and let E “ C∆, E “ ∆pC q
or E “ C tilt. The following conditions are equivalent
(i) F is d-faithful
(ii) given M P C with F pMq “ 0 and N P E , we have Extďd`1
C
pM,Nq “ 0
(iii) given N P E , we have HďdpconepN ηÝÑ RGF pNqqq “ 0.
(iv) given M P C , N P E and i ď d, then F induces an isomorphism
ExtiC pM,Nq „ÑExtiBpFM,FNq,
(v) given M P C proj, N P E and i ď d, then F induces an isomorphism
ExtiC pM,Nq „ÑExtiBpFM,FNq.
If R is a field, these conditions are equivalent to
(vi) given λ P Λ with FLpλq “ 0, then lcdC pLpλqq ą d` 1.
Proof. Note that (ii) in the case E “ C∆ is the statement (i). It is clear that (ii)
for E “ ∆pC q is equivalent to (ii) for E “ C∆, and these imply (ii) for E “ C tilt.
Assume (ii) holds in the case E “ C tilt. Let M P C with F pMq “ 0. We prove by
induction on λ that Extďd`1
C
pM,∆pλqq “ 0.
There is an exact sequence 0Ñ ∆pλq Ñ T pλq Ñ LÑ 0, where L has a filtration
by ∆pµq’s with µ ă λ. We have Extďd`1
C
pM,T pλqq “ 0 and, by induction, we have
Extďd`1
C
pM,Lq “ 0. We deduce that Extďd`1
C
pM,∆pλqq “ 0. So, (ii) holds for
E “ C∆.
Let X “ conepN ηÝÑ RGF pNqq. We have F pHipXqq “ 0 for all i. Given
Y P DbpC q such that F pY q “ 0, we have
HomDbpC qpY,RGF pNqq » HomDbpBqpF pY q, F pNqq “ 0,
hence HomDbpC qpY,Xrisq » HomDbpC qpY,N ri` 1sq for all i.
Assume (ii). As usual, let τďm denote the canonical truncation which takes a
complex C “ pCn, dnq to the subcomplex
τďmpCq “ t¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ Cm´1 Ñ Kerpdmq Ñ 0Ñ . . . u.
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Taking Y “ τďdpXq above, we obtain HomDbpC qpτďdpXq, Xq “ 0, hence τďdpXq “
0. So, (iii) holds.
Note that the canonical map ExtiC pM,Nq Ñ ExtiBpFM,FNq is an isomorphism
if and only if the canonical map ExtiC pM,Nq Ñ HomDbpC qpM,RGFN risq is an
isomorphism.
Assume (iii). Applying HompM,´q to the distinguished triangleN Ñ RGF pNq Ñ
X ù, we deduce that (iv) holds.
It is clear that (iv)ñ(v). Assume (v). It follows from Lemma 2.10 that the
canonical map Extd`1
C
pM,Nq Ñ Extd`1B pF pMq, F pNqq is injective for all M P C ,
and (ii) follows.
Assume finally R is a field. The assertion (ii), in the case E “ C tilt, follows from
the case M simple: that is assertion (vi). 
Remark 2.9. We leave it to the reader to check that the first three equivalences in
Lemma 2.8 hold when d “ ´1.
Lemma 2.10. Let F be an exact functor, let d ě ´1 and let N P C . Assume F
induces
‚ an isomorphism ExtiC pP,Nq „ÑExtiBpF pP q, F pNqq for P P C proj and i ď d
‚ an injection Extd`1
C
pP,Nq ãÑ Extd`1B pF pP q, F pNqq for P P C proj.
Then, F induces
‚ an isomorphism ExtiC pM,Nq „ÑExtiBpF pMq, F pNqq for M P C and i ď d
‚ an injection Extd`1
C
pM,Nq ãÑ Extd`1B pF pMq, F pNqq for M P C .
Proof. We prove by induction on i the first statement of the lemma. Consider an
exact sequence 0 Ñ M 1 Ñ P Ñ M Ñ 0 with P P C proj. We have a commutative
diagram with exact horizontal sequences
Ext
i
C
pP,Nq //
„

Ext
i
C
pM 1, Nq //

Ext
i`1
C
pM,Nq //

Ext
i`1
C
pP,Nq

//
Ext
i`1
C
pM 1, Nq

Ext
i
BpFP,FNq
//
Ext
i
BpFM
1, FNq // Exti`1
B
pFM,FNq // Exti`1
B
pFP, FNq // Exti`1
B
pFM 1, FNq
where the fourth vertical map is an isomorphism for i ` 1 ď d and is injective for
i “ d. By induction, the second vertical map is an isomorphism, hence the third
vertical map is injective. So, we have shown that the canonical map Exti`1
C
pL,Nq Ñ
Exti`1B pF pLq, F pNqq is injective for all L P C , in particular for L “M 1. If i`1 ď d,
we deduce that the third vertical map is an isomorphism. 
Let us summarize some of the results above.
Corollary 2.11. Let F : C Ñ B-mod be a quotient functor.
‚ F is p´1q-faithful if and only if F∆ is faithful
‚ F is a highest weight cover if and only if ηpMq : M Ñ GF pMq is an
isomorphism for all M P C proj
‚ F is 0-faithful if and only if F∆ is fully faithful if and only if ηpMq :M Ñ
GF pMq is an isomorphism for all M P C∆
‚ F is 1-faithful if and only if F∆ is an equivalence.
The next two lemmas relate highest weight covers of C , C ˚ and C ˛.
Lemma 2.12. Consider a highest weight cover F “ HomC pP, ‚q : C Ñ B-mod.
Then F˚ “ HomC˚pHomApP,Aq, ‚q : C ˚ Ñ Bop-mod is a highest weight cover.
Let d ě 0. Then, F is d-faithful if and only if F˚ induces isomorphisms
ExtiC˚pM,Nq „ÑExtiBoppF˚M,F˚Nq for all M,N P pC ˚q∇ and i ď d.
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Proof. There is a commutative diagram
pC∆qop „
HomRp‚,Rq //
F

pC ˚q∇
F˚

pB-modqop XRproj
HomRp‚,Rq
„ // Bop-modXRproj
since
HomAoppHomApP,Aq,HomRp‚, Rqq » HomRpHomApP,Aq bA ‚, Rq
» HomRpHomApP, ‚q, Rq.
The lemma follows, since (higher) extensions can be computed in the exact
subcategories appearing in the diagram. 
The next lemma is clear.
Lemma 2.13. Let T P C∇ and consider a finite projective R-algebra B with a
morphism of algebras φ : B Ñ EndC pT qop. Let F “ HomC pT, ‚q, P “ RpT q and
F ˛ “ HomC ˛pP, ‚q : C ˛ Ñ B-mod.
The functor F ˛ is a highest weight weight cover if and only if T is tilting, F is
fully faithful on C tilt and φ is an isomorphism.
The functor F ˛ is d-faithful if and only if T is tilting, φ is an isomorphism and
F induces isomorphisms ExtiC pM,Nq „ÑExtiBpFM,FNq for all M,N P C∇ and
i ď d.
Recall that an R-algebra B is Frobenius if and only if B˚ “ HomRpB,Rq is
isomorphic to B as a B-module.
Lemma 2.14. Let F “ HomC pP, ‚q : C Ñ B-mod be a 0-faithful functor. If B is
a Frobenius algebra, then P is tilting.
Proof. Let λ P Λ. By Lemma 2.10, we have an injection
Ext1C p∆pλq, P q ãÑ Ext1BpF∆pλq, F pP qq.
Since F pP q “ B is relatively R-injective and F∆pλq is projective over R, we deduce
that Ext1BpF∆pλq, F pP qq “ 0, hence Ext1C p∆pλq, P q “ 0. It follows from Lemma
2.7 that P is tilting. 
Lemma 2.15. Let C be a highest weight category, T P C tilt and B “ EndC pT qop.
Assume the restriction of HomC pT, ‚q to C∇ is fully faithful and B is a Frobenius
algebra. Then T is projective.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.14 applied to C ˛, cf Lemma 2.13. 
2.4.2. Base change. Let S be a local commutative flat R-algebra. If F is d-faithful,
then SF is d-faithful, and the converse holds if S is faithfully flat over R (for
example, if it is a local S-point).
Lemma 2.16. Let F be a quotient functor.
If KF is p´1q-faithful, then F is p´1q-faithful.
Assume R is a regular local ring. If RpF is 0-faithful (resp. is a highest weight
cover) for all p P P1, then F is 0-faithful (resp. is a highest weight cover).
Proof. The first statement is obvious, since objects of C∆ are projective over R.
Assume now F is p´1q-faithful. Let M P C∆. Consider the exact sequence
0ÑM ηpMqÝÝÝÑ GFM Ñ coker ηpMq Ñ 0.
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Assume Rp coker ηpMq “ 0 for all p P P1. Then, the support of coker ηpMq has
codimension ě 2, hence Ext1Rpcoker ηpMq,Mq “ 0, since M is projective over R.
It follows that coker ηpMq is a direct summand of the torsion-free module GF pMq,
hence coker ηpMq “ 0. The lemma follows. 
The corollary below is immediate.
Corollary 2.17. Let C be a highest weight category, T P C tilt and B “ EndC pT qop.
Let F “ HomC pT, ‚q. Assume R is a regular local ring. Then, the restriction of
F to C∇ is fully faithful if the restriction of RpF to RpC
∇ is fully faithful for all
p P P1.
Proof. Let P “ RpT q and F ˛ “ HomC ˛pP, ‚q : C ˛ Ñ B-mod. The restriction of F
to C∇ is fully faithful if and only if the restriction of F ˛ to pC ˛q∇ is fully faithful.
Now, F ˛ is a quotient functor because T is tilting. Thus, by Lemma 2.16, if RpF
˛
is 0-faithful for all p P P1, then F ˛ is 0-faithful. Finally, by Lemma 2.13, RpF ˛ is
0-faithful if the restriction of RpF to RpC
∇ is fully faithful. 
The following key result generalizes [47, prop. 4.42].
Proposition 2.18. Assume R is regular. If kF is d-faithful, then F is d-faithful.
If in addition KF is pd` 1q-faithful, then F is pd` 1q-faithful.
Proof. Assume kF is d-faithful. Let M P C with F pMq “ 0 and let N P C∆. We
have RHomkC pkM, kNq » k bLR RHomC pM,Nq. Let C be a bounded complex
of finitely generated projective R-modules quasi-isomorphic to RHomC pM,Nq and
with Căr “ 0. We assume r is maximal with this property. Then, ExtrkC pkM, kNq »
HrpkCq ­“ 0, hence r ą d`1, so Extďd`1
C
pM,Nq “ 0. It follows that F is d-faithful.
Assume now KF is pd ` 1q-faithful. Then Hd`2pCq is a torsion R-module. If
it is non-zero, then Cd`1 ­“ 0 a contradiction. So, Hd`2pCq “ 0 and F is pd ` 1q-
faithful. 
2.4.3. Uniqueness results. We assume in this section that R is normal.
Let B1 be an R-algebra, finitely generated and projective over R, and such that
KB1 is split semi-simple.
Fix a poset structure on IrrpKB1q. Given E P IrrpKB1q, let pKB1qďE (resp.
pKB1qăE) be the sum of the simple KB1-submodules of KB1 isomorphic to some
F ď E (resp. F ă E).
We say that a family tSpEquEPIrrpKB1q of B1-modules, finitely generated and
projective over R, are Specht modules for B1 if
pB1 X pKB1qďEq{pB1 X pKB1qăEq » SpEqdimK E for E P IrrpK 1Bq.
Note thatKSpEq » E and EndB1pSpEqq “ R. So, if tS1pEquEPIrrpKB1q is another
family of Specht modules, then S1pEq » SpEq for all E: the Specht modules are
unique, up to isomorphism (if they exist).
The same construction with the opposite order on IrrpKB1q leads to the dual
Specht modules S1pEq P B-mod with KS1pEq » E.
Assume that the K-algebra KB is semi-simple and that F is a highest weight
cover. Then the K-category KC is split semi-simple and we have an equivalence
KF : KC
„ÑKB-mod. So, the functor KF induces a bijection IrrpKC q „Ñ IrrpKBq
and we put SpλqK “ KF p∆pλqq P IrrpKBq. The highest weight order on IrrpKC q
yields a partial order on IrrpKBq.
We will say that F is a highest weight cover of B for the order on IrrpKBq
coming from the one on IrrpKC q.
The next lemma follows from [47, Lemma 4.48].
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Lemma 2.19. Let F be a highest weight cover and assume KB is semi-simple.
Then B has Specht modules Spλq “ F p∆pλqq and dual Specht modules S1pλq “
F p∇pλqq.
Proposition 2.20. Let F : C Ñ B-mod and F 1 : C 1 Ñ B-mod be highest weight
covers. Assume R is regular, B is Frobenius, and KB is semi-simple.
Assume that
‚ the order on IrrpKBq induced by pC , F q refines, or is refined by, the order
induced by pC 1, F 1q
‚ F is fully faithful on C∆ and on C∇
‚ F 1 is fully faithful on C 1∆ and on C 1∇
‚ (a) F pP pλqq P F 1pC 1projq for all λ P Λ such that lcdkC pLpλqq ď 1 and
F pIpλqq P F 1pC 1injq for all λ P Λ such that rcdkC pLpλqq ď 1.
or
(b) F pT pλqq P F 1pC 1tiltq for all λ P Λ such that lcdkC ˛pL˛pλqq ď 1 or
rcdkC ˛ pL˛pλqq ď 1
Then, there is an equivalence of highest weight categories Φ : C
„ÑC 1 such that
F 1Φ » F .
Proof. Lemma 2.19 shows there is a bijection p : Λ
„ÑΛ1 such that F p∆pλqq »
F 1p∆1pppλqqq. If the order on Λ1 is finer than the one induced by Λ, then we replace
it by that coarser order. The category C 1 is still highest weight. In the other
case, we change the order on Λ. Then p becomes an isomorphism of posets and we
identify Λ and Λ1 through p.
Let O “ C ˛ and O 1 “ C 1˛. Lemma 2.14 shows that P is tilting. So, RpP q is
tilting and projective and, identifying C ˛ with C ˛, we have R´1pP q » RpP q. Since
F is fully faithful on C∇, it follows from Lemma 2.13 that F ˛ “ HomC ˛pRpP q,´q
is 0-faithful. Similarly, we deduce that F ˛ is fully faithful on pC ˛q∇, since F is
0-faithful. We prove in the same way that F 1˛ “ HomC 1˛pRpP 1q, ‚q is fully faithful
on pC 1˛q∆ and on pC 1˛q∇.
We have F pP pλqq P F 1pC 1projq if and only if F ˛pT ˛pλqq P F 1˛ppC 1˛qtiltq. Similarly,
we have F pIpλqq P F 1pC 1injq if and only if F ˛pT ˛pλqq P F 1˛ppC 1˛qtiltq.
Since C ˛ » C ˛ as highest weight categories, we deduce that the case (a) of the
proposition for pC ,C 1, F, F 1q is equivalent to the case (b) of the proposition for
pC ˛,C 1˛, F ˛, F 1˛q. We assume from now on that we are in case (a).
Let P˜ “ P‘ÀlcdkC pLpλqqď1 P pλq, let B˜ “ EndC pP˜ qop and let F˜ “ HomC pP˜ , ‚q :
C Ñ B˜-mod. This is a 1-faithful cover by Lemma 2.8 and Proposition 2.18. So
the functor F˜ restricts to an equivalence F˜∆ : C∆
„ÑpB˜-modqF˜∆, with inverse
HomB˜pF˜ pAq, ‚q.
Consider P˜ 1 P C 1proj such that F 1pP˜ 1q » F pP˜ q. Fixing such an isomorphism, we
obtain an isomorphism B˜
„ÑEndC 1pP˜ 1qop. Note that P 1 is a direct summand of P˜ 1,
since F 1pP 1q » B » F pP q. Let F˜ 1 “ HomC 1pP˜ 1, ‚q : C 1 Ñ B˜-mod, a highest weight
cover. Lemma 2.19 shows that F˜ 1p∆1pλqq » F˜ p∆pλqq for all λ P Λ.
Let i be the idempotent of B˜ such that P˜ i “ P . The right action of B on
P provides an isomorphism B
„ÑiB˜i. This equips B˜i with a structure of pB˜, Bq-
bimodule. Let Fˆ “ HomB˜pB˜i, ‚q : B˜-modÑ B-mod.
We have an isomorphism Fˆ ˝ F˜ „ÑHomC pP˜ bB˜ B˜i, ‚q, hence Fˆ ˝ F˜ „ÑF . Similarly,
we have an isomorphism Fˆ ˝ F˜ 1 „ÑF 1. Consider the exact functor
Φ “ HomC 1pP˜ 1 bB˜ F˜ pAq, ‚q » HomB˜pF˜ pAq, ‚q ˝ F˜ 1∆ : pC 1q∆ Ñ C∆.
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We have an isomorphism F˜∆ ˝ Φ „ÑF˜ 1∆ and there is a commutative diagram
C 1∆
Φ //
F˜ 1∆
((◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗◗
◗p
F 1∆
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
C∆
F˜∆
„vv♠♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠
♠♠ nN
F∆
}}④④
④④
④④
④④
④④
④④
④④
④④
④④
④④
④
pB˜-modqF˜∆
Fˆ∆

pB-modqF∆
Since F∆ is fully faithful and F˜∆ is an equivalence, we deduce that Fˆ∆ is fully
faithful. Since F 1∆ is fully faithful, we deduce that F˜ 1∆ is fully faithful. It follows
that Φ is fully faithful. Note that Φp∆1pλqq » ∆pλq for all λ P Λ. Since F˜ pP q “
B˜i » F˜ 1pP 1q, we have ΦpP 1q » P .
Define
Ψ˜ “ HomC pΦpA1q, ‚q : C Ñ C 1
Since ΦpA1q P C∆, it follows that Ψ˜ is exact on C∇. We have
Ψ˜pP q » HomC pΦpA1q,ΦpP 1qq » HomC 1pA1, P 1q » P 1.
Let us fix an isomorphism Ψ˜pP q „ÑP 1. Let I Ă Λ be an ideal. Define pKP qI as the
sum of the simple submodules of KP isomorphic to K∇pµq for some µ P I. Let
PI “ P XpKP qI . Given λ P Λ, we have Pďλ{Păλ » ∇pλqn for some n ą 0, since P
is tilting (Lemma 2.14) and KP is a progenerator of KC . We have KΨ˜ppKP qIq “
pKP 1qI for all ideals I Ă Λ, hence Ψ˜p∇pλqq » ∇1pλq for all λ P Λ. We deduce that
Ψ˜ restricts to an exact functor Ψ : C∇ Ñ C 1∇. We have
ΦpA1q bC 1 P 1 » HomC 1pP˜ 1 bB˜ F˜ pAq, P 1q » HomB˜pF˜ pAq, F˜ 1pP 1qq
» HomB˜pF˜ pAq, F˜ pP qq » HomC pA,P q » P,
hence
F 1˝Ψ˜ “ HomC 1pP 1,HomC pΦpA1q, ‚qq » HomC pΦpA1qbC 1P 1, ‚q » HomC pP, ‚q “ F.
Since F∇ and F 1∇ are fully faithful, we deduce that Ψ is fully faithful.
We now apply what we have proven to C ˚ and C 1˚ (cf Lemma 2.12). We
obtain a full faithful exact functor Ψ˚ : C
˚∇ Ñ C 1˚∇, hence a fully faithful exact
functor Υ “ Ψp‚˚q˚ : C∆ Ñ C 1∆ such that Υp∆pλqq » ∆pλ1q for all λ P Λ. The
composition ΦΥ is a fully faithful exact endofunctor of C∆ and FΦΥ » F . It
follows that ΦΥ fixes isomorphism classes of objects, hence it is an equivalence.
Similarly, ΥΦ is an equivalence, hence Φ is an equivalence pC 1q∆ Ñ C∆. The
proposition follows from Lemma 2.2. 
2.4.4. Covers of truncated polynomial rings in one variable. Let I be a non-empty
finite poset and tqiuiPI a family of elements of R. We denote by q¯i the image of qi
in k. We assume that given i, j P I, then q¯i “ q¯j if and only i ď j or j ď i.
LetB “ RrT s{`śiPIpT´qiq
˘
. This is a freeR-algebra, with basis p1, T, . . . , T d´1q.
Given j P I, let
Sj “ RrT s{pT ´ qjq and Yj “ RrT s{
` ź
iPI,iěj
pT ´ qiq
˘
.
We put Y “ ÀjPI Yj , A “ EndBpY qop, G “ HomBpY, ‚q : B-mod Ñ A-mod,
P “ GpBq and F “ HomApP, ‚q : A-mod Ñ B-mod. Let ∆pjq be the quotient of
GpYjq by the subspace of maps Y Ñ Yj that factor through Yj1 for some j1 ą j.
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Proposition 2.21. C “ A-mod is a highest weight R-category on the poset I with
standard objects the ∆pjq’s. The functor F is a p´1q-faithful highest cover of B
and we have
F p∆pjqq » Sj , F pP pjqq » Yj , P pjq “ GpYjq.
If qi ­“qj for i ­“ j, then F is a 0-faithful cover of B.
Assume C 1 is a highest weight R-category with poset I and F 1 : C 1 Ñ B-mod is
a highest weight cover. If R is a field or KF 1p∆pjqq » KSj for all j, then there is
an equivalence of highest weight categories Φ : C
„ÑC 1 such that F 1Φ » F .
Proof. Let I¯ be the quotient of I by the relation i „ j if q¯i “ q¯j . We have a block
decomposition B »ÀJPI¯ RrT s{
`ś
iPJpT ´qiq
˘
, and if the proposition holds for the
individual blocks, then it holds for B. As a consequence, it is enough to prove the
proposition when q¯i “ q¯j for all i, j P I. Choosing i P I and replacing T by T ´ qi,
we can assume further that q¯i “ 0 for all i P I. Since the poset structure on I is
now a total order, we can assume I “ t0, . . . , d´ 1u with the usual order, for some
d ě 1.
Assume first R is a field. Then B “ RrT s{T d. Note that Yj “ RrT s{T d´j and
that tYjujPI is a complete set of representatives of isomorphism classes of indecom-
posable B-modules. Denote by ej the idempotent of A corresponding to the projec-
tion onto Yj . Then, the projective indecomposable A-modules are the P pjq “ Aej ,
j P I. Note that EndpP pd´1qq “ R. Let L “ Aed´1A. We have L2 “ L, L » P pd´
1qd as left A-modules and A{L » EndRrT s{pTd´1q
`À
0ďiďd´2RrT s{pT d´i´1q
˘op
. It
follows that A-mod is a highest weight category on the poset I, with ∆pjq “
Aej{Aej`1Aej [CPS, “Finite-dimensional algebras and highest weight categories”,
Lemma 3.4]. Let us state some properties of C , that can be easily checked. The
module ∆pjq is uniserial, with composition series Lpjq, Lpj ´ 1q, . . . , Lp0q, starting
from the head. We have rP pjq : ∆piqs “ 1 if i ě j, and rP pjq : ∆piqs “ 0 other-
wise. The module P “ P p0q is projective and injective, while P pd´ 1q “ ∆pd´ 1q.
Note that F is exact and its restriction to A-proj is fully faithful. Since every ∆pjq
embeds in P , it follows that F is p´1q-faithful. Note that F p∆pjqq » R.
Consider now C 1 and F 1 as in the proposition. Since C 1 has d non-isomorphic
projective indecomposable modules, it follows that tF 1pP 1pjqqujPI “ tYjujPI . As a
consequence, there is a permutation σ of I and an equivalence Φ : C -proj
„ÑC 1-proj
such that ΦpP pσpjqqq » P 1pjq and F 1Φ » F . Such an equivalence extends to an
equivalence Φ : C
„ÑC 1, and F 1Φ » F . So, C is a highest weight category with
the order given by i ď1 j if σpiq ď σpjq. Note that EndpP pjqq “ R if and only if
j “ d´ 1. It follows that d´ 1 must be maximal for the order ď1, and considering
the quotient algebra A{L as above, one sees by induction that ď1“ď, i.e., σ “ 1,
hence Φ is an equivalence of highest weight categories. This shows the proposition
when R is a field.
Assume now R is a general local ring. The R-modules ∆pjq are free and kA »
EndkBpkY q. We deduce that C is a highest weight category and F is a p´1q-faithful
highest weight cover. If KB is semi-simple, it follows from Proposition 2.18 that
F is 0-faithful (the regularity of R is not necessary here).
We consider finally C 1 and F 1 as in the proposition. Since the canonical map
kHomBpYi, Yjq Ñ HomkBpkYi, kYjq is an isomorphism for all i, j, we deduce that
kF 1 is a highest weight cover, hence equivalent to kF . As a consequence, F 1 is
0-faithful and kF 1pP 1pjqq » kYj for all j. We deduce that rP 1pjq : ∆piqs “ δiěj ,
and it follows that rKF 1pP 1pjqqs “ rKSjs ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` rKSd´1s in K0pKB-modq. There
is a surjective morphism of B-modules B Ñ kF 1pP 1pjqq. It lifts to a surjective
morphism of B-modules B Ñ F 1pP 1pjqq. Since F 1pP 1pjqq is free over R, there is
a subset J of I of cardinality j with F 1pP 1pjqq » B{`śiPJ pT ´ qiq
˘
. It follows
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that rKF 1pP 1pjqqs “ řiRJ rKS1is, hence F 1pP 1pjqq » Yj , as tqiuiPJ “ tqiuiěj . The
proposition follows. 
2.5. Complement on symmetric algebras. Let R be a commutative noetherian
ring. Let B be an R-algebra. We say that B is symmetric if it is a finitely generated
projective R-module and B is isomorphic to B˚ as a pB,Bq-bimodule.
Proposition 2.22. Let B be a symmetric R-algebra. Assume R is a domain with
field of fractions K and KB is a split semi-simple algebra. Let ψ be an R-algebra
endomorphism of B.
If Kψ is an automorphism of KB that induces the identity map on K0pKBq,
then ψ is an automorphism.
Proof. Let t P HomRpB,Rq be a symmetrizing form for B, the image of 1 through
an isomorphism of pB,Bq-bimodules B „ÑB˚. Note that tprB,Bsq “ 0.
Since KB is split semi-simple, the character map is an isomorphism K bZ
K0pKBq Ñ HomKpKB{rKB,KBs,Kq. We deduce that ψ induces the identity
on KB{rKB,KBs, hence t ˝ ψ “ t.
Consider a maximal ideal m of R, and let k “ R{m. The k-algebra kB is symmet-
ric, with symmetrizing form kt and pktq˝pkψq “ kt. It follows that ktpkerpkψqq “ 0,
hence kerpkψq “ 0, since the kernel of a symmetrizing form contains no nonzero
ideal. We deduce that kψ is an isomorphism.
We have shown that pR{mqψ is onto for every maximal ideal m of R. It follows
that ψ is onto, hence it is an isomorphism, since B is a finitely generated projective
R-module. 
3. Hecke algebras, q-Schur algebras and categorifications
Let R be a Crq, q´1s-algebra. Let qR be the image of q in R. If no confusion is
possible, we may abbreviate q “ qR.
3.1. Quivers. Assume that qR ‰ 1. For any subset I Ă Rˆ we associate a quiver
I pqq with set of vertices I and with an arrow iÑ i qR whenever i, i qR P I . We
may abbreviate I “ I pqq when there is no risk of confusion. Note that we do not
assume I pqq to be connected or I to be finite. We will assume that pqZI pqqq{qZ
is finite.
Let QR,1, . . . , QR,ℓ P I such that I “
Ťℓ
p“1 Ip, where Ip “ I X qZRQR,p. We
write i ” j if i P qZj. Each equivalence class has a representative (possibly more
than one) in the set tQR,1, QR,2, . . . , QR,ℓu.
If I pqq is stable under multiplication by qZR, and qR is not a root of 1, then each
Ip is isomorphic to the quiver A8. If I pqq is stable under multiplication by qZR,
and qR is a primitive e-th of 1, then each Ip is isomorphic to the quiver A
p1q
e´1.
For any subset I Ă R we consider also the quiver I1 with the set of vertices I
and with an arrow iÑ i` 1 whenever i, i` 1 P I. We may abbreviate I “ I1.
3.2. Kac-Moody algebras associated with a quiver. Let paijq be the gener-
alized Cartan matrix associated with the quiver I and let slI be the (derived)
Kac-Moody algebra over C associated with paijq. The Lie algebra slI is generated
by Ei, Fi with i P I , subject to the usual relations. Fix a subset Ω Ă r1, ℓs such
that I is the disjoint union I “ ŮpPΩ Ip. We have a Lie algebra decomposition
slI “
À
pPΩ slIp .
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For each i P I , let αi, αˇi be the simple root and coroot corresponding to Ei and
let Λi be the i-th fundamental weight. Set Q “
À
iPI Zαi and Q
` “ ÀiPI Nαi.
Set P “ÀiPI ZΛi and P` “ÀiPI NΛi.
Let X be the free abelian group with basis tεi ; i P I u. The assignment αi ÞÑ
εi ´ εiq yields additive maps Q,Q` Ñ X . If I is bounded below then we may
identify Λi with the (finite) sum
ř
dPN εiq´d . So, we may consider P, P
` as subsets
of X .
We will write P “ PI , Q “ QI , Q` “ Q`I and X “ XI if necessary. For
α P Q` of height d we write I α “ ti “ pi1, . . . , idq P I d ; αi1 `¨ ¨ ¨`αid “ αu. The
set I α is an orbit for the action of the symmetric group Sd on I
d by permutation.
Each Sd-orbit in I
d is of this form.
For any subset I Ă R we consider also the quiver I1 which yields in the same
way as above a Cartan datum and a Lie algebra slI .
3.3. Partitions. Set Zℓpnq “ tpν1, . . . , νℓq P Zℓ ; ν1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` νℓ “ nu, C ℓn “ tν P
Zℓpnq; νp ě 0, @pu, and C ℓn,` “ tν P Zℓpnq; νp ą 0, @pu. An element of C ℓn is a
composition of n into ℓ parts. We will say that the composition ν is dominant if it
satisfies the inequalities ν1 ě ν2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě νℓ, and that it is anti-dominant if we have
ν1 ď ν2 ď ¨ ¨ ¨ ď νℓ.
Let Pn be the set of partitions of n, i.e., the set of non-increasing sequences of
positive integers with sum n. For λ P Pn, let |λ| “ n be the weight of λ, let lpλq
be the number of parts in λ and let tλ be the transposed partition. We associate
to λ the Young diagram Y pλq with λi boxes in the i-th row. Let Pℓn be the set
of ℓ-partitions of n, i.e., the set of ℓ-tuples of partitions λ “ pλ1, . . . , λℓq withř
p |λp| “ n. Let P “
Ů
n Pn and P
ℓ “ Ůn Pℓn. For each ν P C ℓn and d P r1, ns
we set Pν “ tλ P Pℓ ; lpλpq ď νpu with Pνd “ Pν XPℓd.
Let A P Y pλq be the box which lies in the i-th row and j-th column of the diagram
of λp. Consider the element ppAq “ p in r1, ℓs. Given QR,1, QR,2, . . . , QR,ℓ P I ,
we set q-resQpAq “ qj´iR QR,p. For λ, µ P Pℓ we write q-resQpµ ´ λq “ a if µ is
obtained by adding a box of residue a to the Young diagram associated with λ.
We may write q-resspAq “ q-resQpAq and contspAq “ sp ` j ´ i, where sp is a
formal symbol such that q
sp
R “ QR,p. We call q-resspAq the shifted residue of A and
contspAq its shifted content. We may also abbreviate Qp “ QR,p.
Let Γ be the group of ℓ-th roots of 1 in Cˆ. Let Sd be the symmetric group
on d letters and Γd be the semi-direct product Sd ˙ Γd, where Γd is the Cartesian
product of d copies of Γ. The group Γd is a complex reflection group. The set
IrrpCΓdq is identified with Pℓd in such a way that λ is associated with the module
X pλqC induced from the Γ|λ1| ˆ . . .ˆ Γ|λℓ|-module φλ1χℓ b φλ2χb ¨ ¨ ¨ b φλℓχℓ´1.
Here φλp is the irreducible CS|λp|-module associated with the partition λ
p and χp
is the one dimensional Γ|λ
p|-module given by the p-th power of the determinant.
Note that this labeling agrees with [47, sec. 6], [54, sec. 1.5] but it differs from
that of [29, sec. 2.3.4].
3.4. Hecke algebras.
3.4.1. Cyclotomic Hecke algebras. Write HR,0 “ R. For d ě 1, the affine Hecke
algebra HR,d is the R-algebra generated by T1, . . . , Td´1, X
˘1
1 , . . . , X
˘1
d subject to
the relations
pTi ` 1qpTi ´ qRq “ 0,
TiTi`1Ti “ Ti`1TiTi`1, TiTj “ TjTi if |i´ j| ą 1,
XiXj “ XjXi, XiX´1i “ X´1i Xi “ 1,
TiXiTi “ qRXi`1, XiTj “ TjXi if i´ j ‰ 0, 1.
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The cyclotomic Hecke algebra is the quotient HQR,d of HR,d by the two-sided
ideal generated by
śℓ
p“1pX1 ´QR,pq.
If ℓ “ 1, then the R-algebra HQR,d is generated by Ti with i P r1, dq. It does not
depend on the choice of the unit QR,1. In this case we write H
`
R,d “ HQR,d.
Given s “ ps1, . . . , sℓq as above, we write HsR,d “ HQR,d. For any d ă d1, the
R-algebra embedding HR,d Ñ HR,d1 given by Ti ÞÑ Ti, Xj ÞÑ Xj for i P r1, dq,
j P r1, ds, induces an embedding HsR,d Ñ HsR,d1 . The R-algebra HsR,d1 is free
as a left and as a right HsR,d-module. This yields a pair of exact adjoint functors
pIndd1d ,Resd
1
d q betweenHsR,d1-mod andHsR,d-mod . For d ď d1 there is also an algebra
embedding H`R,d Ñ HsR,d1 given by Ti ÞÑ Ti for i P r1, dq. It yields a pair of exact
adjoint functors pIndd1,sd,`,Resd
1,s
d,`q between H`R,d-mod and HsR,d1-mod.
Now, assume that R “ K is a field. Any finite dimensional HsK,d-module M
can be decomposed into (generalized) weight spaces M “ ÀiPI d Mi, with Mi “
tv P M ; pXr ´ irqnv “ 0, r P r1, ds, n " 0u. See [9, sec. 4.1] and the references
there for details. Decomposing the regular module, we get a system of orthogonal
idempotents t1i ; i P Kdu in HsK,d such that 1iM “ Mi for each finite dimensional
module M of HsK,d.
Given α P Q` of height d, we set 1α “
ř
iPKα 1i. The nonzero 1α’s are the
primitive central idempotents in HsK,d, i.e., the algebra H
s
K,α “ 1αHsK,d is either
zero or a single block of HsK,d [6, 38].
3.4.2. Degenerate cyclotomic Hecke algebras. In the same way we can consider the
degenerate Hecke algebra HR,d and the degenerate cyclotomic Hecke algebra H
s
R,d
introduced in [7]. We assume here s P Rℓ. The algebra HR,d is generated by
elements t1, . . . , td´1, x1, . . . , xd subject to the relations
t2i “ 1,
titi`1ti “ ti`1titi`1, titj “ tjti if |i´ j| ą 1,
xixj “ xjxi,
tixi`1 “ xiti ` 1, xitj “ tjxi if i´ j ‰ 0, 1.
The degenerate cyclotomic Hecke algebra HsR,d is the quotient of HR,d by the two-
sided ideal generated by the element
śℓ
p“1px1 ´ sR,pq.
The representation theory of HsR,d is very similar to that of H
s
R,d. For instance,
if R “ K is a field then the primitive central idempotents in HsK,d are again labeled
by the elements α P Q` of height d, which permits us to define HsK,α “ 1αHsK,d as
above. For any subset I Ă K we set HsI “
À
αPQ`
I
HsK,α, H
s
I,d “ HsI XHsK,d. See
e.g., [9, sec. 3] for more details.
3.4.3. Representations. We will use the following properties of HsR,d and H
s
R,d :
‚ the R-algebras HsR,d and HsR,d are both symmetric by [42], [7, app. A],
‚ the K-algebra HsK,d is split semi-simple if and only if
dź
i“1
p1` qK ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` qi´1K q
ź
uăv
ź
´dărăd
pqrK QK,u ´QK,vq ‰ 0. (3.1)
Now, set ζ “ expp2?´1π{ℓq. If qK “ 1 and QK,p “ ζp´1, then HsK,d is the
algebra KΓd of the group Γd. Therefore, if H
s
K,d is semi-simple, then the set
IrrpHsK,dq is canonically identified with IrrpKΓdq by Tits’ deformation Theorem.
For each λ P Pℓd, one can define a Specht module Spλqs,qR of HsR,d as in §2.4.3, using
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the dominance order E on Pℓd, cf §3.5 below. It is free over R, and specializes to
X pλqC as qR ÞÑ 1 and QR,p ÞÑ ζp´1. The Specht modules SpλqsR of HsR,d with
λ P Pℓd are defined similarly.
Now, assume that R is an analytic deformation ring in the sense of §5.1 below.
Set I “ Ťℓp“1 qsp`ZR and I “ Ťℓp“1psp`Zq. The multiplication by qR and the shift
by 1 equips the sets I , I with structures of quivers I pqq, I1 as explained in §3.1.
Proposition 3.1. Assume that R is a local ring.
(a) The blocks HsR,α of H
s
R,d (resp. the blocks H
s
R,α of H
s
R,d) are labeled by
the elements α P Q`
I
(resp. α P Q`I ) of height d. We have kHsR,α “ Hsk,α and
kHsR,α “ Hsk,α for each α.
(b) Assume that the map expp´2π?´1 ‚{κq yields an isomorphism of quivers β :
I1 Ñ I pqq. Given an element α P Q`I , let α denote also its image in Q`I . Then, we
have an R-algebra isomorphism αR : H
s
R,α
„ÑHsR,α such that αRpSpλqsRq » Spλqs,qR
for each λ.
Proof. Part paq is obvious, because the primitive central idempotents of Hsk,d, Hsk,d
lift to HsR,d, H
s
R,d since R is henselian.
More precisely, given α in Q`
Ik
or in Q`Ik , to lift the idempotent 1α in H
s
k,d, H
s
k,d
into an idempotent in HsR,d, H
s
R,d, we first consider the idempotent in H
s
K,d, H
s
K,d
given by the sum of all 1i’s, with i in I
d “ I dR or in Id “ IdR, such that the residue
class of i in kd is a summand of α. Note that, although there may be an infinite
number of such tuples i, this sum contains only a finite number of non zero terms.
A standard computation in linear algebra implies that it belongs indeed to HsR,d,
HsR,d, yielding an idempotent which specializes to 1α.
Now, we concentrate on part pbq. Note that [9, sec. 3.5, 4.5], [48, §3.2.6] yield aK-
algebra isomorphism αK : H
s
K,α
„ÑHsK,α. We will prove that the isomorphism αK in
[48] (which differs from the one in [9]) restricts to an isomorphism αR : H
s
R,α
„ÑHsR,α.
We have the following formulae
α´1K p1iq “ 1j where j “ βpiq,
α´1K pxr1iq “ pj´1r Xr ´ 1` irq1j,
α´1K pptr ` 1q1iq “ pTr ` 1q
Xr ´Xr`1 ´ jr
Xr ´ qXr`1 1j if ir “ ir`1,
α´1K pptr ` 1q1iq “ pTr ` 1q
Xr ´Xr`1
Xr ´ qXr`1 ` jr 1j if ir “ ir`1 ` 1,
α´1K pptr ` 1q1iq “ pTr ` 1q
α´1K pxrq ´ α´1K pxr`1q ´ 1
Xr ´ qXr`1
Xr ´Xr`1
α´1K pxrq ´ α´1K pxr`1q
1j else.
Let P Ă HsR,d and P Ă HsR,d be the R-subalgebras generated by the Xr’s and
the xr’s respectively. We may assume that R is in general position. Then, the K-
algebrasHsK,d, H
s
K,d are semi-simple, and the same is true for KP and KP . There-
fore, we have xr1i “ ir1i and Xr1j “ jr1j “ βpirq1j “ expp´2π
?´1α´1K pxrqq1j.
We deduce that α´1K pP q “ P.
Now, we have
α´1K pxrq ´ α´1K pxr`1q ´ 1
Xr ´ qXr`1 “ q
´1X´1r`1
α´1K pxrq ´ α´1K pxr`1q ´ 1
expp´2π?´1 pα´1K pxrq ´ α´1K pxr`1q ´ 1q{κq ´ 1
,
Xr ´Xr`1
α´1K pxrq ´ α´1K pxr`1q
“ Xr`1 expp´2π
?´1 pα´1K pxrq ´ α´1K pxr`1qq{κq ´ 1
α´1K pxrq ´ α´1K pxr`1q
.
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Therefore, both expressions are units in P. Hence αK restricts to an isomorphism
αR : H
s
R,α
„ÑHsR,α.
The isomorphism αRpSpλqsRq » Spλqs,qR follows from the unicity of Specht mod-
ules. 
3.5. Cyclotomic q-Schur algebras. For each λ P Pℓd, we consider the elements
wλ “
ř
wPSλ
Tw and xλ “
śℓ
p“1
śap
i“1pXi ´ QR,pq where ap “ |λ1| ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` |λp´1|
and Sλ is the parabolic subgroup of Sd associated with λ. The R-algebra S
s
R,d “
EndHs
R,d
`À
λwλxλH
s
R,d
˘
is called the cyclotomic q-Schur algebra [17].
The category SsR,d-mod is a highest weight category whose standard objects are
the Weyl modules W pλqs,qR labeled by multipartitions λ P Pℓd. The highest weight
order is given by the dominance order E on Pℓd. The algebra S
s
R,d is Ringel self-
dual, see [45, prop. 4.3, cor. 7.3].
There is a double centralizer property for SsR,d andH
s
R,d which produces a highest
weight cover ΞsR,d : S
s
R,d-mod Ñ HsR,d-mod, called the cyclotomic q-Schur functor
[44, sec. 5], [47]. The Specht module Spλqs,qR is the image of W pλqs,qR under this
functor. If R “ K is a field, then the K-algebra SsK,d is semi-simple if and only if
condition (3.1) holds.
Using HsR,d instead of H
s
R,d, we define the degenerate cyclotomic q-Schur algebra
SsR,d and the cyclotomic q-Schur functor Ξ
s
R,d : S
s
R,d-modÑ HsR,d-mod in a similar
way. See [4], [7] for details. All the results on SsR,d recalled above have direct
analogues for SsR,d, see e.g., [29, sec. 6.6]. In particular, the Specht module SpλqsR
is the image of the Weyl module W pλqsR by the q-Schur functor.
3.6. Categorical actions on abelian categories. Let C be an abelianR-category.
Definition 3.2. A pre-categorification (or pre-categorical action) on C is a tuple
pE,F,X, T q where (E, F ) is an adjoint pair of exact functors C Ñ C and X P
EndpEq, T P EndpE2q are endomorphisms of functors such that
‚ for each d P N, there is an R-algebra homomorphism φEd : HR,d Ñ
EndpEdq given by Xk ÞÑ Ed´kXEk´1, Tl ÞÑ Ed´l´1TEl´1 for k P r1, ds,
l P r1, dq,
‚ the functor E is isomorphic to a right adjoint of F .
Remark 3.3. Given a pair of adjoint functors pE,F q, the adjunction yields a canon-
ical R-algebra isomorphism EndpF dq “ EndpEdqop for each d P N, see e.g., [14,
sec. 4.1.2]. Under this isomorphism, the morphisms X, T yield morphisms X P
EndpF q, T P EndpF 2q which induces an R-algebra homomorphism φFd : HR,d Ñ
EndpF dqop.
Now, assume that R “ K is a field and that C is Hom-finite. Let I “ I pqq.
Definition 3.4 ([14, 48]). An slI -categorification (or categorical action) on C is
the datum of a pre-categorification pE,F,X, T q and a decomposition C “ÀλPX Cλ.
For i P I let Fi, Ei be the generalized i-eigenspaces of X acting on F, E respec-
tively. We assume in addition that
‚ we have F “ÀiPI Fi and E “ÀiPI Ei,
‚ the action of Ei, Fi, i P I on rC s gives an integrable representation of slI ,
‚ we have EipCλq Ă Cλ`αi and FipCλq Ă Cλ´αi .
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Remark 3.5. The constructions above have a degenerate analogue. Given I Ă R and
slI as above, the definition of a pre-categorification and of an slI -categorification
is the same, with HR,d replaced by HR,d and slI by slI . In particular, for each
d P N there is an R-algebra homomorphism φEd : HR,d Ñ EndpEdq given by
Xk ÞÑ Ed´kXEk´1, Tl ÞÑ Ed´l´1TEl´1.
Example 3.6. Let R “ K be a field which is an analytic algebra, see §5.1. Let s
be as in §3.3, and Λ “ Λs “ řℓp“1 ΛQp . Let HsI ,d “ÀαHsK,α, where α runs over
elements of Q`
I
of height d.
The abelian K-category L pΛqI “
À
dPNH
s
I ,d-mod decomposes as L pΛqI “À
αPQ`
I
L pΛqI ,Λ´α with L pΛqI ,Λ´α “HsK,α-mod.
The endofunctors E “ÀdPNResd`1d and F “ÀdPN Indd`1d of L pΛqI are exact
and biadjoint. The right multiplication on Hs
I ,d`1 by Xd`1 yields an endomor-
phism of the functor Indd`1d , denoted again by Xd`1. The right multiplication by
Td`1 yields an endomorphism of Ind
d`2
d . We define X P EndpF q and T P EndpF 2q
by X “ÀdPNXd`1 and T “ÀdPN Td`1.
The tuple pE,F,X, T q and the decomposition above give an slI -categorification
of LpΛq (the simple slI -module with highest weight Λ) on L pΛqI , called the
minimal slI -categorification of highest weight Λ.
In the degenerate case, the induction and restriction functors give an abelian
slI -categorification of LpΛq on L pΛqI “
À
dPNH
s
I,d-mod, called again the minimal
slI -categorification of highest weight Λ.
4. The category O
Fix integers ℓ,N ě 1 and fix a composition ν P C ℓN,`.
4.1. Deformation rings. A deformation ring is a regular commutative noetherian
C-algebra R with 1 equipped with a C-algebra homomorphism CrCˆ ˆ Cℓs Ñ R.
Let κR, τR,p be the images in R of the standard coordinates z, z1, . . . , zℓ on C
ˆ and
Cℓ. Set τR “ pτR,1, . . . , τR,ℓq. Define sR,1, . . . , sR,ℓ P R by sR,p “ νp ` τR,p. We
may abbreviate sp “ sR,p, κ “ κR and τp “ τR,p. For any S-point χ : R Ñ S we
write κS “ χpκRq and τS,p “ χpτR,pq.
A local deformation ring is a deformation ring R which is a local ring such that
the residue class τk,p of τR,p is 0 for each p. We will denote by ´e the residue class
κk of κR. We will always assume that e is a positive integer.
Remark 4.1. Let R be a deformation ring. Then, for each p P P, the local ring Rp
is regarded as a deformation ring with deformation parameters κRp , τRp . It may
not be a local deformation ring, since we may have τR,p R p.
We will say that the deformation ring R is in general position if the elements in
tτR,u ´ τR,v ` a κR ` b, κR ´ c ; a, b P Z, c P Q, u ‰ vu are pairwise coprime.
Example 4.2. Given a tuple ζ “ pζ1, . . . , ζℓq in Cℓ, we have the deformation ring
CrCˆ ˆ Cℓs Ñ R “ Crτ, κ, κ´1s such that z ÞÑ κ and zp ÞÑ ζp τ . It is in general
position if ζ is generic.
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4.2. Lie algebras. Let R be a deformation ring.
Set gR “ glR,N . Let UpgRq be the enveloping algebra (over R) of gR. Let
tR Ă bR Ă gR be the diagonal torus and the Borel Lie subalgebra of upper triangular
matrices. Let pR,ν Ă gR be the parabolic subalgebra spanned by bR and the Levi
subalgebra mR,ν “ glR,ν1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ glR,νℓ .
Let ei,j P gR be the pi, jq-matrix unit, and set ei “ ei,i. Let pǫiq be the basis of
t˚R dual to peiq. It identifies t˚R with RN . In a similar way we identify tR “ RN .
Let Π, Π` be the sets of roots of gR and bR. We say that ν is regular if mR,ν “ tR.
Let Πν be the set of roots of mR,ν . Set Π
`
ν “ Π` XΠν .
The dot action of the Weyl group W on t˚R is given by w ‚ λ “ wpλ ` ρq ´ ρ,
where ρ “ p0,´1, . . . , 1 ´ Nq. Two weights are linked if they belong to the same
orbit of the ‚-action.
Consider the partition r1, N s “ Jν1 \Jν2 \¨ ¨ ¨\Jνℓ given by ip “ 1`ν1`. . .`νp´1,
jp “ ip`1´1 and Jνp “ rip, jps For each k P Jνp we define pk “ p. Set detp “
ř
iPJνp
ǫi
and det “ řℓp“1 detp.
The weights in the subset P “ ZN of PR “ RN are called integral weights. Given
a subset S Ă R, we write Sν “ tλ P SN ; λi´λi`1 P N, @i ‰ j1, j2, . . . , jℓu. We call
P νR “ Rν the set of the ν-dominant weights in PR.
An ℓ-partition λ P Pν can be viewed as an element in Nν by adding zeroes to
the right of each partition λp such that lpλpq ď νp, i.e., we identify the ℓ-partition
λ “ pλ1, λ2, . . . , λℓq with the N -tuple pλ10ν1´lpλ1q . . . λℓ0νℓ´lpλℓqq.
Similarly, we can view the tuple τR P Rℓ as a weight in PR by identifying it with
τR “
ř
p τR,p detp. To simplify we may abbreviate τ “ τR.
Set ρν “ pν1, ν1 ´ 1, . . . , 1, . . . , νℓ, νℓ ´ 1, . . . , 1q. So, we have ρν ` τ “ ps1, s1 ´
1, . . . , τR,1`1, s2, s2´1, . . . , τR,2`1, . . . , τR,ℓ`1q.We identify the set of ℓ-partitions
Pν with a subset of P νR via the injective map
̟ : Pν Ñ P ν ` τ, λ ÞÑ λ` ρν ` τ ´ ρ. (4.1)
The Casimir elements are ω “ řNi,j“1 eij b eji and cas “ řNi,j“1 eijeji. We may
write ωN “ ω, casN “ cas to avoid confusions.
4.3. Definition of the category O. A tR-module M is called a weight tR-module
if it is a direct sum of its weight submodules Mλ “ tm PM ; xm “ λpxqm, x P tRu
as λ runs over PR. Let O
ν
R be the R-category of finitely generated UpgRq-modules
which are weight tR-modules and such that the action of UppR,νq is locally finite
over R.
For λ P P νR, we consider the UpmR,νq-module V pλqR,ν “ V pλ1qC,νbRλ´λ1 , where
λ1 P P ν is such that λ ´ λ1 is a character of mR,ν , Rλ´λ1 is R, equipped with the
representation ofmR,ν given by this character, and V pλ1qC,ν is the finite-dimensional
simple mν-module with highest weight λ
1. We view V pλqR,ν as a pR,ν-module and
define the parabolic Verma module MpλqR,ν “ UpgRq bUppR,νq V pλqR,ν . If ν is
regular, we abbreviate MpλqR “MpλqR,ν .
For λ P P νK , let LpλqK be the unique simple quotient of MpλqK,ν .
Let OνR,τ be the full subcategory of O
ν
R consisting of the modules whose weights
belong to P ` τ . Note that MpλqR,ν P OνR,τ if and only if λ P P ν ` τ, and that
OνK,τ is the Serre subcategory of O
ν
K generated by all the simple modules LpλqK
with λ P P ν ` τ . For λ P Pν we set ∆pλqR,τ “Mp̟pλqqR,ν .
If R “ C or if τ “ 0 we drop the subscripts R or τ from the notation.
4.4. Definition of the category A. Let R be a deformation ring. Assume that
R is either a field or a local ring.
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The categoryOνR,τ is a highest weight R-category with ∆pOνR,τ q “ tMpλqR,ν ; λ P
P ν ` τu. If R is a local ring with residue field k, the specialization at k identifies
the poset ∆pOνR,τ q with ∆pOνk,τ q.
The partial order is given by the BGG-ordering on P νR, which is the smallest
partial order such that λ ď λ1 if rMpλ1qk,ν : Lpλqks ‰ 0.
The linkage ordering on P νR is the transitive and reflexive closure of the relation
ò given by λ ò λ1 if and only if there are β P Πpλ1q, w P Wν such that β R Πν and
λ “ wsβ ‚ λ1 P λ1 ´ NΠ` modulo m pPR.
The linkage ordering and the BGG-ordering are known to be equivalent. We will
use indifferently one or the other in the rest of the text.
Definition-Proposition 4.3. Assume that τk,u´ τk,v R Nˆ for each u ă v. There
are unique highest weight R-subcategories AνR,τ , A
ν
R,τtdu of OνR,τ with ∆pAνR,τ q “
t∆pλqR,τ ; λ P Pνu and ∆pAνR,τ tduq “ t∆pλqR,τ ; λ P Pνd u.
Proof. It is enough to assume that R “ K is a field and to prove that ∆pAνK,τ q is
an ideal of the poset ∆pOνK,τ q. To do so, we must check that if λ P Pν , µ P P ν ` τ
and β P ΠzΠν , w PWν are such that µ “ wsβ ‚̟pλq and ̟pλq´µ P NΠ`, then we
have µ P ̟pPνq. Write β “ αk,l with k ă l and k “ iu ` x ď ju, l “ iv ` y ď jv.
For each a, b P K we write a ą b if and only if a ´ b P Nˆ. Then, we have u ă v
and
λk ` sK,u ´ x ą λl ` sK,v ´ y, (4.2)
where λ is viewed as a N -tuple pλ1, λ2, . . . , λN q. We have
tpµ` ρqa ; iu ď a ď juu “ tλa ` sK,u ´ pa´ iuq ; iu ď a ď ju, a ‰ kuY
Ytλl ` sK,v ´ yu,
tpµ` ρqb ; iv ď b ď jvu “ tλb ` sK,v ´ pb ´ ivq ; iv ď b ď jv, b ‰ luY
Ytλk ` sK,u ´ xu.
To prove that µ P ̟pPνq, we must check that
mintpµ` ρqa ; iu ď a ď juu ě τK,u ` 1, mintpµ` ρqb ; iv ď b ď jvu ě τK,v ` 1.
By (4.2) and the assumption in the lemma, we have τK,v´τK,u P N. Hence, the first
inequality is true, because for any λ P Pν , iu ď a ď ju, we have λa`sK,u´pa´iuq ě
τK,u ` 1, and λl ` sK,v ´ y ě τK,v ` 1 ě τK,u ` 1. Now, to prove the second one,
observe that by (4.2) we have
mintpµ` ρqb ; iv ď b ď jvu ě mintλb ` sK,v ´ pb´ ivq ; iv ď b ď jvu ě τK,v ` 1.

4.5. The categorical action on O. Let VR be the natural representation of gR on
RN . Let V ˚R “ HomRpVR, Rq be the dual representation. We have a pre-categorical
action pe, f,X, T q on OνR,τ such that
epMq “M bR V ˚R , fpMq “M bR VR,
XM P EndpfpMqq is the left multiplication by the Casimir element ω, and TM P
Endpf2pMqq is the left multiplication by 1b ω, see e.g., [7, sec. 3.4].
Now, assume that R “ K is a field. Set I “ tτK,1, . . . , τK,ℓu ` Z.
For each µ P P ν ` τ, we write wtpµq “ řNk“1 εxµ`ρ,ǫky. We have wtpµq P XI
if and only if xµ, ǫky P I for all k. Note that wtpµq “
ř
iPIpmipµq ´mi`1pµqqΛi,
where mipµq “ 7tk P r1, N s ; xµ` ρ ; ǫky “ iu.
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For each λ P XI , let OνK,τ,λ Ă OνK,τ be the Serre subcategory generated by the
modules LpµqK such that µ P P ν`τ and wtpµq “ λ. The linkage principle yields the
decomposition OνK,τ “
À
λPXI
OνK,τ,λ. This decomposition yields an slI -categorical
action on OνK,τ .
Let VI be the natural representation of slI . It is a representation with the basis
tvi ; i P Iu. We have the following formulas, see, e.g., [7, lem. 4.3].
Proposition 4.4. For λ, µ P P νK we write λ iÑ µ if µ ` ρ is obtained from λ ` ρ
by replacing an entry equal to i by i` 1.
paq fipMpλqK,νq has a ∆-filtration with sections of the form MpµqK,ν , one for
each µ such that λ
iÑ µ,
pbq eipMpλqK,νq has a ∆-filtration with sections of the form MpµqK,ν , one for
each µ such that µ
iÑ λ,
pcq the elements rLpµqKs, rMpµqK,νs in rOνK,τ s are homogeneous of weight wtpµq,
pdq as an slI-module, we have rOνK,τ s “
Âℓ
p“1
ŹνpVIq.
4.6. Definition of the functor Φ. Recall that R is a deformation ring which is
either a field or a local ring.
Let h : AνR,τ Ñ OνR,τ be the canonical embedding. Its left adjoint is h˚. Consider
the endofunctors E,F of AνR,τ given by E “ h˚eh and F “ h˚fh. Since f preserves
the subcategory AνR,τ , we have F “ f |AνR,τ . So F is exact and pE,F q is an adjoint
pair. Further, the endomorphisms X,T of f, f2 yield endomorphisms of F, F 2.
Next, consider the module TR,d “ T νR,τtdu “ fdp∆pHqR,τ q in AνR,τ tdu. The alge-
bra homomorphism φfd factors through an R-algebra homomorphism [7, lem. 3.4]
ϕsR,d : H
s
R,d Ñ EndAνR,τ pTR,dqop “ EndOνR,τ pTR,dqop.
Composing HomAν
R,τ
pTR,d, ‚q with the pullback by ϕsR,d we get a functor
ΦsR,d : A
ν
R,τ Ñ HsR,d-mod .
Remark 4.5. To avoid confusions we may write AνR,τ pNq “ AνR,τ , TR,dpNq “ TR,d.
Remark 4.6. For each p P P, the pre-categorification pe, f,X, T q on OνR,τ yields
a pre-categorification on OνRp,τ and O
ν
kp,τ
by base-change. It yields also a tuple
pE,F,X, T q on AνRp,τ and Aνkp,τ as above. In particular, this yields a module TRp,d
in AνRp,τ , an Rp-algebra homomorphism ϕ
s
Rp,d
: HsRp,d Ñ EndAνRp,τ pTRp,dqop, and
a functor ΦsRp,d : A
ν
Rp,τ
tdu Ñ HsRp,d-mod.
Now, assume that R “ K is a field and recall the following.
Proposition 4.7 ([7]). Let τK,u ´ τK,v R Zˆ all u, v.
(a) Assume that νp ě d for all p. Then, the map ϕsK,d is a K-algebra isomor-
phism HsK,d Ñ EndAνK,τ pTK,dqop.
(b) Assume that ν is either dominant or anti-dominant. Then, the category
AνK,τ is a sum of blocks of O
ν
K,τ , the functors E, F are biadjoint, the module TK,d
is projective in AνK,τ and a simple module of A
ν
K,τ is a submodule of a parabolic
Verma module if and only if it lies in the top of TK,d.
(c) Assume that τK,u ´ τK,v ‰ 0 for all u ‰ v and that νp ě d for all p. Then,
the category AνK,τ is split semi-simple. Assume further that ν is either dominant or
anti-dominant. Then ΦsK,d is an equivalence of K-categories which maps ∆pλqK,τ
to SpλqsK .
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Proof. For ν dominant, part paq is proved in [7, thm. 5.13, cor. 6.7]. For non-
dominant ν, a proof is given in [6, lem. 5.5] using [7]. It can also be proved using
[48, lem. 5.4].
Part pbq is proved in [7]. For instance, the bi-adjointness of E,F is obvious
because AνK,τ is a sum of blocs of O
ν
K,τ , and to prove the third claim one checks first
that TK,0 is projective and then that the functor F preserves projective modules.
The last claim of pbq is proved in [7, thm. 4.8].
The first statement of pcq follows from the linkage principle. By [7, lem. 4.2], the
module TK,d is a projective generator in this case. Therefore, the functor Φ
s
K,d is
an equivalence of K-categories. It maps ∆pλqK,τ to SpλqsK by [7, thm. 6.12]. 
Remark 4.8. Assume that νp ě d and τK,u ´ τK,v R Zˆ for each p, u, v. Then, the
tuple pE,F,X, T q define a pre-categorical action on AνK,τ .
4.7. The category A with two blocks. If τK,u ´ τK,v P Ză0 for some u ă v,
then the category AνK,τ is well defined but it may not be a sum of blocks of O
ν
K,τ .
In this section we generalize Proposition 4.7 in order to allow integral deformation
parameters. To simplify, we’ll assume that ℓ “ 2. This is enough for our purpose.
Similar results can be obtain for arbitrary ℓ. Note that, for ℓ “ 2, the composition
ν is always either dominant or anti-dominant.
The aim of this section is to prove the following.
Proposition 4.9. Assume that ℓ “ 2, ν1, ν2 ě d and τK,1 ´ τK,2 R Nˆ. Put
s “ ν ` τ . Then, the following hold
(a) ϕsK,d is an isomorphism H
s
K,d Ñ EndAνK,τ pTK,dqop,
(b) TK,d is projective in A
ν
K,τ ,
(c) a simple module of AνK,τ is a submodule of a parabolic Verma module if and
only if it lies in the top of TK,d.
In order to prove this, we first prove the following.
Proposition 4.10. Assume that ℓ “ 2, ν1, ν2 ě d and τK,1 ´ τK,2 P Ză0. Set
ν1 “ pν11, ν12q and τ 1K “ pτ 1K,1, τ 1K,2q with ν1 “ ν ` p0, 1q, τ 1K “ τK ´ p0, 1q. Put
s “ ν ` τ and s1 “ ν1 ` τ 1. Then, we have s “ s1 and there is an equivalence
of highest weight categories AνK,τ tdu » Aν
1
K,τ 1tdu which intertwines the morphisms
ϕsK,d, ϕ
s1
K,d and the functors Φ
s
K,d,Φ
s1
K,d.
Proof. The proof is rather long and consists of several steps.
Write g “ glK,N , g1 “ glK,N`1 and eN`1 “ diagp0, . . . , 0, 1q. Set also n “ÀN
i“1KeN`1,i and u “
ÀN`1
i“1 Kei,N`1.
Fix κ P K. Let g-Mod be the category of all g-modules. We define the functors
R : g1-ModÑ g-Mod, M ÞÑ KerM peN`1 ´ κq
I : g-ModÑ g1-Mod, M ÞÑ Upg1q bUppq pM bK Kκq
where p “ pK,N,1 is the standard parabolic of type pN, 1q and Kκ is the obvious
glK,1-module. Let m “ mK,N,1 be the Levi subalgebra of p.
Let Cěκ Ă g1-Mod be the full subcategory of modules for which eN`1 is semi-
simple with weights in κ ` N. The functor R restricts to an exact functor Cěκ Ñ
g-Mod, and since Upg1q “ Krns bK Uppq, the functor I takes values in Cěκ.
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Lemma 4.11. The functor I : g-Mod Ñ Cěκ is exact, fully faithful, and is left
adjoint to R : Cěκ Ñ g-Mod.
Proof. Let us first prove the adjointness. Given M P g-Mod, L P g1-Mod, we have
Homg1pIpMq, Lq » HomgpM,Homn¯pKκ , Lqq. If L P Cěκ , then we have Homn¯pKκ, Lq “
HomKeN`1pKκ, Lq. We deduce that there is an isomorphism Homg1pIpMq, Lq »
HomgpM,RpLqq. So I is left adjoint to R.
Now, let us prove the fully faithfulness of I. We have Upg1q bUpuqK “ KrnsbK
Upgq as pm, gq-bimodules. The leftm-action comes from the adjoint action ofKeN`1
on n and the diagonal adjoint action of g. The right g-action is the opposite of the
adjoint action of g on itself. We have IpMq » KrnsbK pMbKKκq as an m-module.
We deduce that the unit 1Ñ RI is invertible. 
Lemma 4.12. Let A,A1 be two abelian artinian categories, and I : AÑ A1 a fully
faithful functor with an exact right adjoint R. Then, the following hold
(a) the full subcategory ImpIq of A1 is extension closed,
(b) if R induces an isomorphism rAs Ñ rA1s then R, I are inverse equivalences
of categories.
Proof. The functor I is a right exact, hence IR is also right exact. Given an exact
sequence 0 Ñ IpMq Ñ L Ñ IpM 1q Ñ 0 in A1 with M,M 1 P A, we obtain a
commutative diagram whose rows are exact sequences
0 // IpMq // L // IpM 1q // 0
IRIpMq //
OO
IRpLq //
OO
IRIpM 1q //
OO
0.
The vertical maps are given by the counit IR Ñ 1. Since I is fully faithful,
the unit 1 Ñ RI is an isomorphism. Thus, the left and right vertical maps are
invertible. It follows that the two sequences are actually isomorphic, hence ImpIq
is extension-closed. This proves part paq.
To prove pbq, since 1 » RI, it is enough to check that the counit is an isomor-
phism IRÑ 1. Since R is exact and since RIR „ÑR by adjunction, for eachM P A
the kernel and the cokernel of IRpMq „ÑM are killed by R. Hence their classes in
the Grothendieck groups are 0. Hence they are both 0. 
Corollary 4.13. The full subcategory ImpIq of Cěκ is extension-closed and I, R
induce inverse equivalences g-Mod » ImpIq.
Let t, t1 be the Cartan subalgebras of g, g1. Set PK “ t˚, P 1K “ pt1q˚. We
abbreviate O “ OKpNq and O 1 “ OKpN ` 1q. Given λ P PK , let Mpλq “ MpλqK
be the corresponding Verma module in O. For λ1 P P 1K , we define Mpλ1q P O 1
similarly.
We have IpMpλqq » Mpλ1q, where λ1 “ λ ` κǫN`1. Thus, we have RMpλ1q »
RIpMpλqq » Mpλq. We deduce that I, R are inverse equivalences between the
category of ∆-filtered g-modules in O and the category of g1-modules which are
extensions of objects Mpλ1q with λ1 P PK ` κǫN`1.
Now, fix d, ν, ν1, τK , τ
1
K as in Proposition 4.10. Put κ “ τ2,K`N . We abbreviate
Oν “ OνKpNq and Oν
1 “ Oν1K pN`1q. Write also A “ AνK,τ pNq and A1 “ Aν
1
K,τ 1pN`
1q. Let ̟, ̟1 be the maps (4.1) associated with the parabolic categories Oν , Oν1 .
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For λ P P νK , λ1 P P ν
1
K letMpλqν , Mpλ1qν1 be the parabolic Verma modulesMpλqK,ν ,
Mpλ1qK,ν1 in Oν , Oν1 .
Consider the sets of weights Epdq “ t̟pλq ; λ P P2du and E 1pdq “ t̟1pλq ; λ P
P2du in P νK , P ν
1
K respectively. Since ν1, ν2 ě d, we have an isomorphism of posets
Epdq Ñ E 1pdq such that λ ÞÑ λ1 “ λ` κǫN`1.
Let Q : O Ñ Oν be the functor sending a module to its largest quotient in Oν .
This is the left adjoint to the inclusion functor Oν Ñ O. We define Q1 : O 1 Ñ Oν1
in the same way.
Lemma 4.14. The functors Q1I, R induce inverse equivalences of highest cate-
gories Atdu » A1tdu.
Proof. Let λ P P νK and λ1 “ λ ` κǫN`1. Assume λ1 P P ν
1
K . Let tαi ; i P Iνu be the
set of simple roots in Π`ν . There is an exact sequenceà
iPIν1
Mpsi ‚ λ1q ÑMpλ1q ÑMpλ1qν1 Ñ 0.
We have si ‚ λRP νK for i P Iν , hence QMpsi ‚ λq “ 0. So, for i ‰ n we have
QRMpsi ‚ λ1q » QRMpsi ‚ λ` κǫN`1q » QRIMpsi ‚ λq » QMpsi ‚ λq “ 0.
On the other hand, we have RMpsN ‚ λ1q “ 0 because MpsN ‚ λ1q P Cąκ. Since
QR is right exact, this yields an isomorphism QRMpλ1qν1 » QRMpλ1q. Note that
R restricts to a functor Oν
1 X Cěκ Ñ Oν . We deduce that
RMpλ1qν1 » QRMpλ1qν1 » QRMpλ1q » QMpλq »Mpλqν .
Thus, R restricts to an exact functor A1tdu∆ Ñ Atdu∆. Since A1tdu∆ contains
a progenerator for A1tdu, R is right exact and Atdu is preserved under taking
quotients, we deduce that R restricts to an exact functor A1tdu Ñ Atdu. For a
future use, note also that R yields an isomorphism rA1tdus Ñ rAtdus.
Let S be the endofunctor of O 1 sending a module to the quotient by its largest
submodule on which eN`1 doesn’t have the eigenvalue κ. Let us consider the
functor SI on O. It is right exact and takes values in Cěκ. For N P O, the module
SIpNq is the quotient of IpNq by its largest submodule contained in Cąκ . Since
R is exact and vanishes on Cąκ , we deduce that 1 » RI » RSI on O.
Next, for λ P Epdq the counit IR Ñ 1 yields a map IMpλqν Ñ Mpλ1qν1 which
is obviously surjective. Let M be its kernel. Applying the exact functor R to
the exact sequence 0 Ñ M Ñ IMpλqν Ñ Mpλ1qν1 Ñ 0 yields the exact sequence
0 Ñ RpMq Ñ Mpλqν Ñ Mpλqν Ñ 0. We deduce that RpMq “ 0. Since M P
Cěκ, this implies that M P Cąκ . Thus, applying the right exact functor S to
the exact sequence above yields the isomorphism SIMpλqν » SMpλ1qν1 . Now, the
constituents ofMpλ1qν1 have a highest weight of the form µ1 for some µ P t˚, because
Mpλ1qν1 P A1tdu. Hence, the only submodule of Mpλ1qν1 contained in Cąκ is 0. So
SMpλ1qν1 »Mpλ1qν1 , hence SIMpλqν »Mpλ1qν1 .
Now, consider an exact sequence 0ÑM1 ÑM ÑM2 Ñ 0 in Atdu∆. Since SI
is right exact, we have an exact sequence SIpM1q Ñ SIpMq Ñ SIpM2q Ñ 0. By
induction on the length of a ∆-filtration, we have SIpM1q,SIpM2q P A1tdu. Thus,
the image of the map SIpM1q Ñ SIpMq lies in A1tdu, hence SIpMq P A1tdu. We
deduce that SIpAtdu∆q Ă A1tdu. Since Atdu∆ contains a progenerator for Atdu,
SI is right exact and A1tdu is preserved under taking quotients, we deduce that SI
restricts to a functor Atdu Ñ A1tdu.
Finally, let us consider the functor Q1I. Since R takes Oν
1 X Cěκ to Oν , the
functor Q1I : Oν Ñ Oν1 X Cěκ is left adjoint to R. So Q1I is right exact and we
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have an exact sequenceà
iPIν
Mpsi ‚ λq ÑMpλq ÑMpλqν Ñ 0.
Since si ‚ λ1RP ν1K for i P Iν , we have Q1Mpsi ‚ λ1q “ 0, hence Q1IMpsi ‚ λq »
Q1Mpsi ‚ λ1q “ 0. We deduce that
Q1IMpλqν » Q1IMpλq » Q1Mpλ1q »Mpλ1qν1 .
Therefore, since Q1I is right exact and Q1IMpλqν » Mpλ1qν1 , the same argument
as for SI, see above, implies that Q1I restricts to a functor Atdu Ñ A1tdu which
is left adjoint to R.
Next, we compare the functors Q1I, SI on Atdu. For each N P Atdu we write
SIpNq “ IpNq{L and Q1IpNq “ IpNq{M . Since d ă ν12 “ ν2 ` 1 and Q1IpNq P
A1tdu, the constituents of Q1IpNq are in CěκzCąκ. Hence, the constituents of IpNq
which are in Cąκ are contained in M . Since L P Cąκ, we deduce that L Ă M .
Thus we have an epimorphism SI Ñ Q1I on Atdu. Hence, since R is exact, the
isomorphism 1Ñ RSI and the unit 1Ñ RQ1I yield a commutative triangle
1
„ //
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
RSI

RQ1I,
from which we deduce that the unit is surjective. Now, by adjunction, composing
the unit and counit gives the identityRÑ RQ1IRÑ R. Hence the unit is injective,
hence is an isomorphism, on ImpRq. But, since 1 » RSI, the functor R : A1tdu Ñ
Atdu is essentially surjective. We deduce that 1 » RQ1I on Atdu.
Therefore, the functor R : A1tdu Ñ Atdu is exact and yields an isomorphism
rA1tdus Ñ rAtdus, while Q1I : Atdu Ñ A1tdu is a fully faithful left adjoint. Hence,
Lemma 4.12 shows that Q1I, R are inverse equivalences of categories. 
Recall the set I “ tτK,1, . . . , τK,ℓu ` Z.
Lemma 4.15. The functors Q1I, R between Atdu, A1tdu commute with Ei, Fi, X, T
(whenever Ei, Fi, i P I, make sense).
Proof. Since Q1I, R are inverse equivalences, it is enough to consider the case of
R. Next, since pE,F q is an adjoint pair, by unicity of the left adjoint, it is enough
to consider the case of the functor F . Let VN “
ÀN
i“1Kvi. Let M P g1-Mod.
IfM P Cěκ, then VN`1bKM P Cěκ and the decomposition VN`1 “ VN‘KeN`1
yields an isomorphism RpVN`1bKMq “ VN bKRpMq, because KerM peN`1´κ`
1q “ 0. So, we have an isomorphism of functors R ˝ f » f ˝ R : Cěκ Ñ g-Mod.
Since R takes A1tdu to Atdu, and since f preserves the categories A,A1, this yields
an isomorphism of functors R ˝ f » f ˝R : A1tdu Ñ Atd` 1u. We deduce that the
functors Fitdu : A1tdu Ñ A1td ` 1u and Fitdu : Atdu Ñ Atd ` 1u are intertwined
by R whenever they are defined (i.e., if i P Iztκ ´N ` 1u).
Let i : VN bM Ñ VN`1 bM be the canonical inclusion and p : VN`1 bM Ñ
VN bM be the canonical projection. We have p ˝ ωN`1 ˝ i “ ωN . It follows that
the action of X commutes with the isomorphism R ˝ f „Ñf ˝R. It is clear that the
induced isomorphism R ˝ f2 „Ñf2 ˝R commutes with the action of T . 
This finishes the proof of Proposition 4.10. 
Now, we can prove Proposition 4.9.
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Proof of Proposition 4.9. We may assume that τK,1 ´ τK,2 P Ză0. Set ν11 “ ν1,
τ 1K,1 “ τK,1, ν12 “ ν2 ` τK,2 ´ τK,1 and τ 1K,2 “ τ 1K,1. Recall that s “ ν ` τ
and s1 “ ν1 ` τ 1. By Proposition 4.10, there is an equivalence of highest weight
categories Υ : AνK,τ tdu Ñ Aν
1
K,τ 1tdu which intertwines the morphisms ϕsK,d, ϕs
1
K,d
and the functors ΦsK,d, Φ
s1
K,d. In particular, we have ΥpTK,dq “ TK,d, see the proof
of Proposition 4.10. Now, we can apply Propositions 4.7 to Aν
1
K,τ 1tdu, because
τ 1K,1 “ τ 1K,2. This proves the proposition. 
Remark 4.16. Under the hypothesis in Proposition 4.9, the tuple pE,F,X, T q is a
pre-categorical action on AνK,τ .
4.8. The categories A and O of a pseudo-Levi subalgebra. Fix a pair of
distinct elements u, v P r1, ℓs. We will represent an pℓ ´ 1q-tuple a as a collection
of elements a‚, ap with p P r1, ℓsztu, vu. If a is an ℓ-tuple of elements of a ring we
write a˝ “ pau, avq and a‚ “ au ` av. Finally, we consider the positive root system
Π`ν,u,v “ Π` XΠν,u,v with Πν,u,v “
 
αk,l ; pk “ pl or ppk, plq “ pu, vq, pv, uq
(
.
We will be interested by two types of pseudo-Levi subalgebras of gR :
‚ first, we have the Lie subalgebra mR,ν associated with Πν ,
‚ next, we have the Lie subalgebra mR,ν,u,v associated with Πν,u,v.
To each of these Lie algebras we associate a module category. To do so, fix a
composition γp of νp for each p.
First, for each tuple a “ papq P Nℓ we write P tau “ tλ P P ; xλ, detpy “ ap, @pu
and P νtau “ P ν X P tau. Consider the categories of mR,ν-modules given by (the
tensor product is over R)
O
γ
R,τ pνq “
ℓâ
p“1
O
γp
R,τp
pνpq, OγR,τ pνqtau “
ℓâ
p“1
O
γp
R,τp
pνpqtapu. (4.3)
Next, for each tuple a “ pa‚, apq P Nℓ´1, we set P tau “ tλ P P ; xλ, det‚y “
a‚, xλ, detpy “ apu and P νtau “ P ν X P tau. Consider the categories of mR,ν,u,v-
modules given by
O
γ
R,τ pν, u, vq “ Oγ˝R,τ˝pν‚q bR
â
p‰u,v
O
γp
R,τp
pνpq, (4.4)
O
γ
R,τ pν, u, vqtau “ Oγ˝R,τ˝pν‚qta‚u bR
â
p‰u,v
O
γp
R,τp
pνpqtapu. (4.5)
We will be mainly interested by the two extreme cases where γp “ pνpq for each
p, or where γp “ p1νpq for each p. In the first case, we get the categories OνR,τ pνq,
OνR,τ pν, u, vq, in the second one we get the categories OR,τ pνq, OR,τ pν, u, vq.
Wewill also use highest weight subcategoriesAνR,τ pνq Ă OνR,τ pνq andAνR,τ pν, u, vq Ă
OνR,τ pν, u, vq which are defined as in Definition 4.3. They decompose in a simi-
lar way as in (4.3)-(4.5). We will write ∆pAνR,τ pνqq “ t∆pλqR,τ ; λ P Pνu and
∆pAνR,τ pν, u, vqq “ t∆pλqR,τ ; λ P Pνu, hoping it will not create any confusion.
Using (4.3), (4.4) and the pre-categorification pe, f,X, T q on OνR,τ introduced in
§4.5, we define a pre-categorification pe, f,X, T q on OνR,τ pνq, OνR,τ pν, u, vq such that,
in both cases, the functors e, f are the direct sums of the functors e, f of each of
the factors.
Next, using the canonical embeddings we define tuples pE,F,X, T q on AνR,τ pνq
and AνR,τ pν, u, vq as in §4.6.
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5. The category O
Fix integers ℓ,N ě 1 and fix a composition ν P C ℓN,`. Recall that gR “ glR,N .
Let R be a deformation ring. Thus, we have elements κR P Rˆ and τR,p P R for
p P r1, ℓs. For each p, we define sR,p P R by sR,p “ νp ` τR,p.
We may abbreviate κ “ κR, sp “ sR,p and τp “ τR,p.
5.1. Analytic algebras. Fix an integer d ě 1.
Fix a compact polydisc D Ă Cd. Here, we view Cd as a Stein analytic space. By
an analytic algebra we’ll mean the localization R of the ring of germs of holomorphic
functions on D with respect to some multiplicative subset. See [1], [30] for more
details on analytic algebras. The following properties hold
‚ R is a noetherian regular ring of dimension d,
‚ R is a UFD, hence every height 1 prime ideal is principal,
‚ for any maximal ideal m PM, the localization Rm of R is a henselian local
C-algebra.
Since R is an analytic algebra, for any entire function f “ řnPN anzn on C and
for any x P R, the series řnPN anxn is convergent and defines an element fpxq in
R. In particular, we have a well-defined element exppxq P R. Analogously, for any
analytic function f : r0, 1s ÑMnpRq and for any v P Rn, there is a unique analytic
function vptq on r0, 1s with values in Rn such that vp0q “ v and dvptq{dt “ fptqvptq.
An analytic deformation ring is an analytic algebraR which is also a deformation
ring. Then, we may view κR, τR,p as germs of holomorphic functions on D. We
will always assume that κRpDq Ă CzRě0. Thus, for any closed point R Ñ C the
element κC belongs to CzRě0.
Note that if R is an analytic algebra of dimension ě 2, then we can always choose
some deformation parameters κR, τR,p such that R is in general position.
For an analytic deformation ring R we write qR “ expp´2π
?´1{κRq and QR,p “
q
sp
R “ expp´2π
?´1sR,p{κRq. We may abbreviate q “ qR, Qp “ QR,p and κ “ κR.
5.2. Affine Lie algebras.
5.2.1. Notations. Let LgR “ g b Rrt, t´1s and let g1R be the Kac-Moody central
extension of LgR by R. Let 1 be the canonical central element and let B be the
derivation of g1R acting as tBt on LgR and acting trivially on 1.
Put gR “ RB‘g1R and tR “ RB‘R1‘ tR. Let bR,pR,ν Ă gR be the preimages
of bR and pR,ν under the projection RB ‘ R1 ‘ pg b Rrtsq Ñ gR. The element
c “ κR ´N of R is called the level. Consider the R-algebras gR,κ “ UpgRq{p1´ cq
and g1R,κ “ Upg1Rq{p1´ cq. For d P N we set gR,ěd “ gb tdRrts, g1R,` “ R1‘gR,ě0
and gR,` “ RB ‘ g1R,`.
For a g1R,`-module M of level c we consider the induced module IndRpMq “
g1R,κbUpg1R,`qM.We can view a gR-module as a g1R,`-module of level c where gR,ě1
acts trivially. Write again IndRpMq for the corresponding induced module.
For d ě 1 let QR,d Ă gR,κ be the R-submodule spanned by the products of d
elements of gR,ě1. Set QR,0 “ R. Given a gR,κ-module M, let Mpdq, Mp´dq Ă
M be the annihilator of QR,d and of QR,´d “ 7QR,d respectively. Set Mp8q “Ť
dPNMpdq and Mp´8q “
Ť
dPNMp´dq. Note that Mpdq is a gR,`-submodule of
M and that Mp8q, Mp´8q are gR-submodules of M .
A gR,κ-module M is smooth if M “Mp8q and if M is flat over R. Let SR,κ be
the category of the smooth gR,κ-modules.
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For each ξ P g and r P Z, let ξprq be the element ξ b tr. For each s P Z, the
Sugawara operator Ls is the formal sum
Ls “ 1
2κ
ÿ
rě´s{2
Nÿ
i,j“1
e
p´rq
i,j e
pr`sq
j,i `
1
2κ
ÿ
ră´s{2
Nÿ
i,j“1
e
pr`sq
i,j e
p´rq
j,i
It lies in a completion of gR,κ and it satisfies the relation rLs, ξprqs “ ´rξpr`sq. The
affine Casimir element is cas “ B ` L0.
If R “ C we’ll drop the subscript R everywhere from the notation.
5.2.2. Affine root systems. The elements of tR and pPR “ t˚R are called affine
coweights and affine weights respectively. Let pΠ be the set of roots of gR and
let pΠ` be the set of roots of bR. We will call an element of pΠ an affine root. LetpΠre be the system of real roots. The set of simple roots in pΠ` is tα0, α1, . . . , αN´1u.
Let αˇ P tR be the affine coroot associated with the real affine root α.
Let p‚ : ‚q : pPR ˆ tR Ñ R be the canonical pairing. Let δ, Λ0, ρ˜ be the affine
weights given by pδ : Bq “ pΛ0 : 1q “ 1, pΛ0 : RB ‘ tRq “ pδ : tR ‘ R1q “ 0 and
ρ˜ “ ρ`NΛ0. We will use the identification pPR “ Rδ ‘ PR ‘ RΛ0 “ R ˆ PR ˆ R
given by αi ÞÑ p0, αi, 0q if i ‰ 0, Λ0 ÞÑ p0, 0, 1q and δ ÞÑ p1, 0, 0q.
Let x‚ : ‚y : pPR ˆ pPR Ñ R be the non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form given
by pλ : αˇiq “ 2xλ : αiy{xαi : αiy and pλ : 1q “ xλ : δy. It yields an isomorphism
ν : tR Ñ t˚R. Using it we identify αˇ with an element of pPR for any α P pΠre.
Let xW “W ˙ZΠ be the affine Weyl group and let si “ sαi be the simple affine
reflections relatively to αi. The group xW acts on pPR. For x P tR let Tx P Endp pPRq
be the operator given by
Txpλq “ λ` xλ : 1y νpxq ´
`xλ, xy ` pνpxq : νpxqq xλ : 1y{2˘ δ.
The action of the reflection with respect to the affine real root α`rδ, with α P Π and
r P Z, is given by sα`rδ “ sα˝Trαˇ. The ‚-action ofxW is given by w‚µ “ wpµ`ρ˜q´ρ˜
for each λ P PR and µ P pPR. Two weights in pP νR are linked if they belong to the
same orbit of the ‚-action.
The set of integral affine weights is pP “ Zδ ` P ` ZΛ0. Replacing P by P ν in
the definitions above we get the corresponding sets of integral ν-dominant affine
weights pP ν . We define the set pP νR Ă pPR of ν-dominant affine weights in the obvious
way. To λ P P νR we set zλ “ ´xλ : 2ρ ` λy{2κ and we associate the affine weightpλ “ pzλ, λ, cq P pP νR. For w P W , x P ZΠ and λ P PR we have w ‚ pλ “ zw ‚ λ and
Tx ‚ pλ “ {λ` κx.
5.3. The category O.
5.3.1. Definition. A tR-module M is called a weight tR-module if it is a direct sum
of the weight submodules Mλ “ tm PM ; xm “ λpxqm, x P tRu with λ P pPR.
Let Oν,κR be the R-linear abelian category of finitely generated gR,κ-modules M
such that M is a weight tR-module, the pR,ν-action on M is locally finite over R,
and the highest weight of any subquotient of M is of the form pλ with λ P P νR.
For each µ P pP νR, let MpµqR,ν be the parabolic Verma module with the highest
weight µ. For λ P P νR we haveMppλqR,ν “ IndpMpλqR,νq. Here B,1 act onMpλqR,ν
by multiplication by z, c respectively. If R “ K is a field, let LpµqK denote the top
of MpµqK,ν . For λ P P νR we abbreviate MpλqR,ν “MppλqR,ν and LpλqK “ LppλqK .
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If ν is regular, we write OR “ Oν,κR and MpλqR “MpλqR,ν . If pν “ g we write
O
`,κ
R “ Oν,κR and MpλqR,` “ MpλqR,ν . If R “ C we omit the subscript C from
the notation.
Let Oν,κ,fR Ă Oν,κR be the full subcategory consisting of the modules whose
weight spaces are free of finite rank over R. Let Oν,κ,∆R Ă Oν,κ,fR be the full
extension closed additive subcategory generated by the parabolic Verma modules.
The category Oν,κ,∆R consists of the modules M P Oν,κ,fR such that kM P Oν,κ,∆k
for each k PM.
Given τ P PR as in §4.2, let Oν,κR,τ Ă Oν,κR be the full subcategory consisting of
the modules M such that the highest weight of any subquotient ofM is of the form{λ` τ with λ P P ν . We set Oν,κ,∆R,τ “ Oν,κR,τ XOν,κ,∆R . If R “ C or τ “ 0 we drop
the subscripts R or τ from the notation.
Remark 5.1. The operator cas acts locally nilpotently on any module of Oν,κ.
Replacing this condition by cas is locally finite yields a bigger category which
decomposes as the direct sum
À
aPZO
ν,κras, where Oν,κras consists of the modules
such that cas ´ a is locally nilpotent.
More generally, for each d P Z, we may consider the category Oν,κR,τ rastdu which
consists of the modules whose subquotients have highest weights of the form pzλ`τ`
a, λ ` τ, cq with λ P P νtdu. Here, we set P tdu “ tλ P P ; xλ, dety “ du and
P νtdu “ P ν X P tdu. To insist on the rank of glN we may write OνR,τ pNq “
O
ν,κ
R,τ . We will use similar notation for all related categories, e.g., we may write
O
ν,κ
R,τ pNqrastdu “ Oν,κR,τ rastdu.
Remark 5.2. In [35] the authors setR “ C and consider a categoryO1 of g1-modules,
rather than gκ-modules as above. Forgetting the B-action gives an equivalence
O`,κ Ñ O1. A quasi-inverse takes a g1-module M to itself, with the action of B
equal to the semi-simplification of ´L0. See [52, prop. 8.1] for details.
More generally, forgetting the B-action gives again an equivalence from Oν,κR to
a category of g1R-modules, and we may identify both categories. In particular, for
M P OνR we can view the g1R,κ-module IndRpMq as an object of Oν,κR .
We will use this identification without further comments whenever it is necessary.
5.3.2. Basic properties. Let R be either a field or a local ring.
Let e “ ´κk, where κk is the residue class of κR. We will always assume that e
is a positive integer.
For a gR,κ-module M we set
‚ 7M “ M with the gR-action twisted by the automorphism 7 such that
ξprq ÞÑ p´1qrξp´rq and 1 ÞÑ ´1,
‚ :M “ M with the gR-action twisted by the automorphism : such that
ξprq ÞÑ ´tξprq and 1 ÞÑ 1,
‚ M˚ is the R-dual ofM with the gR-action given by pξprqϕ,mq “ ´pϕ, ξprqmq
and p1ϕ,mq “ ´pϕ,1mq.
We define the gR,κ-modules DM , DM by DM “ p7M˚qp8q and DM “ :DM.
Lemma 5.3. The functor D is a duality on O`,fR and D is a duality on O
ν,κ,f
R .
Both commute with base change.
Proof. For any M P Oν,κR , the R-module DM consists of those linear forms in M˚
which vanish on QR,´dM for some d ě 1. Hence, we have DM “ :7Mf, whereMf
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is the set of gν-finite elements of M
˚. Since the automorphism :7 takes the Borel
subalgebra bR Ă gR to its opposite, the functor D preserves Oν,κ,fR . It is the usual
BGG duality, which fixes the simple objects when R is a field.
For any M P O`R, the R-module DM consists of those linear forms in M˚ which
vanish on QR,´dM for some d ě 1, we have DM “ 7Mf, where Mf is the set of
g-finite elements ofM˚. The functor D preservesO`,fR . It is the duality introduced
in [35], which does not fix the simple objects when R is a field.
For the second claim we must prove that for any S-point R Ñ S we have
DpSMq “ SDpMq and SDpNq “ DpSNq for each M P O`,fR , N P Oν,κ,fR . The
proof is the same as in Lemma [35, lem. 8.16]. 
A generalized Weyl module is a module in Oν,κ,fR of the form IndRpMq, where
M is a gR,`-module with a finite filtration by gR,`-submodules such that the
subquotients are annihilated by QR,1 and lie in O
ν
R as gR-modules.
Lemma 5.4. A gR,κ-module which is free over R belongs to O
ν,κ,f
R if and only if
it is a quotient of a generalized Weyl module of Oν,κ,fR . 
Remark 5.5. The functorsM ÞÑ :M, 7M,M˚ commute with each other and we have
a canonical isomorphism of gR-modules p7Mqp8q “ 7pMp´8qq.
Remark 5.6. We define the involution : on gR-modules and the dualities D on
Oν and D on O` in a similar way as above. We have a canonical gR,κ-module
isomorphism :IndRpMq “ IndRp:Mq.
For each β P pP νR, the truncated category βOν,κR is the Serre subcategory of Oν,κR
consisting of the modules whose simple subquotients have a highest weight in β ´
NpΠ`. The following hold, see e.g., [23], [24], [52, sec. 3, 7] for more details.
Proposition 5.7. (a) Oν,κR is the direct limit of the subcategories
βO
ν,κ
R ,
(b) βOν,κR is a highest weight R-category with ∆pβOν,κ,∆R q “ βOν,κR X∆pOν,κR q,
(c) for β ď γ the obvious inclusion βOν,κR Ă γOν,κR preserves the tilting modules
and commutes with taking extensions. 
In particular, we’ll regard the tilting modules as objects ofOν,κ,∆R , althoughO
ν,κ
R
is not a highest weight R-category.
Next, from Proposition 2.4 we deduce that the R-category Oν,κR is Hom-finite
and that for any local S-point RÑ S the base change preserves the tilting modules.
Further, if M, N are tilting, then HomgRpM,Nq is free over R and the canonical
map S HomgRpM,Nq Ñ HomgSpSM,SNq is invertible.
We call O`,κR the Kazhdan-Lusztig category of gR, i.e., the affine parabolic cat-
egory O associated with the standard maximal parabolic in gR, see [35].
5.3.3. The linkage principle and the highest weight order on O. Assume that R is
a local ring. Let us recall the partial order on pP νR given in [54].
First, to each pλ “ pz, λ, cq in pPR, we associate its integral affine root system
which is given by pΠppλq “ tα P pΠ ; xpλ : αyk P Zu. Since pΠppλq “ pΠp0, λ, cq, we may
write pΠpλ, cq for pΠppλq.
Now, given pλ, pλ1 P pP νR, we write pλ ò pλ1 if and only if there are β P pΠppλ1q, w PWν
such that β R Πν and pλ “ wsβ ‚ pλ1 P pλ1 ´ pΠ` modulo m pPR.
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Definition 5.8. paq The linkage ordering is the partial order ďℓ on pP νR is the
transitive and reflexive closure of the relation ò. For λ, λ1 P P νR we abbreviate
λ ďℓ λ1 if and only if pλ ďℓ pλ1. So, we may view ďℓ as a partial order on P νR.
pbq The BGG ordering ďb on P νR is the smallest partial order such that λďb λ1
if rMpλ1qk,ν : Lpλqks ‰ 0.
Remark 5.9. The definition of ďℓ is motivated by the following remark : the para-
bolic version of the Jantzen formula in [32] for the determinant of the Shapovalov
form of a parabolic Verma module in Oν,κk implies that ďℓ refines ďb. The BGG
order induces an highest weight order on βOν,κR for each β. Hence ďℓ induces also
an highest weight order on βOν,κR for each β.
Remark 5.10. The partial orders ďℓ, ďb on P νR can be viewed as partial orders on
Pν under the inclusion ̟. They depend on k. To avoid any confusion we may say
that these partial orders are relative to the field k.
Remark 5.11. If pν “ b, then ďℓ coincides with ďb by [32].
5.4. The categorical action on O. From now on, unless specified otherwise, we’ll
assume that R is a regular local analytic deformation ring of dimension ď 2.
First, let us briefly recall the main properties of the Kazhdan-Lusztig tensor
product 9bR, see §8.3. Details will be given in Propositions 8.11, 8.13, 8.14 and
8.15.
Recall that VR is the natural representation of gR, and that the modulesVR,V
˚
R P
O
`,κ,∆
R are given by VR “ IndRpVRq, V˚R “ IndRpV ˚R q. We have exact endo-
functors e, f on Oν,κ,∆R given by epMq “ M 9bRV˚R and fpMq “ M 9bRVR. The
functors e, f preserve the tilting modules. If R “ K is a field then e, f extend to
biadjoint endofunctors of Oν,κK .
Since R is an analytic algebra, the element qR “ expp´2π
?´1{κRq of R is
well-defined and the operator expp2π?´1L0q acts on any module M P Oν,κR . Let
X be the endomorphism of the functor f which acts on fpMq by the operator
expp´2π?´1L0q
`
expp2π?´1L0q 9bR expp2π
?´1L0q
˘
, see (8.1), (8.2). Let T be
the endomorphism of f2 defined in (8.2). By Remark 3.3 the endomorphisms X ,
T can be viewed as endomorphisms of e, e2.
Now, letR “ K be a field. Let τ P PK be as in §4.2. Set I “ tτK,1, τK,2, . . . , τK,ℓu`
Z` κKZ. Write i „ j if i ´ j P κKZ. Put I “ I{„. We will identify qiK with the
element i{ „ in I .
For each i P K let fi, ei be the generalized qiK-eigenspace and q´pN`iqK -eigenspace
of X acting on f and e. The functors ei, fi are biadjoint, see [14, rem. 7.22]. The
action of ei, fi on parabolic Verma modules can be computed explicitly. Recall
that for λ, µ P P νK we write λ iÑ µ if µ` ρ is obtained from λ` ρ by replacing an
entry equal to i by i` 1.
Lemma 5.12. (a) For each λ P P νK , the module fipMpλqK,νq has a filtration with
sections of the form MpµqK,ν , one for each µ such that λ jÑ µ for some j P K with
i „ j,
(b) for each λ P P νK , the module eipMpλqK,νq has a filtration with sections of the
form MpµqK,ν , one for each µ such that µ jÑ λ for some j P K with i „ j,
(c) e, f are exact endofunctors of Oν,κK,τ ,
(d) e “ÀiPI ei and f “ÀiPI fi on Oν,κK,τ .
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Proof. Propositions 8.11, 8.13 imply that fpMpλqK,νq has a filtration (not neces-
sarily unique) whose associated graded consists of the sum of the modulesMpµqK,ν
such that λ
iÑ µ for some i P K.
Next, the same proof as in [35, prop. 2.7], using the formula L0 “ cas{2κ `ř
rą0
řN
i,j“1 e
p´rq
ij e
prq
ji {κ, shows that the operator expp2π
?´1L0q acts on MpµqK,ν
by the scalar expp´2π?´1z1µq for any µ P P νK , where ´z1µ “ xµ : 2ρ`pN ´ 1qdet`
µy{2κ.
Using this, a direct computation shows that any subquotient of fpMpλqK,νq
which is isomorphic toMpµqK,ν , for some affine weight µ such that λ iÑ µ, belongs
to the generalized eigenspace of XpMpλqK,νq with eigenvalue qiK . This proves paq.
The discussion above implies that f “ÀiPK fi, as endofunctors of Oν,κ,∆K . We
deduce that f “ÀiPK fi on Oν,κK , because f is exact and any object in Oν,κK is a
quotient of an object in Oν,κ,∆K . We prove that e “
À
iPK ei in a similar way.
For λ, µ P P νK such that λ iÑ µ for some i P K, we have λ P P ν ` τ if and only if
µ P P ν ` τ. By Lemma 5.12, we deduce that e, f restrict to exact endofunctors on
O
ν,κ
K,τ . Note that ei, fi act by zero on O
ν,κ
K,τ whenever i R I. This proves pdq. 
Now, we define an slI -categorical action on O
ν,κ
K,τ . For each λ P P ` τ we write
mipλq “ #tk P r1, N s ; qxλ`ρ,ǫkyK “ iu and wtpλq “
ř
iPI
`
mipλq ´miqpλq
˘
Λi. For
β P XI let Oν,κK,τ,β Ă Oν,κK,τ be the Serre subcategory generated by the modules
LpλqK with
ř
iPI mipλq ǫi “ β.
Claim 5.13. For λ, µ P P tdu ` τ we havepλ, pµ are linked ðñ mipλq “ mipµq for all i P I ðñ wtpλq “ wtpµq.
Hence, we have a decomposition Oν,κK,τ “
À
βPXI
O
ν,κ
K,τ,β by the linkage principle.
Proposition 5.14. The tuple pe, f,X, T q, together with the decomposition of Oν,κK,τ
above, is an slI -categorification on O
ν,κ
K,τ .
Proof. By Lemma 5.12 we have eipOν,κK,τ,βq Ă Oν,κK,τ,β`ǫi´ǫqi and fipO
ν,κ
K,τ,βq Ă
OνK,τ,β´ǫi`ǫqi . Further, a direct computation using Lemma 5.12 shows that the
operators ei, fi with i P I yield a representation of slI on rOν,κK,τ s such that
rMpλqK,νs is a weight vector of weight wtpλq. The rest follows from Lemma 5.12
and Proposition 8.15. 
5.5. The category A and the functor Ψ. Let R be either a field or a local
deformation ring. We have the following basic fact.
Lemma 5.15 ([54]). The map ̟ identifies Pν with an ideal in P ν for the partial
orders ďℓ or ďb relative to k.
Proof. It is enough to consider the case of the ordering ďℓ, because it refines ďb.
Since R is a local deformation ring with residue field k, we have τk “ 0 and κk “ ´e.
Then, the claim follows from [54, prop. A.6.1]. 
For each λ P Pν , we abbreviate ∆pλqR,τ “ Mp̟pλqqR,ν where ̟ is the ap-
plication defined in (4.1). Following [7], [54] we introduce the abelian R-category
A
ν,κ
R,τ Ă Oν,κR,τ which is the Serre R-linear subcategory generated by t∆pλqR,τ ; λ P
Pνu.
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Since τk “ 0, by Lemma 5.15, Aν,κk “ Aν,κk,τ is a highest weight k-category. Using
[47, thm. 4.15], this implies that Aν,κR,τ is a highest weight R-category such that
∆pAν,κR,τ q “ t∆pλqR,τ ; λ P Pνu. The highest weight order on Aν,κR,τ is given by the
partial order ďℓ or ďb on Pν relative to k.
We will write Lpλq, PpλqR,τ , TpλqR,τ respectively for the simple, projective,
tilting objects associated with ∆pλqR,τ . Let Aν,κ,∆R,τ “ pAν,κR,τ q∆ be the full exact
subcategory of ∆-filtered objects. For each d P N, let Aν,κR,τ tdu Ă Aν,κR,τ be the
highest weight subcategory generated by ∆pAν,κR,τ tduq “ t∆pλqR,τ ; λ P Pνd u.
Now, assume that R is analytic of dimension ď 2. By Lemma 5.12 the endofunc-
tor f ofOν,κ,∆R maps pAν,κR,τ tduq∆ to pAν,κR,τ td`1uq∆. We define inductively an object
T
ν,κ
R,τ tdu in Aν,κR,τ tdu by setting Tν,κR,τ t0u “∆pHqR,τ and Tν,κR,τ tdu “ fpTν,κR,τ td´1uq.
We will abbreviate TR,d “ Tν,κR,τ tdu to unburden the notation. To avoid any con-
fusion we may write Tν,κR,τ pNqtdu “ Tν,κR,τ tdu and TR,dpNq “ TR,d.
Lemma 5.16. (a) We have kTR,d “ Tk,d.
(b) The module TR,d is tilting in A
ν,κ
R,τ .
Proof. Part paq follows from Lemma A.25. To prove pbq, note first that TR,0 is
tilting by Proposition 2.4, because kTR,0 “ Tk,0 is ∆-filtered and simple. Since
the functor f preserves the tilting modules of Oν,κR,τ by Lemma A.23, we deduce
that TR,d is tilting. 
By Proposition 8.15, we have an R-algebra homomorphism
ψsR,d : H
s
R,d Ñ EndAν,κR,τ
`
TR,d
˘op
(5.1)
and a functor
ΨsR,d “ HomAν,κR,τ pTR,d, ‚q : A
ν,κ
R,τtdu Ñ HsR,d-mod .
The main result of the section is Theorem 5.37. To prove it, we will study in
the subsequent subsections some properties of ψsR,d and Ψ
s
R,d when localized to
codimension one.
Remark 5.17. Since TR,d is tilting, it is uniquely determined by its specialization
kTR,d “ Tk,d. If R is a regular local ring of dimension ą 2, then we may define
TR,d as the unique module in A
ν,κ
R,τ tdu (up to isomorphism) which specializes to
Tk,d. We do not know how to define either ψ
s
R,d or Ψ
s
R,d if dimR ą 2.
Remark 5.18. For each p P r1, ℓs, let λp P Pℓ1 be the ℓ-partition with p1q on the p-th
component and H elsewhere. The proof of Lemma 5.12 implies that the module
TK,1 has a ∆-filtration with sections of the form ∆pλqK,τ with λ P Pℓ1, and that
the operator X P EndpTK,1q has the eigenvalue qspK on ∆pλpqK,τ .
5.6. The affine Lie algebra of a pseudo-Levi subalgebra. Consider the root
system pΠν “ tα`rδ ; α P Πν , r P ZuYtrδ ; r P Zˆu. LetmR,ν be the Lie subalgebra
of gR spanned by tR and the root subspaces associated with pΠν . We may view
mR,ν as the affine Kac-Moody algebra associated with the pseudo-Levi subalgebra
mR,ν of gR. We define the associative R-algebra mR,ν,κ in the same way as we
defined gR,κ in §5.2.1.
The Weyl group of pΠν is the subgroupxWν ofxW generated by the affine reflections
sβ with β P pΠν . Thus, we have xWν “ twTx ; w PWν , x P ZΠνu.
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Set bR,ν “ mR,ν X bR. The category OκRpνq consists of the finitely generated
mR,ν,κ-modules which are weight tR-modules with a locally finite action of bR,ν
(over R), and such that the highest weight of any constituent is of the form pλ with
λ P PR. The decomposition mR,ν “
Àℓ
p“1 glR,νp yields an equivalence O
κ
Rpνq “Âℓ
p“1O
κ
Rpνpq, here the tensor product is over R.
Given a tuple γ “ pγpq of compositions of the νp’s, let Oγ,κR pνq Ă OκRpνq be the
subcategory which is identified under the equivalence OκRpνq “
Âℓ
p“1O
κ
Rpνpq with
the category
Âℓ
p“1O
γp,κ
R pνpq. Given a deformation parameter τ and a tuple a P
Nℓ, we also consider the categories Oγ,κR,τ pνq “
Âℓ
p“1O
γp,κ
R,τp
pνpq and Oγ,κR,τ pνqtau “Âℓ
p“1O
γp,κ
R,τp
pνpqtapu. Setting γp “ pνpq for each p, we get the Kazhdan-Lusztig
category O`,κR pνq “ Oν,κR pνq of the Lie algebra mR,ν . Let O`,κR pνqtau Ă O`,κR pνq
be the full subcategory defined in the similar way.
To avoid confusions, we may set Aν,κR,τ pNq “ Aν,κR,τ if g “ glN . Then, we define
A
`,κ
R,τ pνq Ă O`,κR,τ pνq to be the subcategory isomorphic to
Âℓ
p“1A
νp,κ
R,τp
pνpq.
As above, we drop the subscripts R, τ if R “ C or τ “ 0.
5.7. Reductions to codimension one.
5.7.1. Preliminaries. For each z P Z and u, v P r1, ℓs we write fu,v,zpτR, κRq “
τR,u ´ τR,v ´ z κR and fu,vpτRq “ τR,u ´ τR,v.
Definition 5.19. Wewill say that the deformation ringR is generic if fu,v,zpτR, κRq ‰
b for any tuple pu, v, z, bq with u ă v and z, b P Z, and that it is subgeneric if κR R Q
and fu,v,zpτR, κRq “ b for a unique tuple pu, v, z, bq as above (with u ă v).
Remark 5.20. If R is a local deformation ring, i.e., if τk,p “ 0 and κk “ ´e with
e P Nˆ, then for each p P P such that fu,v,zpτkp , κkpq “ b we have also b “ z e.
Now, assume that R is a local deformation ring. Then, the category Aν,κR,τ is a
highest weight R-category by §5.5, either for the partial order ďℓ or ďb relative
to k by Lemma 5.15. In other words, the highest weight order on Aν,κR,τ is induced
from the highest weight order on Aν,κk via base change, which yields a canonical
bijection ∆pAν,κR,τ q Ñ ∆pAν,κk q.
By base change again, these highest weight orders onAν,κR,τ induce highest weight
orders on Aν,κRp,τ and A
ν,κ
kp,τ
for each p P P. Note that Rp is a local ring, but may
not be a local deformation ring because τkp,p may be ‰ 0. So, we have the posets
isomorphisms
∆pAν,κk q ∆pAν,κR,τ q
bkoo bRp // ∆pAν,κRp,τ q
bkp // ∆pAν,κkp,τ q .
We will reduce the study of Aν,κR,τ to the study of A
ν,κ
kp,τ
for p P P1. We will say
that p is generic if kp is generic and that p is subgeneric if kp is subgeneric.
Remark 5.21. Let R, I be as in §5.4. If R is subgeneric then each component Ip
is a quiver of type A8, while if R is generic then Ω “ r1, ℓs (i.e., the quiver I has
exactly ℓ components).
In order to use the Kazhdan-Lusztig tensor product, we’ll be mainly interested
by the case where R is either a field or a regular local deformation ring of dimension
ď 2. Note that if R has dimension 2, then we can always choose it in such a way
that it is in general position.
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The following basic fact is important for the rest of the paper.
Proposition 5.22. Assume that R is a local deformation ring in general position.
(a) If p P P1 then p is either generic or subgeneric.
(b) The K-category Aν,κK,τ is split semi-simple.
(c) If R is analytic, then the condition (3.1) holds in the fraction field K.
(d) If νp ě d for all p, then the map ψsK,d : HsK,d Ñ EndAν,κK,τ pTK,dqop in (5.1)
is an isomorphism of K-algebras. The functor ΨsK,d is an equivalence of categories
and it maps ∆pλqK,τ to Spλqs,qK .
Proof. Since R is a UFD and p has height 1, we have p “ Rg for some irreducible
element g P R. Now, if fu,v,zpτkp , κkpq “ b and κkp “ c for some u ‰ v, z, b P Z
and c P Q then g must be a unit of R because R is in general position. This is a
contradiction. For the same reason, we may have fu,v,zpτkp , κkpq “ b for at most
one tuple pu, v, z, bq. Therefore, if p is not generic, then we have κkp R Q. Part paq
is proved.
Part pbq follows from the linkage principle. More precisely, recall that for k P Jνp
we set pk “ p. Then, since R is in general position, we have
pΠpτK , κKq “ tβ P pΠ ; xp0, τK , κKq : βy P Zu,
“ tαk,l ` zδ ; fpk,pl,apτK , κKq P Zu,
“ Πν .
Thus, the linkage classes are reduced to points, because two ν-dominant weights
which are Wν-conjugate under the ‚-action are equal. Hence Aν,κK,τ is split semi-
simple.
Part pcq is obvious, because qK “ expp´2π
?´1{κKq, QK,p “ expp´2π
?´1sp{κKq,
κK R Q and psK,u ´ sK,v ` κKZq X Z “ H for each u ‰ v.
Let us prove part pdq. As a finite dimensional split semi-simple K-algebra, the
center ofHsK,d is spanned by the primitive central idempotents. These idempotents
are of the form 1α “
ř
iPIα 1i where α P Q` has height d, see §3.4. For each nonzero
1α, there is a unique ℓ-partition λ of d such that
ř
iPK nipλqαi “ α. From Lemma
5.12 we deduce that, if νp ě d for all p, then
fipTK,0q “∆pλqK,τ , @ i P I α. (5.2)
Since ψsK,dp1αq is the projection fromTK,d onto its direct summand
À
iPIα fipTK,0q,
the latter is nonzero whenever 1α is nonzero. So, the map ψ
s
K,d is injective. To
prove that it is an isomorphism, we are reduced to check the following.
Claim 5.23. HsK,d and EndAν,κK,τ pTK,dqop have the same dimension over K.
To prove the claim, by Proposition 8.13, it is enough to check that the K-algebras
HsK,d and EndAνK,τ pTK,dqop have the same dimension. This follows from Proposition
4.7.
Next, since the K-algebra Aν,κK,τ is split semi-simple by part pbq, the standard
modules ∆pλqK,τ , with λ P Pνd , form a complete set of indecomposable projective
modules in Aν,κK,τ . So, formula (5.2) implies that TK,d “
À
iPI d fipTK,0q is a
projective generator in Aν,κK,τ . So Ψ
s
K,d is an equivalence. Since the unique simple
and projective module in the block HsK,α is the Specht module Spλqs,qK , where λ is
as in (5.2), we deduce that ΨsK,dp∆pλqK,τ q “ Spλqs,qK . 
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5.7.2. The reduction to the finite type with ℓ “ 2. For each tuple a P Nℓ´1, let
O
ν,κ
R,τtau Ă Oν,κR,τ be the full subcategory consisting of the modules whose sim-
ple subquotients have a highest weight of the form {λ` τk with λ P P νtau. Set
A
ν,κ
R,τ tau “ Oν,κR,τtau XAν,κR,τ . We define Oν,κk,τ tau and Aν,κk,τtau in the obvious way.
Let p ÞÑ po be the permutation of r1, ℓs such that po “ ℓ ` 1 ´ p. Let k ÞÑ ko
be the unique permutation of r1, N s which is blockwise increasing and which takes
the block Jνp to J
νo
po . Applying this permutation to the entries of a weight λ P P νR
yields a weight λo P P νoR .
Assume that R is a local ring with a subgeneric residue field. Let h “ pu, v, zq be
the unique triple such that u ă v and fu,v,zpτk, κkq “ z e. Given a tuple κ “ κR P
Rℓ, let κk P kℓ be its residue class. Assume that fu,vpκkq “ ze. We will identify
κR with the weight
ř
p κR,p detp P PR.
If z ď 0, we abbreviate OνR,htau “ OνR,κpν, u, vqtau. If z ą 0, we write OνR,htau “
Oν
o
R,κopνo, vo, uoqtaou. See §4.8 for the notation. We define AνR,htau in the same
manner. For each d P N, we write AνR,htdu “
À
aA
ν
R,htau, where a runs over the
set of all pℓ´ 1q-compositions of d. Depending on the sign of z, we write MpλqR,h
for Mpλ` κqR,ν or Mpλo ` κoqR,ν , and ∆pλqR,h for ∆pλqR,κ or ∆pλoqR,κo .
Proposition 5.24. (a) We have Oν,κR,τ »
À
aPNℓ´1 O
ν,κ
R,τtau,Oν,κk,τ »
À
aPNℓ´1 O
ν,κ
k,τtau.
(b) There are equivalences of highest weight R-categories QR : O
ν,κ
R,τtau Ñ
OνR,htau and of highest weight k-categories Qk : Oν,κk,τtau Ñ Oνk,htau, such that
kQRpMq “ QkpkMq for each M P Oν,κR,τtau and QRpMpλ` τRqR,νq “MpλqR,h for
each λ P P ν .
(c) The equivalences in (b) restrict to equivalences of highest weight categories
QR : A
ν,κ
R,τ tau Ñ AνR,htau and Qk : Aν,κk,τtau Ñ Aνk,htau. In particular QRp∆pλqR,τ q “
∆pλqR,h for all λ.
Proof. For k P Jνp we set pk “ p. Since k is subgeneric, the integral root systempΠpτk, κkq is given by
pΠpτk, κkq “ tβ P pΠ ; xp0, τk, κkq : βy P Zu,
“ tαk,l ´ rδ ; fpk,pl,rpτk, κkq P Zu,
“ Πν Y t˘pαk,l ´ zδq ; pk “ u, pl “ vu.
Therefore, the linkage principle yields a decomposition Oν,κk,τ “
À
aPNℓ´1 O
ν,κ
k,τtau.
This decomposition holds over R by Proposition 2.4. This proves part paq.
The set pΠpτk, κkq is a Coxeter system whose set of positive roots is pΠpτk, κkq` “pΠpτk, κkq X pΠ`, see [34, sec. 2.2]. The set Πν,u,v “ Πν Y t˘αk,l ; pk “ u, pl “ vu is
also a Coxeter system with positive roots Π`ν,u,v “ Πν,u,v XΠ`.
If z ď 0 then pΠpτk, κkq` “ Π`ν Y tαk,l ´ zδ ; pk “ u, pl “ vu. Fix an integral
coweight χˇ such that αk,lpχˇq “ ´z if pk “ u, pl “ v and αk,lpχˇq “ ´z if pk “ pl.
The conjugation by χˇ yields a bijection ϕ : pΠpτk, κkq „ÑΠν,u,v such that α` rδ ÞÑ α
for all α, r. It maps positive roots to positive ones.
If z ą 0 then pΠpτk, κkq` “ Π`ν Y t´αk,l ` zδ ; pk “ u, pl “ vu. The permutation
k ÞÑ ko of r1, N s induces a bijection Πν,u,v „ÑΠνo,vo,uo , α ÞÑ αo. The bijection
ϕ : pΠpτk, κkq „ÑΠνo,vo,uo such that α ` rδ ÞÑ αo identifies the subsets of positive
roots in both sides.
In both cases the map ϕ is an isomorphism of Coxeter systems. Now, for each
weight λ P P ν ` ρ we consider the sets of roots pΠrλ ` τk, κks “ tβ P pΠ ; xp0, λ `
τk, κkq : βy “ 0u and Πν,u,vrλ ` κks “ tα P Πν,u,v ; xλ ` κk : αy “ 0u. Since k is
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subgeneric, we have
pΠrλ` τk, κks “ tαk,l ´ rδ ; fpk,pl,rpτk, κkq “ ´xλ : αk,lyu,
“ tα P Πν ; xλ : αy “ 0u Y
Yt˘pαk,l ´ zδq ; pk “ u, pl “ v, xλ : αk,ly “ ´z eu,
“ Πν rλs Y t˘pαk,l ´ zδq ; pk “ u, pl “ v, xλ` κk : αk,ly “ 0u,
“ Πν rλ` κks Y t˘pαk,l ´ zδq ; pk “ u, pl “ v, αk,ly P Πν,u,vrλ` κksu.
If z ď 0 then ϕ`pΠrλ ` τk, κksq “ Πν,u,vrλ ` κks. Therefore, by [24, thm. 11],
there is an equivalence of k-categories Qk : O
κ
k,τtau Ñ Ok,κpν, u, vqtau such that
Lpµ ` τkqk ÞÑ Lpµ ` κkqk for each µ P P tau. The proof of loc. cit. is given
by constructing an analogue of Soergel’s functor which identifies, block by block,
the endomorphism rings of projective generators of OκR,τtau and OR,κpν, u, vqtau
with the endomorphism ring of the same sheaf over a moment graph (modulo a
base change of deformation rings, from a localization of the functions ring of the
Cartan subalgebras of g and mpν, u, vq to R). This construction yields indeed an
equivalence of abelian R-categories QR : O
κ
R,τ tau Ñ OR,κpν, u, vqtau such that
kQRpMq “ QkpkMq for any M P OκR,τtau.
If z ě 0 then ϕ`pΠrλ ` τk, κksq “ `Πν,u,vrλ ` κks˘o “ Πνo,vo,uorλo ` κoks. For
´αk,l ` zδ P pΠpτk, κkq`, we also have
xλo ` κok : hp´αk,l ` zδqy “ xλo ` κok : ´αko,loy
“ ´xλ, αk,ly ´ z e,
“ ´xλ : αk,ly ´ τK,u ` τK,v ` z κk
“ xp0, λ` τk, κkq : ´αk,l ` zδy.
Thus, by [24, thm. 11] and the discussion above, we have equivalences of categories
QR : O
κ
R,τtau Ñ OR,κpνo, vo, uoqtaou, Qk : Oκk,τtau Ñ Ok,κpνo, vo, uoqtaou
such that kQRpMq “ QkpkMq and Lpµ` τkqk ÞÑ Lpµo ` κokqk for each µ P P taou.
Now, we can prove part pbq. To simplify, we assume z ď 0. The case z ą 0 is
proved in a similar way.
First, note that Qk restricts to an equivalence of abelian categories O
ν,κ
k,τ tau Ñ
Oνk,κpν, u, vqtau. We denote it again by Qk. Since Oν,κR,τtau and OνR,κpν, u, vqtau
are the full subcategories of OκR,τtau and OR,κpν, u, vqtau, respectively, consisting
of the modules whose simple subquotients have a highest weight of the form {λ` τk
and λ`κk respectively, with λ P P ν , we deduce that QR restricts to an equivalence
of abelian R-categories Oν,κR,τtau Ñ OνR,κpν, u, vqtau.
Next, since QkpLpµ ` τkqk,νq “ Lpµ ` κkqk,ν for each µ P P ν , the functor QR
is an equivalence of highest weight R-categories such that QRpMpµ ` τRqR,νq “
Mpµ` κRqR,ν for each µ P P ν by Proposition 2.6.
Parts pbq and pcq are proved. 
Remark 5.25. We do not know how to choose the equivalence of categories QR in
such a way that it intertwines the endofunctors e, f of O and O. We will not need
this.
In the rest of this section, to unburden the notation, assume that z ď 0. The
case z ą 0 is completely similar.
Fix a pℓ ´ 1q-composition a “ pa‚, apq of the positive integer d. Then, we
have the tilting module TR,a‚pν‚q P Aν˝R,κ˝pν‚q and, for each p ‰ u, v, the tilting
module TR,appνpq P AνpR pνpq. Recall that ν˝ “ pνu, νvq, κ˝ “ pκu,κvq and ν‚ “
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νu ` νv. Note that, since fu,vpκq “ ze ď 0, the (two-blocks) category Aν˝R,κ˝pν‚q
satisfies the assumptions in Proposition 4.9. Let TR,h,d P AνR,htdu be the tilting
module which is identified, under the equivalence (4.4), with the direct sum of
the modules TR,a‚pν‚q b
Â
p‰u,v TR,appνpq, where the sum runs over the set of all
pℓ´ 1q-compositions a of d. We also write Tk,h,d “ kTR,h,d P Aνk,htdu.
Now, let R be either a field or a regular local deformation ring of dimension 2.
Assume further that R is analytic and in general position.
The category Aν,κK,τ is split semi-simple. We have defined the module TR,d P
A
ν,κ
R,τ , the R-algebra homomorphism ψ
s
R,d : H
s
R,d Ñ EndAν,κR,τ pTR,dqop, and the
functor ΨsR,d : A
ν,κ
R,τtdu Ñ HsR,d-mod. By base-change, we get TRp,d, ψsRp,d and
ΨsRp,d for each p P P, see Remark 4.6.
Lemma 5.26. Assume that p P P1 is subgeneric. Then, we have an isomorphism
QRppTRp,dq “ TRp,h,d.
Proof. The module QRppTRp,dq is tilting, because QRp is an equivalence of highest
weight categories. Since TRp,0 and TRp,h,0 are parabolic Verma modules, we have
QRppTK,0q “ TRp,h,0.
Next, the functorQkp induces an isomorphism of the (complexified) Grothendieck
groups rOν,κkp,τtaus Ñ rOνkp,htaus such that QkpprLpλ ` τkpqkp sq “ rLpλ ` κkpqkps.
Since it also preserves the classes of the standard modules, the explicit formulae in
Lemma 5.12 imply that Qkp : rOνkp,htaus Ñ rO
ν,κ
kp,τ
taus commutes with the action
of the operators e, f on both sides.
SinceTkp,d “ fdpTkp,0q and Tkp,h,d “ fdpTkp,h,0q, we deduce that rQkppTkp,dqs “
rTkp,h,ds in rOνkp,hs. Therefore, we have QkppTkp,dq “ Tkp,h,d because two tilting
modules are isomorphic if they have the same class in the Grothendieck group. Since
QRppTRp,dq is tilting and kpQRppTRp,dq “ QkppTkp,dq, by Proposition 2.4pbq the
isomorphism over kp can be lift to an isomorphism QRppTRp,dq “ TRp,h,d. 
Proposition 5.27. Let p P P1 be subgeneric. Assume that νp ě d for all p. Then,
(a) TRp,d is projective in A
ν,κ
Rp,τ
,
(b) ψsRp,d is an isomorphism H
s
Rp,d
Ñ EndAν,κ
Rp,τ
pTRp,dqop,
(c) ΨsRp,d is fully faithful on pAν,κRp,τtduq∆ and pA
ν,κ
Rp,τ
tduq∇.
Proof. Since kp is subgeneric, we may fix u, v, z as above. So, we have fu,v,zpτkp , κkpq “
z e. Hence, by Proposition 5.24 and Lemma 5.26, there is an equivalence of highest
weight Rp-categories QRp : A
ν,κ
Rp,τ
tdu Ñ AνRp,htdu taking ∆pλqRp,τ to ∆pλqRp,κ
and TRp,d to TRp,h,d. By base change, it specializes to an equivalence of highest
weight kp-categories Qkp : A
ν,κ
kp,τ
tdu Ñ Aνkp,htdu.
Recall that ν˝ “ pνu, νvq and ν‚ “ νu ` νv. To unburden the notation, we
may identify the highest weight Rp-categories A
ν
Rp,h
tdu and Aν˝Rp,κ˝pν‚qtdu via the
equivalence (4.4). The later is a particular case of the categories which have been
studied in §4.7. Note that we have κkp,u ´ κkp,v “ ze R Nˆ. Thus, Proposition
4.9pcq implies that Tkp,h,d is projective. Hence, part paq follows from Proposition
2.4 and Lemma 5.26.
To prove pbq we use Proposition 2.22. Let us check the assumptions. First, the
fraction field of Rp is K. Since R is in general position, the K-algebra H
s
K,d is
split semi-simple. Next, by [17, thm. 3.30], the decomposition map K0pHsK,dq Ñ
K0pHskp,dq is surjective.
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Now, let us construct an endomorphism θRp ofH
s
Rp,d
. By Remark 4.6, we have a
pre-categorification pE,F,X, T q on AνRp,h. Let ϕsRp,d : HsRp,d Ñ EndAνRp,hpTRp,h,dqop
be the corresponding Rp-algebra homomorphism. It is an isomorphism by Propo-
sition 4.9 and the Nakayama’s lemma. Next, by Proposition 3.1, we have an Rp-
algebra isomorphism αRp : H
s
Rp,d
Ñ HsRp,d. Since QRppTRp,dq “ TRp,h,d, by func-
toriality, we have an isomorphism βRp : EndAν,κRp,τ
pTRp,dqop Ñ EndAνRp,hpTRp,h,dqop.
We set θRp “ α´1Rp ˝ pϕsRp,dq´1 ˝ βRp ˝ ψsRp,d and we write θK “ KθRp .
To prove pbq, we must check that θRp is invertible. By Proposition 2.22, this
follows from the following.
Claim 5.28. The endomorphism θK of H
s
K,d is an automorphism and it yields the
identity on the Grothendieck group.
Now, we prove the claim. Since R is in general position, by Proposition 5.22, the
K-algebra morphisms ψsK,d : H
s
K,d Ñ EndAν,κK,τ pTK,dqop is an isomorphism. Hence
θK is an automorphism.
Consider the the equivalences of categories ΨsK,d : A
ν,κ
K,τ tdu Ñ HsK,d-mod and
ΦsK,d : A
ν
K,htdu Ñ HsK,d-mod induced by ψsK,d and ϕsK,d. The corresponding maps
between isomorphism classes of simple modules fit into the commutative square
IrrpAν,κK,τtduq
ΨsK,d //
QK

IrrpHsK,dq
IrrpAνK,htduq
ΦsK,d // IrrpHsK,dq,
αK
OO
because we have ΨsK,dp∆pλqK,τ q “ Spλqs,qK , ΦsK,dp∆pλqK,κq “ SpλqsK by Proposi-
tions 5.22pdq, 4.7pdq, and we have αKpSpλqsKq “ Spλqs,qK , QKp∆pλqK,τ q “ ∆pλqK,κ .
This implies that θK is identity on the Grothendieck group. The claim is proved.
Finally, let us prove part pcq. Let ϕsRp,d, βRp and αRp be as above. Then,
we can view ϕsRp,d as an isomorphism H
s
Rp,d
Ñ EndAν,κ
Rp,τ
pTRp,dqop. We don’t
know whether ψsRp,d “ ϕsRp,d. However, since they are both invertible, they differ
obviously by an automorphism ofHsRp,d. Thus, the equivalence QRp intertwines the
functors ΨsRp,d and Φ
s
Rp,d
, up to a twist by an automorphism of HsRp,d. Therefore,
it is enough to prove that ΦsRp,d is fully faithful on pAνRp,htduq∆ and pAνRp,htduq∇.
By Proposition 4.9, a simple module of Aνkp,h,d is a submodule of a parabolic
Verma module if and only if it lies in the top of Tkp,h,d. Thus, the functor Φ
s
kp,d
is
faithful on pAνkp,htduq∆. By [10, cor. 4.18], the category Aνkp,htdu is Ringel self-dual,
i.e., we have an equivalence Aνkp,htdu » pAνkp,htduq˛. Therefore, by Lemma 2.13, the
functor Φskp,d is also faithful on pAνkp,htduq∇. Note that [10] considers the category
Aν without any shift κ, but our situation reduces to this one by Proposition 4.10.
Now, part pcq follows from Proposition 2.18. 
Remark 5.29. If νu´νv R Z e for all u ‰ v, then ΨsRp,d is a 1-faithful highest weight
cover.
5.7.3. The reduction to ℓ “ 1. Assume that the deformation ring R is a local ring
with a generic residue field k. We have the following lemma.
Lemma 5.30. For λ, λ1 P P ν , if λ` τk ďℓ λ1 ` τk then {λ` τk P xWν ‚ {λ1 ` τk.
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Proof. By an easy induction we may assume that there are elements β P pΠpτk, κkqzΠν
and w PWν with {λ` τk “ wsβ ‚ {λ1 ` τk. We have
pΠpτk, κkq Ă pΠν ðñ xp0, τk, κkq : βy R Z, @β P pΠzpΠν ,
ðñ xτk : αy ` rκ R Z, @α P ΠzΠν , @r P Z,
ðñ k is generic.
Thus β P pΠν , hence wsβ P xWν . 
For a P Nℓ let Oν,κR,τtau Ă Oν,κR,τ be the full subcategory of the modules whose
simple subquotients have a highest weight of the form {λ` τk with λ P P νtau.
Proposition 5.31. (a) We have Oν,κR,τ “
À
aPNℓ O
ν,κ
R,τtau and Oν,κk,τ “
À
aPNℓ O
ν,κ
k,τ tau.
(b) There are equivalences of highest weight R-categories QR : O
ν,κ
R,τtau Ñ
O
`,κ
R pνqtau and of highest weight k-categories Qk : Oν,κk,τ tau Ñ O`,κk pνqtau such
that kQRpMq “ QkpkMq and QRpMpλ` τqR,νq “MpλqR,`.
(c) The equivalences in (b) restricts to equivalences of highest weight categories
QR : A
ν,κ
R,τ Ñ A`,κR pνq and Qk : Aν,κk,τ Ñ A`,κk pνq. In particular, we have
QRp∆pλqR,τ q “∆pλqR for all λ.
Proof. Since k is generic, the linkage principle and Lemma 5.30 imply that if a
parabolic Verma module in Oν,κk,τ has a highest weight of the form
{λ` τk with
λ P P νtau, then any constituent has also a highest weight of the same form. So we
have a decomposition Oν,κk,τ “
À
aPNℓ O
ν,κ
k,τtau. The decomposition over R follows
from Proposition 2.4. Part paq is proved.
For the same reason as above, we have OκR,τ “
À
aPNℓ O
κ
R,τtau, where OκR,τtau
is the full subcategory of the modules whose simple subquotients have a highest
weight of the form {λ` τk with λ P P tau.
Further, by [24, thm. 11] there is an equivalence of highest weight k-categories
Qk : O
κ
k,τtau Ñ Oκkpνqtau such that Lpλ ` τkqk ÞÑ Lpλqk. For the same reason
as explained in the proof of Proposition 5.24, the proof of [24, thm. 11] yields an
equivalence QR : O
κ
R,τtau Ñ OκRpνqtau such that kQRpMq “ QkpkMq for any
M P OκR,τ tau.
Since λ ` τk is ν-dominant if and only if λ is ν-dominant, this equivalence re-
stricts to an equivalence of abelian categories Oν,κk,τ tau Ñ O`,κk pνqtau. We denote
it again by Qk. Since O
ν,κ
R,τtau and O`,κR pνqtau are full subcategories of OκR,τtau
and OκRpνqtau consisting of the modules whose simple subquotients have a highest
weight of the form {λ` τk and pλ, respectively, with λ P P νtau, we deduce that QR
restricts to an equivalence of abelian R-categories QR : O
ν,κ
R,τ tau Ñ O`,κR pνqtau.
Since QkpLpλ ` τkqkq “ Lpλqk for all λ P P νtau, by Proposition 2.6 we deduce
that Qk and QR are indeed equivalences of highest weight categories and that
QRpMpλ` τqR,νq “MpλqR,`. This proves parts pbq, pcq. 
Now, let R be either a field or a regular local deformation ring of dimension 2.
Assume further that R is analytic and in general position.
Consider the Kazhdan-Lusztig category O`,κR pνpq of glR,νp . The equivalence of
categories OκRpνq “
Âℓ
p“1O
κ
Rpνpq yields an equivalence of categories O`,κR pνq “Âℓ
p“1O
`,κ
R pνpq
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Let Vpνpq P O`,κR pνpq be the module induced from the natural representation of
glR,νp . The endofunctor fp “ ‚ 9bRVpνpq of O`,κR pνpq extends to an endofunctor of
O
`,κ
R pνq in the obvious way. We denote it again by fp. Let f “
Àℓ
p“1 fp.
We set TR,0pνq “
Âℓ
p“1TR,0pνpq. For each d P N, we consider the tilting module
TR,dpνq “ fdpTR,0pνqq in O`,κR pνq. We have introduced a module TR,d in Oν,κR,τ .
By base change, for each p P P, we get the modules TRp,d P Oν,κRp,τ and
TRp,dpνq P O`,κRp pνq. The same proof as in Lemma 5.26 yields the following.
Lemma 5.32. Assume that p P P1 is generic. Then, we have an isomorphism
QRppTRp,dq “ TRp,dpνq.
On the other hand, for each a P Nℓ, we setHℓR,a “
Âℓ
p“1H
`
R,ap
. By base change,
it yields the Rp-algebra H
ℓ
Rp,a
.
Lemma 5.33. Let p P P1 be generic. Then, we have an Rp-algebra isomorphism
HsRp,d “
à
aPC ℓ
d
MatSd{Sa
`
HℓRp,a
˘
. (5.3)
Proof. Let I “ tτRp,1, τRp,2, . . . , τRp,ℓu ` Z ` κRpZ and I “ IRp “ I{„. Let
Ikp be the image of I in the residue field kp. Since p is generic, the quiver Ikp
has exactly ℓ components given by Ikp,p “ pτkp,p ` Z ` κkpZq{„ with p P r1, ℓs.
Hence, the quiver IRp has also ℓ components I1 “ IRp,1, . . . ,Iℓ “ IRp,ℓ which
specialize to Ikp,1, . . . ,Ikp,ℓ respectively.
For each tuple p “ pp1, p2, ..., pdq in r1, ℓsd, we consider the idempotent in Hskp,d
given by 1p “
ř
i 1i, where i “ pi1, i2, . . . , idq runs over the set Ikp,p “
śd
r“1 Ikp,pr
and 1i is as in §3.4. Note that, although there may be an infinite number of such
tuples i, this sum contains only a finite number of non zero terms. Next, for each
a P C ℓd , we define a central idempotent 1paq in Hskp,d by 1paq “
ř
pPpaq 1p, where a
is identified with the tuple p1a12a2 . . . ℓaℓq and paq is the set of all permutations of
a in r1, ℓsd. Then, we write Hskp,paq “ 1paqHskp,d.
It is well-known that there are kp-algebra isomorphismsH
s
kp,d
“ÀaPC ℓ
d
Hskp,paq,
Hℓkp,a “ 1aHskp,d1a and Hskp,paq “MatSd{Sa
`
Hℓkp,a
˘
, where Sa “ Sa1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ˆSaℓ ,
see [16]. We must prove that the isomorphism
À
aPC ℓ
d
MatSd{Sa
`
Hℓkp,a
˘ Ñ Hskp,d
lifts to an isomorphism of Rp-algebras. To do that, by the Nakayama’s lemma,
it is enough to prove that this isomorphism lifts to an Rp-algebra homomorphismÀ
aPC ℓ
d
MatSd{Sa
`
HℓRp,a
˘Ñ HsRp,d.
First, by Proposition 3.1, for each tuple i P pIkpqd, the sum 1i “
ř
i1 1i1 over
all elements i1 P I d whose residue class is equal to i, is an idempotent in the
Rp-subalgebra H
s
Rp,d
of HsK,d. Therefore, for each tuple p P r1, ℓsd, the idempotent
1p P HsK,d given by 1p “
ř
i1 1i1 , where i
1 runs over the set Ip “
śd
r“1 Ipr , belongs
also to the Rp-subalgebra H
s
Rp,d
and it specializes to the idempotent 1p P Hskp,d
given above. In particular, for each a P C ℓd , the idempotent in HsK,d given by
1paq “
ř
pPpaq 1p belongs indeed to H
s
Rp,d
and it specializes to the idempotent
1tau P Hskp,d given above. Further, setting HsRp,paq “ 1paqHsRp,d, we get Rp-algebra
isomorphisms HsRp,d “
À
aPC ℓ
d
Hs
Rp,paq
and HℓRp,a “ 1aHsRp,d1a.
Now, we construct anRp-algebra homomorphism
À
aPC ℓ
d
MatSd{Sa
`
1aH
s
Rp,d
1a
˘Ñ
HsRp,d which lifts the isomorphism over the residue field kp mentioned above.
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To do that, it is convenient to use the formalism of quiver Hecke algebras. Let
RsK,d be the cyclotomic quiver Hecke algebra of rank d associated with s. It is the
K-algebra generated by elements 1i, xi,k, τi,l with i P I d, k P r1, ds and l P r1, dq,
subject to the relations in [48, sec. 3.2.1] associated with the quiver I and to
the cyclotomic relations given by pxi,1q7tp ; qsp“i1u “ 0 for all i’s. Note that the
K-algebra RsK,d is finite dimensional, and that we have 1i “ 0 except for a finite
number of i’s.
By [9], [48] we have a K-algebra isomorphism RsK,d “HsK,d which identifies the
idempotents 1i, i P I d, from both sides. In particular, for each integer l P r1, dq
and each d-tuple p such that pl ‰ pl`1, the element τp,l “
ř
iPIp
τi,l in R
s
K,d can
be viewed as an element of HsK,d which belongs to H
s
Rp,d
and which satisfies the
relations τslppq,l τp,l “ 1p and τp,l τslppq,l “ 1slppq.
Next, let w P Sd. Assume that w is of minimal length in its right Sa-coset.
Fix a reduced decomposition w “ srm ¨ ¨ ¨ sr2sr1 . Consider the elements τw,a and
τ¯a,w of H
s
Rp,d
given by τw,a “ τsrm ,srm´1 ...sr1 paq ¨ ¨ ¨ τsr2 ,sr1 paqτsr1 ,a and τ¯a,w “
τsr1 ,sr2 ...srmwpaq ¨ ¨ ¨ τsrm´1 ,srmwpaqτsrm ,wpaq. We have τ¯a,w τw,a “ 1a and τw,a τ¯a,w “
1wpaq.
The expected map
À
aPC ℓ
d
MatSd{Sa
`
1aH
s
Rp,d
1a
˘ Ñ HsRp,d takes the square
matrix pxvpaq,wpaqqv,w in MatSd{Sa
`
1aH
s
Rp,d
1a
˘
with xvpaq,wpaq P 1aHsRp,d1a and
v, w P Sd as above to the sum
ř
v,w τw,a xvpaq,wpaq τ¯v,a. 
Now, given p “ pp1, p2, ..., pdq in r1, ℓsd, we write fp “ fp1fp2 ...fpd andTR,ppνq “
fppTR,0pνqq. We have an isomorphism TR,dpνq “
À
pTR,ppνq.
Recall that we identify a composition a “ pa1, . . . , aℓq in C ℓd with the ℓ-tuple
p1a12a2 ....ℓaℓq. Then, we have an isomorphism TR,apνq “
Âℓ
p“1TR,appνpq.
Next, consider the action of the symmetric group Sd on r1, ℓsd by permutation.
Each orbit contains a unique element given by a composition a P C ℓd . Let paq denote
this orbit. We have a bijection Sd{Sa „Ñ tau given by w ÞÑ wpaq, where Sa is the
stabilizer of a. We write TR,paqpνq “
À
pPtauTR,ppνq.
For each p P paq we have a canonical isomorphism TR,ppνq “ TR,apνq. There-
fore, we have TR,paqpνq “
À
wPSd{Sa
TR,apνq. We deduce that
End
A
`,κ
R
pνqpTR,paqpνqq “ MatSd{Sa
`
End
A
`,κ
R
pνqpTR,apνqq
˘
.
Next, recall that O`,κR pνq “
À
aPC ℓ
d
O
`,κ
R pνqpaq and that TR,ppνq P O`,κR pνqtau if
and only if p P paq. Therefore, we have
End
A
`,κ
R
pνqpTR,dpνqq “
à
aPC ℓ
d
End
A
`,κ
R
pνqpTR,paqpνqq
“ à
aPC ℓ
d
MatSd{Sa
`
End
A
`,κ
R
pνqpTR,apνqq
˘
. (5.4)
For each p P r1, ℓs, the gR,νp -module TR,appνpq P A`,κR pνpq gives rise to an R-
algebra homomorphism H`R,ap Ñ EndA`,κR pνpqpTR,appνpqq
op given by (5.1). Taking
the tensor product , we get anR-algebra homomorphismHℓR,a Ñ EndA`,κ
R
pνqpTR,apνqqop.
Now, assume that p P P1 is generic. Combining the R-algebra homomor-
phism above with base change, (5.3) and (5.4), we get an Rp-algebra homomor-
phism ψ`Rp,dpνq : HsRp,d Ñ EndA`,κRp pνqpTRp,dpνqq
op. Further, the composition with
ψ`Rp,dpνq yields a functor Ψ`Rp,dpνq “ HomA`,κRp pνq
`
TRp,dpνq, ‚
˘
: A`,κRp pνqtdu Ñ
HsRp,d-mod .
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Lemma 5.34. Let p P P1 be generic. The following holds
(a) TRp,dpνq is projective in A`,κRp pνqtdu,
(b) ψ`Rp,dpνq is an isomorphism HsRp,d Ñ EndmRp,ν pTRp,dpνqqop,
(c) Ψ`Rp,dpνq is fully faithful on pA
`,κ
Rp
pνqtduq∆ and pA`,κRp pνqtduq∇.
Proof. We have an equivalence of highest weight categoriesO`,κkp pνq “
Âℓ
p“1O
`,κ
kp
pνpq
and each factor O`,κkp pνpq is a copy of the Kazhdan-Lusztig category. Therefore
O
`,κ
kp
pνq is equivalent to a category of modules over a quantum group by [35].
Hence A`,κkp pνqtdu is equivalent to the module category of a q-Schur algebra (with
ℓ “ 1) as a highest weight category, and this equivalence takes Ψ`kp,dpνq to the
q-Schur functor.
Hence, some standard facts on q-Schur algebras imply that Tkp,dpνq is projective
in A`,κkp pνqtdu, proving part paq, and that the kp-algebra homomorphism Hskp,d Ñ
Endmkp,ν pTkp,dpνqqop is an isomorphism, proving part pbq by Nakayama’s lemma
and (5.4), (5.3), see e.g., [47].
Now, we concentrate on part pcq. A standard argument due to Donkin implies
that the q-Schur functor Ξskp,d is faithful on pSskp,d-modq∇ for ℓ “ 1. More precisely,
recall that Ξskp,d “ HomSskp,dpSskp,d e, ‚q for some idempotent e P Sskp,d. Recall also
that the Sskp,d-module S
s
kp,d
e is faithful and that any Weyl module embeds in
Sskp,d e, see e.g., [43, p. 188]. Thus, the claim follows from [43, thm. 4.5.5]. So,
from the equivalence above, we deduce that Ψ`kp,dpνq is faithful on pA
`,κ
kp
pνqtduq∇.
Since the q-Schur algebra is Ringel self-dual, we deduce that Ψ`kp,dpνq is also faithful
on pA`,κkp pνqtduq∆. Therefore, the part pcq of the lemma follows from Proposition
2.18. 
We can now prove the main result of this section. Recall that we have in-
troduced a module TR,d in A
ν,κ
R,τ , an R-algebra homomorphism ψ
s
R,d : H
s
R,d Ñ
EndAν,κ
R,τ
pTR,dqop, and a functor ΨsR,d : Aν,κR,τ tdu Ñ HsR,d-mod.
By base-change, we get TRp,d, ψ
s
Rp,d
and ΨsRp,d for each p P P, see Remark
4.6. Recall also that, since R is in general position, the K-category Aν,κK,τ is split
semi-simple and condition (3.1) holds in K.
Proposition 5.35. Let p P P1 be generic. Assume that νp ě d for all p. Then
(a) TRp,d is projective in A
ν,κ
Rp,τ
,
(b) ψsRp,d is an isomorphism H
s
Rp,d
Ñ EndAν,κ
Rp,τ
pTRp,dqop,
(c) ΨsRp,d is fully faithful on pA
ν,κ
Rp,τ
tduq∆ and pAν,κRp,τ tduq∇.
Proof. Assuming part pbq, the Proposition 5.31 and Lemma 5.34 imply parts paq
and pcq. Let us prove pbq.
The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 5.27. It is based on Proposition
2.22. Recall that HsK,d is a split semi-simple K-algebra, and by [17, thm. 3.30],
that the decomposition map K0pHsK,dq Ñ K0pHskp,dq is surjective. We construct
an endomorphism θRp of H
s
Rp,d
as follows. By Lemma 5.34, we have an isomor-
phism ψ`Rp,dpνq : HsRp,d Ñ EndmRp,ν pTRp,dpνqqop. Next, by Proposition 5.31 and
Lemma 5.32, we have an equivalence of categories QRp : O
ν,κ
Rp,τ
tau Ñ O`,κRp pνqtau
which maps TRp,d to TRp,dpνq. By functoriality, it induces an isomorphism βRp :
EndAν,κ
Rp,τ
pTRp,dqop Ñ EndA`,κ
Rp
pνqpTRp,dpνqqop. We set θRp “ pϕsRp,dq´1 ˝ βRp ˝
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ψsRp,d. The same proof as in Proposition 5.27 implies that the map θK “ KθRp
induces the identity on the Grothendieck group. So θRp is an automorphism by
Proposition 2.22. This implies that ψsRp,d is an isomorphism. 
Remark 5.36. If qkp ‰ 1 then ΨsRp,d is a 1-faithful highest weight cover.
5.8. The category A as a highest weight cover. Let R be a local analytic
deformation ring of dimension 2 in general position. Let κk “ ´e and sR “ ν` τR.
Recall the module TR,d P Aν,κR,τ and the functor ΨsR,d : Aν,κR,τ Ñ HsR,d-mod.
The first main result of this paper is the following theorem.
Theorem 5.37. Assume that νp ě d for all p.
(a) The map ψsR,d : H
s
R,d Ñ EndAν,κR,τ
`
TR,d
˘op
is an R-algebra isomorphism.
(b) The module TR,d is projective in A
ν,κ
R,τ .
(c) The functor ΨsR,d is fully faithful on A
ν,κ,∆
R,τ and A
ν,κ,∇
R,τ .
Proof. First, by Proposition 5.22, the category Aν,κK,τ is split semi-simple and con-
dition (3.1) holds in the fraction field K.
To prove part paq, observe that sinceTR,d is tilting, the R-module EndAν,κ
R,τ
pTR,dq
is projective. Since HsR,d is also projective over R, we have
HsR,d “
č
pPP1
RpH
s
R,d, EndAν,κR,τ pTR,dq “
č
pPP1
Rp EndAν
R,τ
pTR,dq,
see [Bourbaki, Alge`bre commutative, ch. VII, §4, n˝2]. Next, we have RpH
s
R,d “
HsRp,d and Rp EndA
ν,κ
R,τ
pTR,dq “ EndAν,κ
Rp,τ
pTRp,dq for each p P P. Thus, it is
enough to prove that the map ψsRp,d is invertible for each p P P1. By Proposition
5.22, the prime p is generic or subgeneric. Thus part paq follows from Proposition
5.27 and Proposition 5.35.
Now, let us prove that ΨsR,d is fully faithful on A
ν,κ,∇
R,τ . Since TR,d is tilting, by
Corollary 2.17 it is enough to check that ΨsRp,d is fully faithful on pAν,κRp,τtduq∇ for
p P P1. This has already been proved in Propositions 5.27 and 5.35.
As a consequence, the tilting module TR,d is projective by Lemma 2.15, because
the algebra EndAν,κ
R,τ
pTR,dq being isomorphic to HsR,d is symmetric. Part pbq is
proved.
We deduce that ΨsR,d is quotient functor. Therefore by Lemma 2.16 it is fully
faithful over Aν,κ,∆R,τ if Ψ
s
Rp,d
is fully faithful on pAν,κRp,τ tduq∆ for p P P1. Again,
this has been proved in Propositions 5.27 and 5.35. The theorem is proved. 
The following corollary is a straightforward consequence of the theorem by spe-
cializing to the residue field, see also [41].
Corollary 5.38. Assume that νp ě d for all p.
(a) The map ψνk,d : H
ν
k,d Ñ EndAν,´e
k
`
Tk,d
˘op
is a k-algebra isomorphism.
(b) The module Tk,d is projective in A
ν,´e
k .
Remark 5.39. The module Tk,d may not be projective in O
ν,κ
k .
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Remark 5.40. Let R be any local deformation ring. Assume that νp ě d for each
p. From Theorem 5.37(b), Proposition 2.4 and Remark 5.17 we deduce that TR,d
is well-defined and is projective in Aν,κR,τ .
5.9. The functor F and induction. In §4.6 we defined a pre-categorical action
pE,F,X, T q on Aν,κR,τ . Now, we define a tuple pE,F,X, T q on Aν,κR,τ in the following
way. Let h : Aν,κR,τ Ñ Oν,κK,τ be the canonical embedding. Consider the endofunctors
E,F of Aν,κR,τ given by E “ h˚eh, F “ h˚fh. Since f preserves the subcategory
A
ν,κ
R,τ , we have F “ h!fh “ f |Aν,κR,τ . In particular, the functor F is exact, pE,F q
is an adjoint pair and we have EpAν,κR,τ td ` 1u∆q Ă pAν,κR,τ tduq∆. Then, we define
X P EndpF q “ Endpfq and T P EndpF 2q “ Endpf2q as in Proposition 5.14.
Let d, k be positive integers such that d ` k ď νp for all p. In this section we
compare the functors F k : Aν,κR,τ tdu Ñ Aν,κR,τtd` ku and Indd`kd “ HsR,d`kbHsR,d ‚ :
HsR,d-modÑ HsR,d`k-mod.
By definition F kpTR,dq “ TR,d`k and we have a commutative diagram
HsR,d
ψsR,d
„
//
 _

EndAν,κ
R,τ
pTR,dqop
Fk

HsR,d`k
ψsR,d`k
„
// EndAν,κ
R,τ
pF kTR,dqop.
Therefore, we have a morphism of functors on Aν,κR,τ tdu
ϑk : Ind
d`k
d Ψ
s
R,d » HomAν,κR,τ pTR,d`k, F kTR,dq bEndAν,κ
R,τ
pTR,dqop HomAν,κR,τ pTR,d, ‚q
» HomAν,κ
R,τ
pEkTR,d`k,TR,dq bEnd
A
ν,κ
R,τ
pTR,dqop HomAν,κR,τ pTR,d, ‚q
Ñ HomAν,κ
R,τ
pEkTR,d`k, ‚q
» HomAν,κ
R,τ
pTR,d`k, F k‚q
“ ΨsR,d`kF k,
where the map in the third line is given by composition.
Lemma 5.41. Assume that d ` k ď νp for all p. Then ϑk : Indd`kd ΨsR,d Ñ
ΨsR,d`kF
k is an isomorphism.
Proof. It is enough to prove that ϑk is an isomorphsim of functors on pAν,κR,τ tduq∆.
We must prove that the map
HomAν,κ
R,τ
pEkTR,d`k,TR,dqbEnd
A
ν,κ
R,τ
pTR,dqopHomAν,κR,τ pTR,d,Mq Ñ HomAν,κR,τ pE
kTR,d`k,Mq
given by composition is an isomorphism for each M P pAν,κR,τ tduq∆.
Since ΨsR,d is 0-faithful, EpAν,κR,τ td`1u∆q Ă pAν,κR,τ tduq∆ and ΨsR,dpTR,dq »HsR,d
as pHsR,d,HsR,dq-bimodules, the left hand side is isomorphic to
HomHs
R,d
pΨsR,dpEkTR,d`kq,HsR,dq bHsR,d HomHsR,dpHsR,d,ΨsR,dpMqq
and the right hand side is isomorphic to HomHs
R,d
pΨsR,dpEkTR,d`kq,ΨsR,dpMqq.
Hence, we are reduced to prove that the natural map
HomHs
R,d
pΨsR,dpEkTR,d`kq,HsR,dq bHsR,d HomHsR,dpHsR,d,ΨsR,dpMqq Ñ
Ñ HomHs
R,d
pΨsR,dpEkTR,d`kq,ΨsR,dpMqq
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given by composition is an isomorphism. We claim that ΨsR,dpEkTR,d`1q » HsR,d`k
as HsR,d-modules. Thus it is a projective H
s
R,d-module, and the isomorphism fol-
lows.
To prove the claim, note that since ΨsR,d “ HomAν,κR,τ pTR,d, ‚q is fully faithful
on pAν,κR,τ tduq∇, using the duality D on Aν,κR,τtdu and the fact that DpTR,dq »
TR,d, we deduce that the contravariant functor HomAν,κ
R,τ
p‚,TR,dq : Aν,κR,τ tdu Ñ
pHsR,dqop-mod is fully faithful on pAν,κR,τ tduq∆. Therefore, we have isomorphisms
ΨsR,dpEkTR,d`kq » HomAν,κR,τ pTR,d, E
kTR,d`kq
» HompHs
R,d
qop
`
HomAν,κ
R,τ
pEkTR,d`k,TR,dq,HsR,d
˘
» HompHs
R,d
qop
`
HomAν,κ
R,τ
pTR,d`k, F kTR,dq,HsR,d
˘
» HompHs
R,d
qop
`
HsR,d`k,H
s
R,d
˘
.
Finally, since HsR,d`k is a Frobenius algebra, there is an isomorphism of H
s
R,d-
modules HsR,d`k » HompHsR,dqop
`
HsR,d`k,H
s
R,d
˘
. The claim is proved. 
Remark 5.42. Recall that X acts on Indd`1d “ HsR,d`1bHsR,d ‚ by right multiplica-
tion by Xd`1 on H
s
R,d`1, and the action of X on E is the transposition of its action
on F under the adjunction, see Remark 3.3. Hence, it follows from the definition
of ϑ1 that it intertwines the action of X on Ind
d`1
d and on F , i.e., we have
ϑ1 ˝ pΨsR,d`1Xq “ pXΨsR,dq ˝ ϑ1.
Similarly we have
ϑ2 ˝ pΨsR,d`2T q “ pTΨsR,dq ˝ ϑ2,
for the action of T on Indd`2d and on F
2.
6. The category A and CRDAHA’s
6.1. Reminder on rational DAHA’s.
6.1.1. Definition of the category O. Let R be a local ring with residue field C. Let
W be a complex reflection group, let h be the reflection representation of W over
R and let S be the set of pseudo-reflections in W . Let A be the set of reflection
hyperplanes in h. We write hreg “ hz
Ť
HPAH .
Let c : S Ñ R be a map that is constant on the W -conjugacy classes. The
RDAHA (=rational double affine Hecke algebra) attached to W with parameter c
is the quotient HcpW, hqR of the smash product of RW and the tensor algebra of
h‘ h˚ by the relations
rx, x1s “ 0, ry, y1s “ 0, ry, xs “ xx, yy ´
ÿ
sPS
csxαs, yyxx, αˇsys,
for all x, x1 P h˚, y, y1 P h. Here x‚, ‚y is the canonical pairing between h˚ and h,
the element αs is a generator of Imps|h˚ ´ 1q and αˇs is the generator of Imps|h´ 1q
such that xαs, αˇsy “ 2.
Let Rrhs, Rrh˚s be the subalgebras of HcpW, hqR generated by h˚ and h re-
spectively. The category O of HcpW, hqR is the full subcategory of the category of
HcpW, hqR-modules consisting of objects that are finitely generated as Rrhs-modules
and h-locally nilpotent, see [26, § 3]. We denote it by OcpW, hqR. It is a highest
weight R-category. The standard modules are labeled by the set IrrpCW q of iso-
morphism classes of irreducible W -modules. The standard module associated with
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E P IrrpCW q is the induced module ∆pEqR “ IndHpW qRW˙Rrh˚spREq. Here RE is re-
garded as a W ˙Rrh˚s-module such that h Ă Rrh˚s acts by zero. Let LpEq be the
unique simple quotient of ∆pEqR, and let P pEqR be the projective cover of ∆pEqR.
By [26, § 4.2.1] there is a functor
p‚q_ : OcpW, hqR Ñ Oc_pW, h˚qopR ,
which is an equivalence over the subcategories of modules inOcpW, hqR, Oc_pW, h˚qopR
that are free over R. Here c_ : S Ñ R is defined by c_psq “ cps´1q. For any
E P IrrpCW q we write E_ “ HomRpE,Rq. We have ∆pEq_R » ∇pE_qR and
∇pEq_R » ∆pE_qR.
6.1.2. The KZ-functor. Let R be an analytic regular local ring. There is a quotient
functor
KZR : OcpW, hqR Ñ HpW, hqR-mod
defined in [26, § 5.3], where HpW, hqR is the Hecke algebra associated with W and
a parameter which depends on c. Note that loc. cit. uses regular complete local
rings, but the same construction can be done for analytic ones.
Proposition 6.1. The functor KZR is 0-faithful.
Proof. By Proposition 2.18 it is enough to prove that over the residue field C the
functor KZ is p´1q-faithful. In other words, we must prove that KZ is faithful on
OcpW, hq∆C .
Write O “ OcpW, hqC, let Otor Ă O be the full subcategory consisting of the
objects M such that M bCrhs Crhregs “ 0. By [26, thm. 5.14], the functor KZ is
isomorphic to the quotient functor O Ñ O{Otor. A ∆-filtered object M is free
over Crhs by [26, prop. 2.21], so it has no torsion submodules. Therefore, the map
HomOpM,Nq Ñ HomOpKZpMq,KZpNqq is injective for each M,N P O∆. We are
done. 
6.1.3. Induction and restriction functors. A parabolic subgroup W 1 Ă W is the
stabilizer of some point b P h. It is a complex reflection group with the set of
reflections S1 “ S XW and with reflection representation h{hW 1 , where hW 1 is the
subspace of points fixed by W 1. Bezrukavnikov and Etingof [5] defined parabolic
induction and restriction functors
OIndWW 1 : OcpW 1, h{hW
1qR Ñ OcpW, hqR, OResWW 1 : OcpW, hqR Ñ OcpW 1, h{hW
1qR.
Here we view c as a parameter for W 1 by identifying it with its restriction to S1.
In loc. cit. the authors work over a field. The definition is the same over a ring
R. The functor OIndWW 1 is left adjoint to
OResWW 1 , and both functors are exact. In
particular OIndWW 1 maps projective objects to projective objects.
Let R be an analytic regular local ring. By [49, thm. 2.1] we have isomorphisms
of functors
KZR ˝OResWW 1 » HResWW 1 ˝KZR, KZR ˝OIndWW 1 » HIndWW 1 ˝KZR, (6.1)
where OResWW 1 and
HIndWW 1 refer to the restriction and induction functors for Hecke
algebras HpW 1, h{hW 1qR ãÑ HpW, hqR, see loc. cit. for more details. Again, in
loc. cit. we work over a field, but the same proof works over R.
We will be mainly interested in the case where W 1 “ WH is the pointwise
stabilizer of a hyperplane H . We will abbreviate OpWHqR “ OcpWH , h{HqR and
OIndH “ OIndWWH .
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6.1.4. Support of modules. Let R be a local ring with residue field k. We abbreviate
OR “ OcpW, hqR. If R “ K is a field, let ChpMq denote the characteristic variety
of M as defined in [26, § 4.3.4]. It is a closed subvariety of h ‘ h˚. Recall the
notation lcdO and rcdO from (2.1).
Lemma 6.2. Assume R “ K is a field. For any M P OK we have
lcdOK pMq “ rcdOK pMq “ dim h´ dimChpMq.
Proof. The equality dimChpMq “ dim h ´ rcdOpMq is proved in [26, cor. 4.14].
Further, the proof of [26, lem. 5.2] yields dimChpMq “ dimChpM_q. This implies
that rcdOpMq “ rcdOpM_q. On the other hand, by [26, prop. 4.7], if T is a
tilting generator of OK then T
_ is a tilting generator of O_K and Ext
i
OK
pT,Mq »
ExtiO_
K
pM_, T_q. We deduce that lcdOK pMq “ rcdOK pM_q “ rcdOK pMq. 
Lemma 6.3. For E P IrrpCW q we have rcdOkpLpEqq ď 1 if and only if there exist
H P A and P P OpWHqprojR such that P pEq is a direct summand of OIndHpP q.
Proof. By [25, thm. 6.8] we have ChpLpEqq “ hW 1Àt0u Ă hÀ h˚ for some par-
abolic subgroup W 1 Ă W . So rcdOkpLpEqq ď 1 is equivalent, by Lemma 6.2, to
the fact that hW
1
has codimension ď 1 in h, which is equivalent to W 1 Ă WH
for some hyperplane H in A. By [51, prop. 2.2], the latter is true if and only if
OResWWH pLpEqq ‰ 0, which is equivalent to
HomOR
`
OIndWWH pP q, LpEq
˘ “ HomOpWHqR
`
P,OResWWH pLpEqq
˘ ‰ 0,
for some P P OpWHqprojR . Hence rcdOkpLpEqq ď 1 is equivalent to P pEq being a
direct summand of OIndWWH pP q for some H P A and P P OpWH qprojR . 
6.2. The category O of cyclotomic rational DAHA’s. Let R be a local ring.
Fix κR P Rˆ and s “ psR,1, . . . , sR,ℓq P Rℓ.
6.2.1. Definition. Recall that Γ is the group of ℓ-th roots of unity in Cˆ and that
Γd is the semi-direct product Sd˙Γd, where Γd is the Cartesian product of d copies
of Γ. For γ P Γ let γi P Γd be the element with γ at the i-th place and with 1 at
the other ones. Let sij P Sd be the transposition pi, jq. Write sγij “ sijγiγ´1j for
γ P Γ and i ‰ j.
Fix a basis px, yq of R2. Let xi, yi denote the elements x, y respectively in the
i-th summand of pR2q‘d. There is a unique action of the group Γd on pR2q‘d such
that for distinct i, j, k we have γipxjq “ γ´δijxj , γipyjq “ γδijyj and sijpxiq “ xj ,
sijpxkq “ xk, sijpyiq “ yj and sijpykq “ yk.
Fix k P R and cγ P R for each γ P Γ. Note that Γd is a complex reflection group
with reflection representation h “ R‘d and S “ tsγiju1ďi‰jďd,γPΓ
štγiu1ďiďd. Let
c : S Ñ R be the map given by cpsγijq “ k, cpγiq “ cγ{2. We consider the
algebraHcpW, hqR forW “ Γd. We will call HcpΓd, hqR the CRDAHA(=cyclotomic
RDAHA). It is the quotient of the smash product of RΓd and the tensor algebra of
pR2q‘d by the relations
ryi, xis “ 1´ k
ÿ
j‰i
ÿ
γPΓ
s
γ
ij ´
ÿ
γPΓzt1u
cγγi,
ryi, xjs “ k
ÿ
γPΓ
γs
γ
ij if i ‰ j,
rxi, xj s “ ryi, yjs “ 0.
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Wewill use a presentation ofHcpΓd, hqR where the parameters are h, h0, h1, . . . hℓ´1
with (setting h´1 “ hℓ´1)
k “ ´h, ´cγ “
ℓ´1ÿ
p“0
γ´pphp ´ hp´1q for γ ‰ 1.
The notation h “ hR, hp “ hR,p here is the same as in [47, sec. 6.1.2]. Finally, we
choose the elements hR, hR,p in the following way :
hR “ ´1{κR, hR,p “ ´sR,p`1{κR ´ p{ℓ, p “ 0, 1, . . . , ℓ´ 1. (6.2)
In the rest of this section we assume that the residue field is k “ C and that
sk,p P Z for all p.
Write κ “ κk and sp “ sk,p. We abbreviate Os,κR tdu “ OcpΓd, hqR. If ℓ “ 1,
then c only depends on κ, we abbreviate OκRpSdq “ OcpSd, hqR. The category
O
s,κ
R tdu is a highest weight R-category such that ∆pOs,κR tduq “ t∆pλqs,κR ; λ P Pℓdu
and ∆pλqs,κR “ ∆pX pλqCqR. We write Lpλqs,κ, P pλqs,κR , T pλqs,κR , Ipλqs,κR for the
corresponding simple, projective, tilting, injective object in Os,κR tdu.
6.2.2. Comparison of partial orders. The partial order on the set ∆pOs,κR tduq » Pℓd
is defined as follows. Let A, B be boxes of ℓ-partitions. We say A ąs B if we have
contspAq ă contspBq or if contspAq “ contspBq and ppAq ą ppBq. We define a
partial order ěs,κ on Pℓd by setting λ ěs,κ µ if and only if there are orderings
Y pλq “ tAnu and Y pµq “ tBnu such that An ěs Bn for all n.
Lemma 6.4. Assume κ ă 0. Then ěs,κ is a highest weight order on Os,κR tdu.
Proof. By the proof of [20, thm. 4.1], if r∆pλqs,κk : Lpµqs,κk s ‰ 0 then there exist
orderings Y pλq “ tAnu and Y pµq “ tBnu and non negative integers Dn such that
Dn “ ppAnq ´ ppBnq ` ℓ
`
contspAnq ´ contspBnq
˘{κ,
for all n and pcontspAnq ´ contspBnqq{κ P Z. Our notation matches those of
loc. cit. in the following way : r “ ℓ, c0 “ κ´1, dp “ ´ℓhp. Now, since κ ă 0
and ppAnq, ppBnq P r1, ℓs, we have Dn ě 0 if and only if An ěs Bn. 
Set s‹ “ p´sℓ,´sℓ´1, . . . ,´s1q. For each λ P Pℓd we write λ‹ “ ptλℓ, . . . , tλ2, tλ1q.
We have the following lemma which is similar to [41, lem. 2.2].
Lemma 6.5. Assume that κ ă 0 and that sp “ νp ě d for all p. Then the
order ěs‹,κ refines the order ěℓ, i.e., for any λ, µ P Pℓd such that µ ěℓ λ we have
µ‹ ěs‹,κ λ‹.
Proof. First, for any λ P Pνd and A P Y pλq, we have the transposed box A‹ P Y pλ‹q
such that conts
‹pA‹q “ ´contspAq and ppA‹q “ ℓ ` 1 ´ ppAq. Therefore, we have
A ăs B if and only if A
‹ ąs‹ B
‹.
Let λ, µ P Pℓd be such that µ ěℓ λ. Assume that w PWν , β P pΠ` are such that
xz̟pµq ` ρ˜ : βy ą 0 and wsβ ‚ z̟pµq “ z̟pλq. We must prove that µ‹ ěs‹,κ λ‹,
which is equivalent to µ ďs,κ λ.
Write β “ αk,l ` rδ and λ1 “ sk,lpµ ` ρνq ` erαk,l ´ ρν . Set n “ xµ ` ρν :
αk,ly ´ er ą 0. We have wpλ1 ` ρνq “ λ ` ρν and pλ1 ` ρνqk “ pµ ` ρνqk ´ n,
pλ1 ` ρνql “ pµ` ρνql ` n.
For k P r1, N s let k1 “ k ´ ν1 ´ ν2 ´ . . . ´ νpk´1 where pk is such that k P Jνpk .
Then the diagram Y pλ1q is obtained from the diagram Y pµq by removing n boxes
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from the right end of the k1-th row of the pk-th partition of µ and adding n boxes
the right end of the l1-th row of the pl-th partition of µ.
We number the removed boxes by B1, B2, . . . Bn ordered from left to right, and
the added boxes by A1, A2, . . . An ordered from left to right. We claim that Bj ď Aj
for 1 ď j ď n.
To prove this, note first that Bj ď Aj if and only if Bn ď An, because we have
contspBjq´contspAjq “ contspBnq´contspAnq, ppBjq “ ppBnq and ppAjq “ ppAnq.
Now let us compare Bn and An. Observe that
contspBnq “ pµ` ρνqk ´ 1, contspAnq “ pλ1 ` ρνql ´ 1 “ pµ` ρνql ` n´ 1.
Recall that β “ αk,l ` rδ is a positive root. Therefore, we have either r ą 0, and
then
contspBnq ´ contspAnq “ xµ` ρν : αk,ly ´ n “ er ą 0,
or we have r “ 0 and k ď l, and then contspBnq “ contspAnq and ppBnq “ pk ď
pl “ ppAnq. We deduce that Bn ď An. Hence we have shown µ ďs,κ λ1.
Next, recall that w P Wν is such that the tuple λ` ρν is ν-dominant. Thus, we
can write w “ sβmsβm´1 . . . sβ1 such that βi “ αk,l for some k ă l with pk “ pl,
that γi “ sβi´1sβi´2 . . . sβ1pλ1 ` ρνq ´ ρν P NN and that n “ ´xγi ` ρν , βiy ą 0.
We set γ0 “ λ1. Repeating the argument of the last paragraph with β “ βi yields
that Y pγi`1q is obtained from Y pγiq by removing n boxes in the l1-th row of γpli
and adding them to the k1-th row. Order the removed boxes by B1, B2, . . . , Bn
and the added one by A1, A2, . . . , An in the same way as above. Then the same
computation as above yields that contspAjq “ contspBjq and ppAjq “ ppBjq for all
j “ 1, 2, . . . n. Therefore we have γi`1 “ γi for the order ďs,κ. We deduce that
λ “ γm`1 “ γm`1 “ λ1. Therefore µ ďs,κ λ. The lemma is proved. 
6.2.3. The KZ-functor. Now, let R be a local analytic deformation ring and set
qR “ expp´2π
?´1{κRq P Rˆ. Consider the KZ-functor KZsR,d : Os,κR tdu Ñ
HsR,d-mod .
Lemma 6.6. Assume that (3.1) holds in K. Then IrrpHsK,dq “ tSpλqs,qK ; λ P
Pℓdu, IrrpOs,κK tduq “ t∆pλqs,κK ; λ P Pℓdu and the bijection IrrpOs,κK tduq „Ñ IrrpHsK,dq
induced by KZsK,d takes ∆pλqs,κK to Spλqs,qK .
Proof. The first statement follows from the semi-simplicity of HsK,d and from [26,
thm. 2.19]. The second one follows from Tits’ deformation Theorem, because the
modules KZsK,dp∆pλqs,κK q and Spλqs,qK are both the generic point of a flat family
of modules whose fiber at the special point is the CΓd-module X pλqC, see [49,
lem. 3.1] for details. 
6.2.4. The Ringel duality. By [26, prop. 4.10], there is an equivalence of categories
R : Os
‹,κ
R tdu∆ „Ñ
`
O
s,κ
R tdu∆
˘op
that restricts to an equivalenceOs
‹,κ
R tdutilt „Ñ
`
O
s,κ
R tduproj
˘op
.
Hence, it induces an equivalence Os
‹,κ
R tdu˛ „ÑOs,κR tduop. We have Rp∆pλ‹qs
‹,κ
R q »
∆pλqs,κR . Consider the isomorphism of R-algebras
ι : HsR,d
„ÑpHs‹R,dqop, Ti ÞÑ ´qRT´1i , Xj ÞÑ X´1j .
It induces an equivalence
RH “ ι˚p‚_q : Hs‹R,d-modXR-proj „ÑpHsR,d-modqop XR-proj,
where ‚_ is the dual as an R-module.
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By [26, §5.4.2], there is a commutative diagram
O
s‹,κ
R tdu∆ R„ //
KZs
‹
R,d

`
O
s,κ
R tdu∆
˘op
KZsR,d

Hs
‹
R,d-modXR-proj
RH
„
// pHsR,d-modqop XR-proj .
(6.3)
In particular, if R “ K is a field satisfying the condition (3.1), then Lemma 6.6
yields KRHpSpλ‹qs
‹,q
K q » Spλqs,qK .
We will also consider the R-algebra isomorphisms
IM : HsR,d
„ÑHs‹R,d, Ti ÞÑ ´qRT´1i , Xj ÞÑ X´1j
and
σ : pHsR,dqop „ÑHsR,d, Ti ÞÑ Ti, Xj ÞÑ Xj.
Note that the composition IM˚ R´1H is given by σ
˚p‚_q.
6.3. Proof of Varagnolo-Vasserot’s conjecture. Let R be a local analytic de-
formation ring of dimension 2 in general position with residue field k “ C. Fix e, ℓ,
N P Nˆ. Fix κR P Rˆ such that κk “ ´e and ν P C ℓN,`. We set sR,p “ νp ` τR,p,
qR “ expp´2π
?´1{κRq and QR,p “ expp´2π
?´1sR,p{κRq. We may abbreviate
κ “ κk, sp “ sk,p.
6.3.1. Small rank cases. As a preparation for the proof, we start by comparing
the highest weight covers KZsR,d : O
s,κ
R tdu Ñ HsR,d-mod and ΨsR,d : Aν,κR,τ tdu Ñ
HsR,d-mod for d “ 1, 2.
First, assume that d “ 1. Then Γd “ Γ is a cyclic group. The Hecke algebra
associated with Γ is HsR,1 “ RrX1s{
`śℓ
p“1pX1 ´QR,pq
˘
.
Proposition 6.7. We have KZsR,1pP pλqs,κR q » ΨsR,1pTpλqR,τ q for any λ P Pℓ1.
Proof. For each p P r1, ℓs let λp P Pℓ1 be the ℓ-partition with 1 on the p-th compo-
nent and H elsewhere. By Remark 5.18, Proposition 5.22(d) and Lemma 6.6, we
have
KZsK,1p∆pλpqs,κK q » KrX1s{pX1 ´QR,pq » ΨsK,1p∆pλpqK,τ q.
Since KZsR,1 R and Ψ
s
R,1 are highest weight covers of H
s
R,1 with compatible
orders, Proposition 2.21 shows that KZsR,1 RpT pλ‹qs
‹,κ
R q » ΨsR,1pTpλqR,τ q for any
λ P Pℓ1 and the result follows. 
Now, assume that d “ 2. Recall the Hecke algebra H`R,2 “ RrT1s{pT1 ` 1qpT1 ´
qRq associated with the group S2. Write λ` “ p2q and λ´ “ p12q in P12 . The
category OκRpS2q is a special case of Os,κR t1u with ℓ “ 2. Proposition 6.7 yields
KZsR,dpP pλ7qκRq » Ψ`R,2pTpλ7qR,τ q, 7 “ `,´. (6.4)
Consider the induction functor Ind2,s2,` : H
`
R,2-modÑ HsR,2-mod.
Proposition 6.8. Assume νp ě 2 for all p. For 7 “ `,´, there exists a tilting
object T7 P Aν,κR,τ t2u such that ΨsR,2pT7q » Ind2,s2,`pΨ`R,2pTpλ7qR,τ q.
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Proof. By Theorem 5.37(a), the module ΨsR,2pTR,2q is the regular representation
of HsR,2. Write T
`
R,2 “ V 9b2R . We have Ψ`R,2pT`R,2q » H`R,2. Thus, there is an
isomorphism of HsR,2-modules
ΨsR,2pTR,2q » Ind2,s2,`pΨ`R,2pT`R,2qq. (6.5)
If e ą 2 then κk ‰ ´2, henceH`k,2 is semi-simple andT`R,2 » Tpλ`qR,τ
À
Tpλ´qR,τ .
Since ΨsR,2 is 0-faithful, it maps indecomposable factors of TR,2 to indecomposable
HsR,2-modules. So, the proposition follows from (6.5) and the Krull-Schmidt theo-
rem.
Now, assume that e “ 2, then qk “ ´1. The indecomposable tilting modules
in A`,κR,τ t2u are Tpλ`qR “ T`R,2 and Tpλ´qR “ ∆pλ´qR. We need to prove the
proposition for Tpλ´qR. We have Ψ`R,2pTpλ´qRq » RrT1s{pT1 ` 1q. Consider the
action of H`R,2 on T
`
R,2. Then Tpλ´qR is the image of T1 ´ qR acting on T`R,2.
Since the functor TR,0 9bR ‚ is exact, we deduce that TR,0 9bRTpλ´qR is the image
of T1´ qR acting on TR,2. By consequence, ΨsR,2
`
TR,0 9bRTpλ´qR
˘
is the image of
the right multiplication by T1 ´ qR on ΨsR,2pTR,2q “HsR,2. Therefore, we have
ΨsR,2
`
TR,0 9bRTpλ´qR
˘ » Ind2,s2,` `Ψ`R,2pTpλ´qRq
˘
. (6.6)
We claim that TR,0 9bRTpλ´qR is tilting in Aν,κR,τ t2u. Indeed, by Proposition
8.14, the specialization map EndAν,κ
R,τ
pTR,2q Ñ EndAν,κ
k,τ
pTk,2q takes T1 ´ qR to
T1 ´ qk. Since TR,0 9bRTpλ´qR is free over R by Lemma A.20 and since it is the
image of the operator T1 ´ qR : TR,2 Ñ TR,2, the image of T1 ´ qk : Tk,2 Ñ Tk,2
is kpTR,0 9bRTpλ´qRq. The same argument as above implies that Tk,0 9bkTpλ´qk is
also the image of the operator T1 ´ qk : Tk,2 Ñ Tk,2. We deduce that there is an
isomorphism kpTR,0 9bRTpλ´qRq » Tk,0 9bkTpλ´qk. Since Tk,0 9bkTpλ´qk is tilting
by Proposition 8.8, the claim follows from Proposition 2.4(c). The proposition is
proved. 
6.3.2. Proof of the main theorem. We can now prove Conjecture [54, conj. 8.8].
Theorem 6.9. Assume that νp ě d for each p. Then, we have an equivalence of
highest weight categories Υν,´ed : A
ν,´etdu „ÑOν‹,´etdu such that Υν,´ed p∆pλqq »
∆pλ‹qν‹,´e and Ψνd » IM˚KZν
‹
d Υ
ν,´e
d .
Proof. Let R be a local analytic deformation ring of dimension 2 in general position
with residue field k “ C. Assume that κk “ ´e. Set sR,p “ νp ` τR,p.
Let C “ Os‹,κR tdu and C 1 “ Aν,κR,τ tdu. We consider the highest weight covers
F “ IM˚KZs‹R,d : C Ñ HsR,d-mod and F 1 “ ΨsR,d : C 1 Ñ HsR,d-mod . We claim that
they satisfy the conditions in Proposition 2.20, so the theorem holds. Let us check
these conditions.
First, HsR,d is Frobenius. Since R is in general position, the condition (3.1) holds
in K, hence HsK,d is semi-simple.
We have KF p∆pλ‹qs‹,κK q “ Spλqs,qK by Lemma 6.6 and §6.2.4, and we have and
KF 1p∆pλqK,τ q “ Spλqs,qK by Proposition 5.22. So the order on IrrpHsK,dq induced
by pC , F q refines the order induced by pC 1, F 1q by Lemma 6.5.
Since IM˚ is an equivalence, by Proposition 6.1 the functor F is fully faithful
on C∆. Hence it is also fully faithful on C∇, by (6.3) and [26, §4.2.1]. Theorem
5.37(c) gives the fully faithfulness of F 1 on C 1
∆
and C 1
∇
.
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It remains to check that F pT pλqs‹,κR q P F 1pC1tiltq for all λ P Pℓd such that
lcdkC ˛pL˛pλqq ď 1 or rcdkC ˛pL˛pλqq ď 1. Recall from §6.2.4 that C ˛ » C ˛ »
O
s,κ
R tduop and L˛pλq corresponds to Lpλ‹qs,κ. By Lemma 6.2, we have
rcdC ˛pL˛pλqq “ lcdOs,κ
k
tdupLpλ‹qs,κq “ rcdOs,κ
k
tdupLpλ‹qs,κq “ lcdC ˛pL˛pλqq.
We have
F pT pλqs‹,κR q » IM˚KZs
‹
R,dpR´1pP pλqs,κR qq » σ˚pKZsR,dpP pλqs,κR q_q.
By Lemma 6.3 and the Krull-Schmidt theorem, it is enough to prove that for
any reflection hyperplane H of Γd and any P P OpWHqprojR , we have
σ˚pKZsR,dpOIndΓdWH pP qq_q P F 1pC 1
tiltq.
Since σ˚p‚_q commutes with induction functors and fixes isomorphism classes of
R-free HsR,1-modules and H
`
R,2-modules, we deduce from (6.1) that
σ˚pKZsR,dpOIndΓdWH pP qq_q » KZsR,dpOIndΓdWH pP qq.
There are two possibilities for H :
‚ either H is conjugate to kerpγi ´ 1q for some i P r1, ds. Then WH » Γ.
We identify OpWHqR » Os,κR t1u and OIndΓdWH » OIndΓdΓ1 . By Proposition
6.7, for any projective P P Os,κR t1u, there exists T P Aν,κR,τ t1utilt such that
KZsR,1pP q » ΨsR,1pTq. By (6.1), we have KZsR,d OIndΓdWH » Indd1 KZsR,1.
Using Lemma 5.41, this yields KZsR,dpOIndΓdWH pP qq » Indd1pΨsR,1pTqq »
ΨsR,dpF d´1pTqq. The module F d´1pTq is tilting by Proposition 8.13(a), so
KZsR,dpOIndΓdWH pP qq P F 1pC1
tiltq;
‚ or H is conjugate to kerpsγij ´ 1q for some γ P Γ and i ‰ j. Then WH »
S2 and OpWHqR » OκRpS2q. By (6.1), we have KZsR,dpOIndΓdWH pP qq »
Indd,s2,`pKZpP qq. By (6.4) and Proposition 6.8 there exists T P Aν,κR,τ t2utilt
such that ΨsR,2pTq » Ind2,s2,`pKZpP qq. Using Lemma 5.41, this yields
Indd,s2,`pKZpP qq » Indd2pΨsR,2pTqq » ΨsR,dpF d´2pTqq.
Since F d´2pTq is tilting, we have KZsR,dpOIndΓdWH pP qq P F 1pC 1
tiltq.
We have checked that pC , F q, pC 1, F 1q satisfy all the conditions in Proposition 2.20,
the theorem is proved. 
Remark 6.10. In [54, (8.2)] the parameters of the CRDAHA are chosen in a different
way. More precisely, the symbol hp in [54] corresponds to our parameter hp´hp´1.
Further, the parameters ph, hpq are specialized to p´1{e, sp`1{e´p{ℓq in [54] instead
of p1{e, sp`1{e´ p{ℓq as above.
6.3.3. Proof of the main theorem for irrational levels. Let κ P CzQ. We will prove
the following result, which was conjectured in [54, rem. 8.10pbq], as a degenerate
analogue of [54, conj. 8.8]. If ν is dominant, a proof was given in [29, thm. 6.9.1].
Theorem 6.11. Assume that κ P CzQ and that νp ě d for each p. Then, we
have an equivalence of highest weight categories Υν,κd : A
νtdu „ÑOν‹,κtdu such that
Υν,κd p∆pλqq » ∆pλ‹qν
‹,κ and Φνd » IM˚ KZ ν
‹
d Υ
ν,κ
d .
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Let R be the completion at pκ, 0, . . . , 0q of the ring of polynomials on Cℓ`1. It is
a local deformation ring such that κR, τR,1, . . . , τR,ℓ are the standard coordinates.
The residue field is k “ C and we have κk “ κ, τk,p “ 0. Further, for each u, v and
each p P P, we have τkp,u ´ τkp,v R Zˆ. We set sR,p “ νp ` τR,p. Now, we consider
the functor ΦsR,d : A
ν
R,τ tdu Ñ HsR,d-mod given in §4.6.
Lemma 6.12. The functor ΦsR,d is a highest weight cover. It is fully faithful on
pAνR,τ tduq∆ and pAνR,τ tduq∇.
The proof is by reduction to codimension one, and is very similar to the proof
of Theorem 5.37. We will be sketchy.
We say that a prime ideal p P P is generic if τkp,u ‰ τkp,v for each u ‰ v, and
that it is subgeneric if there is a unique pair u ‰ v such that τkp,u “ τkp,v.
Claim 6.13. For each p P P1 the following hold.
(a) p is either generic or subgeneric,
(b) if p is generic, then there is an equivalence of highest weight categories Qkp :
Oνkp,τtau Ñ O`kppνqtau,
(c) if p is subgeneric with τkp,u “ τkp,v and u ‰ v, then there is an equivalence
of highest weight categories Qkp : O
ν
kp,τ
tau Ñ Oνkppν, u, vqtau.
Proof. Part paq is easy. Parts pbq, pcq are proved as in Propositions 5.24, 5.31, using
[24, thm. 11]. The details are left to the reader. 
Proof of Lemma 6.12. Now, the module QkppTkp,dq can be identified explicitly, us-
ing the same argument as in the proof of Lemmas 5.26, 5.32. Indeed, it is enough to
check that Qkp takes a parabolic Verma module to a parabolic Verma module with
the same highest weight and that the induced linear map rOνkp,τ s Ñ rOνkppν, u, vqs
commutes with the linear operators induced by the categorification functors e, f .
Using the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 5.37, we only need to prove
the lemma for Φskp,d and p P P1. Hence, by Claim 6.13, we are reduced to the
case ℓ “ 1 or 2. If ℓ “ 1 everything is obvious, because the category O`pνq is
semi-simple. If ℓ “ 2, we may assume τkp “ 0, the result follows from Proposition
4.7 and the last paragraph of the proof of Proposition 5.27. 
Proof of Theorem 6.11. Consider the highest weight cover IM˚ KZs
‹
R,d : O
s‹,κ
R tdu Ñ
HsR,d-mod. Since the R-algebras H
s
R,d and H
s
R,d are isomorphic by Proposition
3.1, we can regard IM˚ KZs
‹
R,d and Φ
s
R,d as highest weight covers of the category
HsR,d-mod . We claim that they satisfy the conditions in Proposition 2.20, so the
theorem follows. Let us check the conditions.
First, HsR,d is Frobenius, and H
s
R,d is semi-simple because (3.1) holds obviously
in K. The compatibilities of orders is again given by Lemma 6.5.
Since IM˚ is an equivalence, IM˚ KZs
‹
R,d is fully faithful on ∆- and ∇-filtered
objects by Proposition 6.1 and (6.3). The corresponding property for ΦsR,d follows
from Lemma 6.12.
It remains to check that IM˚ KZs
‹
R,dpT pλqs
‹,κ
R q P ΦsR,dppAνR,τ tduqtiltq for all λ P
Pℓd such that lcdkOs‹,κ
R
tdu˛
pL˛pλqq ď 1 or rcd
kOs
‹,κ
R
tdu˛
pL˛pλqq ď 1. The proof is
the same as in Theorem 6.9. Details are left to the reader. 
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7. Consequences of the main theorem
7.1. Reminder on the Fock space. LetR, qR, I “ I pqq andQR,1, QR,2, . . . , QR,ℓ
be as in §3.1. Consider the dominant weight in P “ PI given by ΛQ “
řℓ
p“1 ΛQp .
Note that ΛQ “ řpPΩ Λp, with Λp “ řu ;Qu”Qp ΛQu . Let s “ ps1, . . . , sℓq be as in
§3.3. Then, we may write Λs “ ΛQ.
The Fock space of multi-charge s is the vector space FpΛsq “ ÀλPPℓ C |λ, sy.
We will abbreviate Λ “ Λs. We will call t|λ, sy ; λ P Pℓu the standard monomial
basis of FpΛq.
There is an integrable representation of slI on FpΛq given by
Fip|λ, syq “
ÿ
q-resspµ´λq“i
|µ, sy, Eip|λ, syq “
ÿ
q-resspλ´µq“i
|µ, sy. (7.1)
Let nipλq be the number of boxes of residue i in λ. To avoid any confusion we may
write nsi pλq “ nQi pλq “ nipλq. Each basis vector |λ, sy is a weight vector of weight
wtp|λ, syq “ Λ´řiPI nipλqαi.
The Λ-weight space of FpΛq has dimension one and is spanned by the element
|H, sy. The slI -submodule LpΛq Ă FpΛq generated by |H, sy is the simple module
of highest weight Λ. It decomposes as the tensor product LpΛq “ ÂpPΩ LpΛpq,
where LpΛpq is the simple slIp -module of highest weight Λp.
Remark 7.1. Assume that the quiver I pqq is the disjoint union of ℓ components of
type A8. Then, we have FpΛq “ LpΛq “
Âℓ
p“1 LpΛpq.
Remark 7.2. The weight wtpλq associated with the element λ P P ν ` τ should
not be confused with the weight wtp|λ, syq above, which is associated with the ℓ-
partition λ P Pℓ. The former has the level 0 while the latter has the level ℓ. We
have wtp̟pλqq “ wtp|λ, syq ´řℓp“1 Λτp mod Z δ.
Indeed, the equation above holds for λ “ H. Thus, it is proved by induction
using the following equivalences for λ, µ P Pν , see §7.1,
̟pλq iÑ ̟pµq ô qK-resspµ´ λq “ qiK ,
ñ wtp̟pλqq ´ wtp̟pµqq “ wtp|λ, syq ´wtp|µ, syq “ αi.
7.2. Rouquier’s conjecture. Let K “ C. Fix integers e, ℓ ě 1 and fix s “
ps1, . . . , sℓq P Zℓ. Set Λ “ Λs. Set I “ Z and I “ I{eZ. So, we have slI “ psle and
the Fock space FpΛq is an integrable psle-module. Consider the Uglov’s canonical
bases tG˘pλ, sq ; λ P Pℓu of FpΛq introduced in [53, sec. 4.4].
Set Os
‹,´e “ÀdPNOs‹,´etdu. We identify the complexified Grothendieck group
rOs‹,´es with FpΛq via the linear map θ : rOs‹,´es „ÑFpΛq such that r∆pλ‹qs‹,´es ÞÑ
|λ, sy.
Since the category Os
‹,´e is preserved under the substitution s ÞÑ p1 ` s1, 1 `
s2, . . . , 1 ` sℓq we may assume that sp “ νp ě d for each p. Set Aν,´e “À
dPNA
ν,´etdu
The following result has been conjectured by Rouquier [47, sec. 6.5].
Theorem 7.3. We have θprT pλ‹qs‹,´esq “ G`pλ, sq and θprLpλ‹qs‹,´esq “ G´pλ, sq.
Proof. Let c˘λ,µpsq P Z be such that G˘pλ, sq “
ř
µ c
˘
λ,µpsq |µ, sy.
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Let FpΛqtdu Ă FpΛq be the subspace spanned by the set t|λ, sy ; λ P Pℓdu.
Assume that νp ě d for each p. We identify the complexified Grothendieck group
rAν,´etdus with FpΛqtdu via the linear map such that r∆pλqs ÞÑ |λ, sy.
Let Lpλq be the top of ∆pλq in Aν,´etdu. By [54, prop. 8.2], we have rLpλqs “ř
µ c
´
λ,µpsq r∆pµqs in rAν,´etdus. Therefore, the isomorphism rAν,´etdus „ÑFpΛqtdu
maps rLpλqs to G´pλ, sq.
Since the equivalence of categories Aν,´etdu „ÑOs‹,´etdu in Theorem 6.9 maps
Lpλq to Lpλ‹qs‹,´e and since the isomorphism rOs‹,´etdus „ÑFpΛqtdu is the com-
position of the map rOs‹,´etdus „ÑrAν,´etdus induced by the inverse of the equiva-
lence with the isomorphism rAν,´etdus „ÑFpΛqtdu above, we deduce that the map
rOs‹,´etdus „ÑFpΛqtdu takes rLpλ‹qs‹,´es to G´pλ, sq.
Next, let Ppλq be the projective cover of ∆pλq in Aν,´etdu. By the Brauer
reciprocity we have pPpλq : ∆pµqq “ r∆pµq : Lpλqs. Therefore we have rPpλqs “ř
µ d
´
λ,µpsqr∆pµqs in rAν,´etdus, where the matrix
`
d´λ,µpsq
˘
is the transpose of the
inverse matrix of
`
c´λ,µpsq
˘
.
By [53, thm. 5.15], we have d´λ,µpsq “ c`λ‹,µ‹ps‹q. Using the equivalence of cat-
egories Aν,´etdu „ÑOs‹,´etdu, we get rP pλ‹qs‹,´es “ řµ c`λ‹,µ‹ps‹qr∆pµ‹qs‹,´es in
rOs‹,´etdus. By removing ‹ everywhere, we get the following equality in rOs,´etdus
rP pλqs,´es “
ÿ
µ
c`λ,µpsqr∆pµqs,´es. (7.2)
Next, by §6.2.4 we have the equivalence R : Os
‹,´e,∆tdu „ÑOs,´e,∆tduop such
that ∆pλ‹qs‹,´e ÞÑ ∆pλs,´eq and T pλ‹qs‹,´e ÞÑ P pλqs,´e. The inverse of R yields an
isomorphism of Grothendieck groups rOs,´etdus „ÑrOs‹,´etdus such that r∆pλqs,´es ÞÑ
r∆pλ‹qs‹,´es and rP pλqs,´es ÞÑ rT pλ‹qs‹,´es. The image of the equality (7.2) un-
der this isomorphism gives the identity rT pλ‹qs‹,´es “ řµ c`λ,µpsqr∆pµ‹qs‹,´es in
rOs‹,´etdus. We deduce that the isomorphism rOs‹,´etdus „ÑFpΛqtdu maps the el-
ement rT pλ‹qs‹,´es to řµ c`λ,µpsq|µ, sy “ G`pλ, sq. We are done. 
7.3. The category O of CRDAHA’s is Koszul. Recall that I » r0, eq and
that Λi, αi are the fundamental weights and the simple roots of psle. For t “
pt1, . . . , teq P Ze let Ost Ă Os,´e be the Serre subcategory generated by the modules
∆pλqs,´e such that the following condition holds
Λs ´
e´1ÿ
i“1
pnsi pλq ´ ns0pλqqαi “
e´1ÿ
i“1
pti ´ ti`1qΛi ` pℓ` te ´ t1qΛ0. (7.3)
Set |s| “ s1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` sℓ and |t| “ t1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` te. From (7.3) we get that |t| “ |s|
modulo Z e. Hence, up to translating the ti’s simultaneously by the same integer,
we may assume that t P Zep|s|q. Note that the left hand side of (7.3) is equal to
wtp|λ, syq modulo Z δ.
Since the category Ost is preserved under the substitutions s ÞÑ p1 ` s1, 1 `
s2, . . . , 1`sℓq and t ÞÑ p1` t1, 1` t2, . . . , 1` tℓq, we may assume that s “ ν‹, t “ µ‹
for some compositions ν P C ℓd , µ P C ed such that µi, νp ě d for each i, p.
The following result has been conjectured by Chuang and Miyachi [12, conj. 6].
Theorem 7.4. The category Ost is (standard) Koszul and its Koszul dual coincides
with the Ringel dual of Ot
‹
s‹ .
Proof. Theorem 6.9 yields an equivalence Aν,´e » Os,´e. Let Aνµ Ă Aν,´e be the
image of Ost by this equivalence. By [50, thm. B.4], the highest weight category
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Aν,´e is (standard) Koszul, and the Koszul dual of Aνµ is equivalent to the Ringel
dual of Aµν . The theorem follows. 
7.4. Categorical actions on A. Recall that I “ Z{eZ. By [49, thm. 5.1], there
is an slI -categorical action pE,F,X, T q on Os,´e with E “
À
dPN
OResd`1d , F “À
dPN
OIndd`1d , and such that the functor KZ
s “ÀdPNKZsd is a morphism of slI -
categorifications Os,´e Ñ L pΛsqI . In this section we construct a similar slI -
categorification for the category A.
Let R “ C, τ “ 0, and let ν P C ℓN,`. Assume that d ď νp for all p. Recall the tu-
ple pE,F,X, T q on Aν,´e from Section 5.9. Let Υd “ Υν,´ed : Aν,´etdu „ÑOν
‹,´etdu
be the equivalence in Theorem 6.9. We have the following.
Lemma 7.5. Assume that d`1 ď νp for all p. Then, the functors F : Aν,´etdu Ñ
Aν,´etd ` 1u and E : Aν,´etd ` 1u Ñ Aν,´etdu are biadjoint. Further, there are
isomorphisms of functors OIndd`1d Υd » Υd`1 F and OResd`1d Υd`1 » ΥdE, which
intertwines XΥd with Υd`1 IMpXq, and TΥd with Υd`2 IMpT q.
Proof. We abbreviate KZd “ KZνd, KZ‹d “ KZν
‹
d , Ψd “ Ψνd, A “ Aν,´e, O “ Oν,´e
and O “ Oν‹,´e. By Theorem 6.9 we have Ψd » IM˚KZ‹d Υd on Atdu.
Recall from Proposition 8.13 that e, f are biadjoint functors on O. Let F 1 “
Υd`1 F Υ
´1
d : Otdu Ñ Otd`1u. We claim that there is an isomorphism of functors
F 1 » OIndd`1d . Let us prove it.
Since Ψd`1 F » Indd`1d Ψd by Lemma 5.41, and since IM˚ commutes with
the induction functor, we have KZd`1 F
1 » Indd`1d KZd. By (6.1), we also have
KZd`1
OIndd`1d » Indd`1d KZd. Hence, we get an isomorphism of functors
θ : KZd`1 F
1 „Ñ KZd`1 OIndd`1d .
The functor OIndd`1d maps projectives to projectives. Let Gd be the right adjoint
to KZd. Since KZd is a highest weight cover, the unit η : 1 Ñ Gd KZd is invert-
ible on projective modules. Hence, the isomorphism θ yields an isomorphism of
functors on projective modules Gd`1 KZd`1 F
1 » Gd`1 KZd`1 OIndd`1d » OIndd`1d .
Composing it with η, we get a morphism θ1 : F 1 Ñ OIndd`1d on the projectives,
such that KZd`1 θ
1 “ θ. Since KZd`1 is p´1q-faithful, it follows from Lemma 2.8
and Remark 2.9 that θ1 is injective, hence invertible because both terms coincide
in the Grothendieck group by Lemma 5.12 and [49, prop. 4.4(3)]. Thus, θ1 is an
isomorphism on the projective modules.
Now, since Υd`1, Υd are equivalences, both F
1 and OIndd`1d are exact on Otdu.
Thus, θ1 extends to an isomorphism of functors θ1 : F 1
„ÑOIndd`1d on Otdu such that
KZd`1 θ
1 “ θ by [49, lem. 1.2]. The claim is proved.
Let E1 : Atd ` 1u Ñ Atdu be the right adjoint of F . The uniqueness of right
adjoints implies that ΥdE
1Υ´1d`1 » OResd`1d . Now, since OResd`1d is also left adjoint
to OIndd`1d by [49, prop. 2.9] and since Υd is an equivalence, we deduce that E
1 is
left adjoint to F , hence E » E1 on Atd` 1u.
Now, let XH P EndpIndd`1d q and TH P EndpIndd`2d q be as in Example 3.6.
The isomorphism Indd`1d KZd » KZd`1 OIndd`1d in (6.1) intertwines X´1H KZd with
KZd`1X
´1. The isomorphism Indd`1d Ψd » Ψd`1F in Lemma 5.41 intertwines
XHΨd with Ψd`1X by Remark 5.42. Hence, θ intertwines KZd`1Υd`1XΥ
´1
d with
KZd`1X
´1. We deduce that θ1 intertwines Υd`1XΥ
´1
d with X
´1. The proof for T
is similar. The lemma is proved. 
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For each a P N, set ν ` a “ pν1 ` a, ν2 ` a, ..., νℓ ` aq.
Lemma 7.6. For any d P N and any a ď a1 P N such that d ď νp`a for all p, there
is an equivalence of highest weight categories Σ “ Σa,a1 : Aν`a,´etdu „ÑAν`a1,´etdu
which maps ∆pλq to ∆pλq, intertwines pE,F,X, T q on both sides and such that
Ψν`ad » Ψν`a
1
d Σ
a,a1 .
Proof. The CRDAHA’s associated with pν`aq‹ and pν`a1q‹ are the same. Hence,
we have Opν`aq
‹,´etdu “ Opν`a1q‹,´etdu. We define Σa,a1 “ pΥν`a1,´ed q´1Υν`a,´ed .
By Lemma 7.5, the functor Σ intertwines pE,F q on both sides. 
For each d, we define the category rAν,´etdu as the limit of the inductive system of
categories pAν`a,´etdu,Σa,a1qa,a1PN. We have an equivalence of highest weight cat-
egories Υ˜ν,´ed :
rAν,´etdu „ÑOν‹,´etdu and a highest weight cover Ψ˜νd : rAν,´etdu Ñ
Hνd-mod. In particular, the blocks of
rAν,´etdu are in bijection with the blocks of
Hνd-mod via Ψ˜
ν
d. For µ “ Λν´α, let rAν,´eµ be the block corresponding to Hνα-mod.
Now, let rAν,´e “ÀdPN rAν,´etdu. The category rAν,´e carries a pre-categorical
action pE,F,X, T q given by Lemma 7.6. The following is now obvious.
Proposition 7.7. The tuple pE,F,X, T q and the decomposition rAν,´e “ÀµPXI rAν,´eµ
define an slI -categorical action on A˜
ν,´e.
Proof. We have E “ ÀiPI Ei and F “ ÀiPI Fi, where Ei, Fi are defined as in
§5.4. By Theorem 6.9, the equivalence Υ˜ν,´e “ÀdPN Υ˜ν,´ed : A˜ν,´e „ÑOν‹,´e yields
a linear isomorphism rA˜ν,´es „ÑrOν‹,´es which maps r∆pλqs to r∆pλ‹qν‹,´es. Hence
by Lemma 5.12 and [49, prop. 4.4], it intertwines the operators Ei, Fi on the left
hand side with the operators the operators E´i, F´i on the right hand side. Thus,
the operators Ei, Fi with i P I yield a representation of slI on rA˜ν,´es. 
7.5. The category A and the cyclotomic q-Schur algebra. Let R “ K be
a field. The following propositions generalize some of the results in [7] and follow
from the arguments used in this paper.
Proposition 7.8. Let νp ě d and τK,u ´ τK,v R Nˆ for all p and all u ă v.
Set s “ ν ` τ . Assume that ν is either dominant or anti-dominant. Then, there
is an equivalence of highest weight K-categories G sK,d : A
ν
K,τtdu „ÑSs
‹
K,d-mod which
intertwines the functors ΦsK,d : A
ν
K,τ tdu Ñ HsK,d-mod and IM˚ Ξs
‹
K,d : S
s‹
K,d-modÑ
HsK,d-mod. We have G
s
K,dp∆pλqK,τ q »W pλ‹qs
‹
K for all λ’s. 
Proposition 7.9. Let νp ě d for all p. Assume that ν is either dominant or anti-
dominant. Set s “ ν. Then, there is an equivalence of highest weight K-categories
G sK,d : A
ν,κ
K tdu „ÑSs
‹
K,d-mod which intertwines the functors Φ
s
K,d : A
ν,κ
K tdu Ñ HsK,d-mod
and IM˚ Ξs
‹
K,d : S
s‹
K,d-mod Ñ HsK,d-mod. We have G sK,dp∆pλqKq » W pλ‹qs
‹,q
K for
all λ’s. 
8. The Kazhdan-Lusztig category
Fix integers ℓ,N ě 1 and fix a composition ν P C ℓN,`. Let R be a deformation
ring. We may abbreviate κ “ κR.
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8.1. Coinvariants. Fix a finite totally ordered set A. Set RA “ ÀaPARpptaqq,
where ta is a formal variable. Let g
A
R be the central extension of g b RA by R
associated with the cocycle pξ b f, ζ b gq ÞÑ xξ : ζyřaPAResta“0pgdfq.
Write 1 for the canonical central element of gAR, and let UpgARq Ñ gAR,κ be the
quotient of the enveloping algebra (over R) by the two-sided ideal generated by
1´ c. By the symbolÂR,a we’ll mean the (ordered) tensor product of R-modules
with respect to the ordering of A. Given Ma P SR,κ for each a P A, the Lie algebra
gAR,κ acts naturally on
Â
R,aMa.
Let C be a connected projective curve isomorphic to P1. By a chart on C
centered at x we mean an automorphism γ of P1 such that γpxq “ 0. We will say
that γ “ tγa ; a P Au is an admissible system of charts if the conditions paq, pbq in
[35, sec. 13.1] hold. Let ηa “ γ´1a denote the automorphism which is the inverse
of γa and let xa be the center of γa. The xa’s are distinct points of C. We write
Cγ “ Cztxa; a P Au, DR “ DR,γ “ RrCγs and ΓR “ ΓR,γ “ gbDR.
For f P DR let af P Rpptaqq be the power series expansion at 0 of the rational
function f ˝ ηa on P1. Taking f to the A-tuple Af “ pafq gives a R-algebra homo-
morphism DR Ñ RA and a R-Lie algebra homomorphism ΓR Ñ gAR by the residue
theorem.
We can now define the sets of coinvariants.
Definition 8.1. Given Na P UpgRq-mod and Ma P SR,κ for a P A “ r1, ns, we set
xN1, . . . , NnyR “ H0pgR,
Â
R,aNaq and xxM1, . . . ,MnyyR “ H0pΓR,
Â
R,aMaq.
By [35, sec. 13.3] the R-module xxM1, . . . ,MnyyR does not depend on the choice
of the admissible system of charts, up to a canonical isomorphism. Further, it
only depends on the cyclic ordering of A, so that we have a canonical isomorphism
xxM1, . . . ,MnyyR “ xxM2, . . . ,Mn,M1yyR.
Lemma 8.2. (a) Taking coinvariants is a right exact functor. It commutes with
base change, i.e., for any morphism of deformation rings R Ñ S the obvious
map
Â
R,aMa Ñ
Â
S,aSMa induces a S-module isomorphism SxxM1, . . . ,MnyyR “
xxSM1, . . . , SMnyyS.
(b) Assume that for each a there exists integers da ě 1 such that Mapdaq gener-
ates Ma as a gR,κ-module. Then the inclusion
Â
R,aMapdaq Ñ
Â
R,aMa induces
a surjective R-module homomorphism xM1pd1q, . . . ,MnpdnqyR Ñ xxM1, . . . ,MnyyR.
In particular, given modules Ma as above with a P A “ r´m,ns such that M0 P OR
and Ma P O`,κR for a ‰ 0, the R-module xxM´m, . . . ,MnyyR is finitely generated.
(c) Assume that Ma “ IndRpNaq is a generalized Weyl module for each a P A.
Then the inclusion
Â
R,aNa Ñ
Â
R,aMa induces an isomorphism of R-modules
xN1, . . . , NnyR Ñ xxM1, . . . ,MnyyR.
(d) If M1 “ Mp0qR,` the canonical inclusion
Â
R,a‰1Ma Ñ
Â
R,aMa induces
an R-module isomorphism xxM2, . . . ,MnyyR Ñ xxM1,M2, . . . ,MnyyR.
Proof. Part paq is obvious. See, e.g., [35, sec. 9.13]. For part pbq note that the
gR-action on Ma preserves the R-submodule Mapdaq for each a P A. Then, the
first claim follows from [35, prop. 9.12]. The proof in loc. cit. is done under the
hypothesis that κ P C. It extends easily to the case of any κ “ κR P R. The second
claim follows from Lemma 5.4pbq, the first claim, part paq and from the fact that
OR is Hom finite (over R) and that the tensor product maps OR ˆ O`R into OR.
Part pcq is proved in [35, prop. 9.15]. The proof in loc. cit. is done under some
restrictive conditions on the gR-modules Na and under the hypothesis that κ P C,
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but it extends to our setting. Part pdq is proved in [35, prop. 9.18]. The loc. cit. the
proof is given for R “ C, but it generalizes to our case. 
From now on, for R “ C we drop the subscript R from the notation.
Example 8.3. Let 1 “ 1R denote the parabolic Verma module Mp0qR,`. Assume
that R “ K is a field and that κK R Qě0. Then, we have 1 “ Lp0qK , see e.g., [35,
prop. 2.12].
8.2. The monoidal structure on O. Let R “ K be a field which is an analytic
algebra. Fix κK in KzQě0.
There is a braided monoidal structure pO`,κK , 9bK , aK , cKq on O`,κK with unit 1,
see [35] and §A.1 below.
We have a bimodule category pOν,κK , 9bK , a, cq over pO`,κK , 9bK , aK , cKq. This
means first that Oν,κK is a left and right module category over O
`,κ
K , see [46] and
§A.1 for details, and that the functors aK , cK satisfy an analogue of the hexagon
axiom that expresses the commutativity of the left and right actions. More precisely,
‚ there are bilinear functors 9bK : O`,κK ˆ Oν,κK Ñ Oν,κK and 9bK : Oν,κK ˆ
O
`,κ
K Ñ Oν,κK such that V 9bK ‚ and ‚ 9bKV are exact for each V P O`,κK ,
‚ there are functorial (left and right) unit isomorphisms for M P Oν,κK ,
1 9bKM ÑM, M 9bK1ÑM,
‚ there are functorial associativity isomorphisms for V1, V2 P O`,κK ,M P Oν,κK ,
aV1,V2,M : pV1 9bKV2q 9bKM Ñ V1 9bKpV2 9bKMq,
aV1,M,V2 : pV1 9bKMq 9bKV2 Ñ V1 9bKpM 9bKV2q,
aM,V1,V2 : pM 9bKV1q 9bKV2 ÑM 9bKpV1 9bKV2q,
‚ there are functorial commutativity isomorphisms for V P O`,κK , M P Oν,κK ,
cV,M : V 9bKM ÑM 9bKV,
‚ 1, a satisfy the triangle axioms (left and right) for V P O`,κK , M P Oν,κK ,
pV 9bK1q 9bKM //
''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖
V 9bKp1 9bKMq
zzttt
tt
tt
tt
tt
t
V 9bKM,
‚ a satisfies the pentagon axiom (left and right) for V1, V2, V3 P O`,κ, M P
Oν,κ,
V1 9bKppV2 9bKV3q 9bKMq // V1 9bKpV2 9bKpV3 9bKMqq
pV1 9bKpV2 9bKV3qq 9bKM
OO
pV1 9bKV2q 9bKpV3 9bKMq
OO
ppV1 9bKV2q 9bKV3q 9bKM,
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
jj❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯
plus the diagrams obtained by cyclic permutation of M,V1, V2, V3,
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‚ aK , cK satisfy the hexagon axiom for V1, V2 P O`,κK , M P Oν,κK ,
V1 9bKpM 9bKV2q // pM 9bKV2q 9bKV1
))❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘
pV1 9bKMq 9bKV2
66❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
((❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘❘
❘
M 9bKpV2 9bKV1q
pM 9bKV1q 9bKV2 // M 9bKpV1 9bKV2q,
55❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
plus the diagrams obtained by cyclic permutation of M,V1, V2.
Remark 8.4. The notion of bimodule functors, and, in particular, of equivalence of
bimodule categories is defined in the obvious way. Generally one impose the functor
9b to be biexact. Our choice simplifies the exposition in the rest of the paper.
Now, let us recall the construction of 9bK . Let A “ r´m,ns and fix an admissible
system of charts γ. Given a smooth gκ-module Ma for each a P A, we consider the
functor M ÞÑ xxM´m, . . . ,Mn, DMyy˚K .
Proposition 8.5. Assume that M0 P Oν,κK and that Ma P O`,κK for a ‰ 0.
(a) There is a module 9
Â
K,aMa P Oν,κK such that, for each M P Sκ, we have
HomgK p 9
Â
K,aMa,Mq “ xxM´m, . . . ,Mn, DMyy˚K .
(b) We have a functorial isomorphism xx 9ÂK,aMa, DMyyK “ xxM´m, . . . ,Mn, DMyyK .
Proof. It is easy to prove that Oν,κK is the category of the finitely generated smooth
gK,κ-modulesM such thatMpdq belongs to OνK for all d ě 1. Thus, part paq follows
from [58, def. 1.2, thm. 1.6]. Part pbq is proved as in [35, sec. 7.10, 13.4]. 
Remark 8.6. The gK,κ-module 9
Â
K,aMa does not depend on the choice of the
admissible system of charts, up to a canonical isomorphism.
Consider the charts γ´1, γ0, γ1 centered at 1, 8, 0 respectively, given in [35,
sec. 13.5]. Let A “ r´1, 0s. Then, Proposition 8.5 yields modules V 9bKM and
M 9bKV in Oν,κK for each V P O`,κ, M P Oν,κK . The following is proved in §A.1.
Proposition 8.7. The functors 9bK : O`,κK ˆOν,κK Ñ Oν,κK and 9bK : Oν,κK ˆO`,κK Ñ
O
ν,κ
K give a bimodule category pOν,κK , 9bK , aK , cKq over the braided monoidal cate-
gory pO`,κK , 9bK , aK , cKq. 
Note that O`,∆K “ O`K , because the category is semi-simple. The tensor product
equips rO`,∆K s with a commutative C-algebra structure and rOν,∆K s with a bimodule
structure over rO`,∆K s.
Proposition 8.8. (a) The functor 9bK preserves the ∆-filtered modules.
(b) The functor 9bK preserves the tilting modules.
(c) The functor 9bK is biexact on O`,κ,∆K ˆ Oν,κ,∆K and on Oν,κ,∆K ˆ O`,κ,∆K .
It equips rO`,κ,∆K s with a commutative C-algebra structure and rOν,κ,∆K s with a
bimodule structure over rO`,κ,∆K s.
(d) The functor Ind gives a C-algebra isomorphism rO`,∆K s Ñ rO`,κ,∆K s and a
module isomorphism rOν,∆K s Ñ rOν,κ,∆K s. 
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Remark 8.9. By [35, prop. 31.2] the braided monoidal category pO`K , 9bK , a, cq
admits a balancing. More precisely, we have
c2 “ expp´2π?´1L0q
`
expp2π?´1L0q 9bK expp2π
?´1L0q
˘
. (8.1)
The proof in loc. cit. implies that (8.1) holds also for tensor products of modules
from Oν,κK and O
`,κ
K .
Remark 8.10. In [35], [58] the tensor product 9bK is defined over the field K “ C for
any κ R Qě0. The same definition works equally well over any field K containing C
and for any κ P KzQě0, see Remark A.10 below. If K “ C we remove the subscript
K everywhere from the notation.
8.3. The monoidal structure on O over a ring. Let R be either a field or a
regular local ring of dimension ď 2 with residue field k. Assume that κk “ ´e
where e is a positive integer. The following is proved in §A.2.
Proposition 8.11. (a) Assume that A “ r´m,ns, M0 P Oν,κ,∆R and Ma P O`,κ,∆R
for a ‰ 0. Then, there is a module 9ÂR,aMa in Oν,κ,∆R which is functorial in
the Ma’s and such that HomgRp 9
Â
R,aMa,Mq “ xxM´m, . . . ,Mn, DMyy˚R for each
M P Oν,κ,fR .
(b) The functor 9bR commutes with flat base change (of the ring R). 
We abbreviate VR “Mpǫ1qR,` and V˚R “Mp´ǫNqR,` in O`,κR .
Lemma 8.12. (a) If R “ K is a field then VK , V˚K are simple.
(b) The modules VR, V
˚
R in O
`
R are tilting.
(c) We have DVR “ :VR “ V˚R, VR “ IndpVRq and V˚R “ IndpV ˚R q.
Proof. If R “ K is a field, then VK , V˚K are simple, proving part paq. To prove pbq,
note that under base change we get Vk “ kVR and V˚k “ kV˚R. The modules Vk
and V˚k are simple and standard. Thus, they are both tilting. Therefore VR, V
˚
R
are also tilting modules by Proposition 2.4. Part pcq is clear, because pbq implies
that DVR “ VR and DV˚R “ V˚R. 
We define the endofunctors e, f of Oν,κ,∆R by e “ ‚ 9bRV˚R and f “ ‚ 9bRVR,
and the endofunctors e, f of Oν,∆R by e “ ‚ bR V ˚R and f “ ‚ bR VR. The following
is proved in §A.2.
Proposition 8.13. (a) The functors e, f are exact and preserve Oν,κ,tiltR .
(b) We have functorial isomorphisms kepMq » epkMq and kfpMq » fpkMq for
each M P Oν,κ,tiltR .
(c) If R “ K is a field then e, f extend to exact biadjoint endofunctors on Oν,κK .
(d) The functor IndR gives a C-vector space isomorphism rOν,∆R s Ñ rOν,κ,∆R s
which commutes with the C-linear maps e, f . 
Proposition 8.14. Assume that R is a local analytic algebra.
(a) There is a braided monoidal category pO`,κ,∆R , 9bR, aR, cRq and a bimodule
category pOν,κ,∆R , 9bR, aR, cRq over it.
(b) For each M P Oν,κ,tiltR and each d ě 1, we have a k-algebra isomorphism
kEndgRpfdpMqq Ñ EndgkpfdpkMqq which commutes with the associativity and the
commutativity constraints. 
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8.4. From O to the cyclotomic Hecke algebra. Let R be a local analytic
deformation ring of dimension ď 2. Set v “ vR “ expp´
?´1π{κRq, q “ qR “ v2R.
The endomorphisms X , T of the functors f , f2 are given by X “ cR ˝ cR and
T “ vR ¨ a´1R ˝ p1 9bRcRq ˝ aR, i.e., for each M P Oν,κR we have
XM “ cVR,M ˝ cM,VR ,
TM “ vR ¨ a´1M,VR,VR ˝ p1M 9bRcVR,VRq ˝ aM,VR,VR .
(8.2)
Next, fix an integer d ě 1 and consider the endomorphisms of fd given by
Xj “ 1d´jX1j´1 and Ti “ 1d´i´1T 1i´1 with j P r1, ds, i P r1, dq.
We can now prove the following.
Proposition 8.15. (a) The endomorphisms Xj, Ti yield an R-algebra homomor-
phism ψR,d : HR,d Ñ Endpfdqop.
(b) The map ψR,d gives an R-algebra homomorphism ψ
s
R,d : H
s
R,d Ñ EndgRpTR,dqop.
Proof. The braid relations TiTi`1Ti “ Ti`1TiTi`1 and TiTj “ TjTi if |i ´ j| ą 1
are well-known formal consequences of the axioms of a braided monoidal category.
Next, consider the relation TiXiTi “ v2RXi`1. The hexagon axiom yields the
following relations
aVR,M,VR ˝ pcM,VR 9bR1VRq ˝ TM “ vR ¨ cfpMq,VR ,
TM ˝ pcVR,M 9bR1VRq ˝ a´1VR,M,VR “ vR ¨ cVR,fpMq.
Therefore we have TM ˝ pXM 9bR1VRq ˝ TM “ v2R ¨XfpMq. We deduce that pTiqM ˝
pXiqM ˝ pTiqM “ v2R ¨ pXi`1qM .
Now, let us prove the relations XiXj “ XjXi and XiTj “ TjXi for i ‰ j, j `
1. We are reduced to check the relations pX1qM ˝ pXiqM “ pXiqM ˝ pX1qM and
pTiqM ˝ pX1qM “ pX1qM ˝ pTiqM for i ‰ 1. They follow from the functoriality of c
and a. Let us check the first one in details for i “ 1, j “ 2. The diagram
fpMq 9bRVR XM
9b1//
cfpMq,VR

fpMq 9bRVR
cfpMq,VR

VR 9bRfpMq 1
9bXM //
cVR,fpMq

VR 9bRfpMq
cVR,fpMq

fpMq 9bRVR XM
9b1// fpMq 9bRVR
is commutative because XM is an endomorphism of fpMq and cR is a morphism of
functors. Now the composition of both vertical maps is equal to XfpMq “ pX2qM ,
while the upper and the lower horizontal maps are both equal to pX1qM . We are
done.
To prove the Hecke relation pTi ` 1qpTi ´ qRq “ 0, observe that the action of ω
on VR bR VR is a diagonalizable operator with eigenvalues 1 and ´1. Thus, from
(8.2) we get that pTi ´ v2RqpTi ` 1q “ 0.
Finally, let us check the cyclotomic relation. By (8.1), (8.2), the endomor-
phism pX1qTR,0 of TR,d is identified with the endomorphism fd´1pXTR,0,VRq of
fd´1pTR,1q, where XTR,0,VR is an operator on TR,1 “ TR,0 9bRVR. We must prove
that this operator satisfies the equation
śℓ
p“1pXTR,0,VR´qspR q “ 0.We may assume
that R “ K is a field. Then, the claim follows from Remark 5.18. 
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Appendix A. Proofs for §8
A.1. Proof of Propositions 8.7, 8.8. First, let us explain briefly the definition
of the bimodule category pOν,κK , 9bK , aK , cKq over pO`,κK , 9bK , aK , cKq.
The bifunctor 9bK on O`,κK is defined in [35]. By [58], the same definition yields
functors O`,κK ˆ Oν,κK Ñ Oν,κK and Oν,κK ˆO`,κK Ñ Oν,κK . The endomorphisms of
functors aK , cK are defined in [35, sec. 14, 18].
Note that [35], [58] deal only with the field K “ C. For K ‰ C a field containing
C, one define 9bK as over C, see Remark A.10. Further, the morphisms aK , cK are
defined for O`,κ, but for Oν,κK one can proceed in the same way.
More precisely, since the spaces of coinvariants are finite dimensional by Lemma
8.2 and since K is an analytic algebra, the proof of [35, thm. 17.29] works equally
well in our case and standard facts about linear ordinary differential equations yield
a canonical isomorphism xxV1 9bKM1, V2 9bKDM2yyK “ xxV1,M1, V2, DM2yyK for all
M1,M2 P Oν,κK and all V1, V2 P O`,κK . Then, we define aV1,M1,V2 using this isomor-
phism and Proposition 8.5 as in [35, sec. 18.2]. The other associativity constraints
are constructed in the same way using the cyclic invariance of coinvariants. The
braiding is also defined as in [35], since any module from Oν,κK admits an action of
the Sugawara operators. See the proof of Lemma A.22 for details.
Now, we must check the axioms of a bimodule category. The proofs are essentially
the same as in [35]. We will give a few details for the comfort of the reader.
The unit of pO`,κK , 9bK , aK , cKq is the module 1 from Example 8.3. By [35,
sec. 31,32], this braided monoidal category is rigid with the duality functor D. This
means that D is exact and that for any M P O`,κK there are functorial morphisms
iM : 1ÑM 9bKDM and eM : DM 9bKM Ñ 1 such that DM 9bK ‚ is left adjoint to
M 9bK ‚ . Equivalently, the functor ‚ 9bKM is left adjoint to the functor ‚ 9bKDM.
Since D is an involution, the functors above are indeed biadjoint.
Lemma A.1. For M P Oν,κK there are functorial isomorphisms 1 9bKM ÑM and
M 9bK1ÑM which satisfy the triangle axioms.
Proof. The proof is the same as in [35]. We will be brief. We define the unit
isomorphism ℓM : 1 9bKM Ñ M to represent the isomorphism of functors given as
follows, for each M1,M2 P Oν,κK ,
HomgK pM1,M2q “ xxM1, DM2yy˚K
“ xx1,M1, DM2yy˚K
“ HomgK p1 9bKM1,M2q.
The second isomorphism is given Lemma 8.2pbq, the other ones are as in Proposition
8.5. A similar construction yields the isomorphism rM :M 9bK1ÑM.
Now, it is enough to check the triangle axiom for V “ 1 P O`,κK and M P
O
ν,κ
K (then, the general version follows using the pentagon axiom for the quadruple
V,1,1,M). So we must check that the composition
p1 9bK1q 9bM
a1,1,M// 1 9bKp1 9bKMq 1
9bKℓM// 1 9bKM
is given by the unit r1 : 1 9bK1 Ñ 1. This follows from Proposition 8.5pbq and the
invariance of coinvariants under cyclic permutation as in [35, sec. 18.2]. This allows
us to identify the morphism
xxp1 9bK1q 9bKM,NyyK Ñ xx1 9bKp1 9bKMq, NyyK Ñ xx1 9bKM,NyyK
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induced by ℓM , a1,1,M with the morphism
xxp1 9bK1q 9bKM,NyyK Ñ xx1 9bKM,NyyK
induced by r1. 
Lemma A.2. For M P O`,κK the functors ‚ 9bKM and ‚ 9bKDM on Oν,κK are exact
and biadjoint to each other. The same holds for the functors M 9bK ‚ and DM 9bK ‚.
Proof. If Oν,κK “ O`,κK the lemma follows from the rigidity of pO`,κK , 9bK , aK , cKq.
The general case is proved in the same way, using the rigidity of M , DM in O`,κK
and Lemma A.1 instead of the unit axiom of pO`,κK , 9bK , aK , cKq. 
We can now prove Propositions 8.7 and 8.8.
Proof of Proposition 8.7. We must check that aK , cK satisfy the pentagon and the
hexagon axioms. These are proved as in Proposition [35, prop. 31.2], using an
auxiliary module category called the Drinfeld category.
Set R8 “ Krr̟ss and K8 “ Kpp̟qq. Put κR8 “ κK8 “ ´1{̟. Consider the
elements v “ expp?´1π̟q and q “ v´2 in R8. Whenever this makes sense we
write vz “ řrPN̟rp
?´1πzqr{r!.
The category O8 of deformation representations of g consists of the represen-
tations of gR8 on topologically free R8-modules M such that M is a weight tR8-
module and the weights of M belong to a union of finitely many cones λ´Q` and
the weight subspaces are free of finite type over R8.
Following Drinfeld and [22], [35] we put on O8 a structure of a braided monoidal
category pO8,bR8 , a8, c8q where bR8 is the tensor product of R8-modules and
a8 is the Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov associator, i.e.,
a8 “ taM1,M2,M3 : pM1 bR8 M2q bR8 M3 ÑM1 bR8 pM2 bR8 M3qu
is defined in [35, sec. 19.10]. Note that we do not impose M to be of finite rank
over R8. However, since the weight subspaces ofM are free of finite type over R8,
by standard facts about linear ordinary differential equations, the series obtained
by restricting a8 to a weight subspace in the tensor product of three objects of O8
is well-defined. The braiding is given by the following formula, see [35, sec. 19.12],
c8 “ tcM1,M2 “ vωσ : M1 bR8 M2 ÑM2 bR8 M1u
where σ flips the factors and ω is the Casimir element. Recall that
‚ the functor bR8 is R8-bilinear and biexact,
‚ there is a unit object 1, which is simple (equal to R8 with the trivial action),
with functorial unit isomorphisms 1bR8 M ÑM , M bR8 1ÑM ,
‚ the unit 1 and the functor a8 satisfy the triangle axiom,
‚ the functor a8 satisfies the pentagon axiom,
‚ the functors a8 and c8 satisfy the hexagon axiom.
Restricting the braided monoidal structure on O8 to some parabolic subcate-
gories, we define in the obvious way
‚ a braided monoidal category pO`8,bR8 , a8, c8q called the Drinfeld cate-
gory, which consists of the modules which are free of finite rank over R8,
‚ a bimodule category pOν8,bR8 , a8, c8q over pO`8,b8, a8, c8q.
Now, we may assume that there is a local analytic deformation ring R Ă R8
of dimension 1 with residue field K such that κR “ κR8 “ ´1{̟ is the germ of
an holomorphic function over some polydisc and the inclusion R Ă R8 is given by
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the expansion at ̟ “ 8. Further, the specialization map RÑ K takes κR to κK .
Since R8 is flat over R, the base change yields an exact functor O
κ,∆
R Ñ Oκ,∆R8 .
Lemma A.3. (a) There is a faithful braided functor and a faithful bimodule functor
pO`,κ,∆R , 9bR, aR, cRq Ñ pO`,κ,∆R8 , 9bR8 , aR8 , cR8q,
pOν,κ,∆R , 9bR, aR, cRq Ñ pOν,κ,∆R8 , 9bR8 , aR8 , cR8q.
(b) There is a braided equivalence and a bimodule equivalence
pO`,κ,∆R8 , 9bR8 , aR8 , cR8q Ñ pO`,∆8 ,bR8 , a8, c8q,
pOν,κ,∆R8 , 9bR8 , aR8 , cR8q Ñ pOν,∆8 ,bR8 , a8, c8q.
(c) The specialization gives a braided functor and a bimodule functor
pO`,κ,∆R , 9bR, aR, cRq Ñ pO`,κ,∆K , 9bK , aK , cKq,
pOν,κ,∆R , 9bR, aR, cRq Ñ pOν,κ,∆K , 9bK , aK , cKq.
Proof. Part pbq is proved as in [35, sec. 31]. Part paq follows from Lemma A.15
below. Part pcq is proved as in [35, thm. 29.1]. 
We can now finish the proof of Proposition 8.7. Composing the functors in
paq, pbq, we get faithful functors pO`,κ,∆R , 9bR, aR, cRq Ñ pO`,∆8 ,bR8 , a8, c8q and
pOν,κ,∆R , 9bR, aR, cRq Ñ pOν,∆8 ,bR8 , a8, c8q. This implies that aR, cR satisfy the
pentagon and the hexagon axioms. Hence, from pcq, we deduce that aK , cK also
satisfy the pentagon and the hexagon axioms. The details are left to the reader. 
Remark A.4. Since R has dimension 1, the specialization functor in Lemma A.3pcq
is constructed in [35]. In Lemma A.25, we’ll consider specializations from regular
local rings of dimension 2.
Proof of Proposition 8.8. First, we prove part paq. Fix M1 P O`,κ,∆K and M2 P
O
ν,κ,∆
K . The module M1 9bKM2 belongs to the category Oν,κK by Proposition 8.5.
We must prove that it lies in Oν,κ,∆K .
Fix β such thatM2 andM1 9bKM2 belong to the Serre subcategory βOν,κK ofOν,κK .
Since βOν,κK is a highest weight category with a duality functor D , it is enough to
check that forM3 P ∆pβOν,κK q we have the equality Ext1βOν,κK pM1 9bKM2,DM3q “ 0.
Fix an exact sequence 0 Ñ Q Ñ P Ñ M3 Ñ 0 with P a projective module in
βO
ν,κ
K . Since P , M3 have ∆-filtrations, the module Q is again a ∆-filtered object
of βOν,κK . Since P is projective, we have Ext
1
βO
ν,κ
K
pM1 9bKM2,DP q “ 0. Therefore,
since D is exact and contravariant, the long exact sequence of the Ext-group and
Proposition 8.5 yield a vector space exact sequence
0Ñ xxM1,M2, :M3yy˚K Ñ xxM1,M2, :P yy˚K Ñ xxM1,M2, :Qyy˚K Ñ
Ñ Ext1βOν,κ
K
pM1 9bKM2,DM3q Ñ 0.
Thus, we get the equality of dimensions
dimExt1βOν,κ
K
pM1 9bKM2,DM3q “ dim xxM1,M2, :P yyK ´ dim xxM1,M2, :QyyK´
´ dim xxM1,M2, :M3yyK .
The right hand side is zero by the following lemma.
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Lemma A.5. For M2,M3 P Oν,κ,∆K and M1 P O`,κ,∆K we have
dim xxM1,M2, :M3yyK “ÿ
pM1 :Mpλ1q`q pM2 :Mpλ2qνq pM3 :Mpλ3qνq pLpλ1q bMpλ2qν :Mpλ3qνq,
where the sum is over all λ1 P P`K and λ2, λ3 P P νK .
Proof. Let dpM1,M2, :M3q denote the right hand side in the equality of the lemma.
First, assume that M3 “Mpλ3qν , M2 “ Mpλ2qν and M1 “Mpλ1q`. We have
:M3 “ Indp:Mpλ3qνq. Thus :M3 is again a generalized Weyl module and Lemma
8.2paq yields
xxM1,M2, :M3yyK “ xLpλ1q,Mpλ2qν , :Mpλ3qνyK ,
“ HomgK pLpλ1q bK Mpλ2qν ,DMpλ3qνq˚.
Since Lpλ1qbKMpλ2qν P Oν,∆K , by [18, prop. A.2.2piiq] we get dim xxM1,M2, :M3yyK “
pLpλ1q bK Mpλ2qν :Mpλ3qνq.
The same argument implies that dim xxM1,M2, :M3yyK “ dpM1,M2, :M3q ifM1,
M2, M3 are generalized Weyl modules.
Now, we concentrate on the general case. First, observe that using the third con-
struction of 9bK in [35, sec. 6] it is easy to check that 9bK is right biexact. Further,
by Proposition 8.5, we have xxM1,M2, :M3yy˚K “ HomgK pM1 9bKM2,DM3q. Thus
the left hand side is left exact in each of its variables. So, given exact sequences
M
p2q
a ÑM p1qa ÑM p3qa Ñ 0 of ∆-filtered modules with a “ 1, 2, 3, we have
dim xxM p1q1 ,M p1q2 , :M p1q3 yyK ď
ÿ
α,β,γ“2,3
dim xxM pαq1 ,M pβq2 , :M pγq3 yyK . (A.1)
Using the first part of the proof (i.e., the case of generalized Weyl modules) and
(A.1), we get that for any M2,M3 P Oν,κ,∆K and M1 P O`,κ,∆K we have
dim xxM1,M2, :M3yyK ď dpM1,M2, :M3q.
To prove the equality, for each a we fix an exact sequence 0ÑM p2qa ÑM p1qa Ñ
M
p3q
a Ñ 0 of ∆-filtered modules such that M p1qa is a generalized Weyl module and
M
p3q
a “Ma. Clearly, such exact sequences always exist. Then, we have
dim xxM p1q1 ,M p1q2 , :M p1q3 yyK “ dpM p1q1 ,M p1q2 , :M p1q3 q,
dim xxM pαq1 ,M pβq2 , :M pγq3 yyK ď dpM pαq1 ,M pβq2 , :M pγq3 q, @α, β, γ.
Thus the equality follows from (A.1). 
Next, we prove part pbq. Assume that M1 P O`,κK and M2 P Oν,κK are tilting.
We must check that M1 9bKM2 is still tilting. For N P Oν,κ,∆K we must prove that
Ext1Oν,κ
K
pN,M1 9bKM2q “ 0. Since the functors ‚ 9bKM2 and ‚ 9bKDM2 are exact
and biadjoint by Lemma A.2, we have Ext1Oν,κ
K
pN,M1 9bKM2q “ Ext1Oν,κ
K
pN 9bKDM2,M1q.
Since DM2 is ∆-filtered, part paq yields Ext1Oν,κ
K
pN 9bKDM2,M1q “ 0.
Finally, we prove parts pcq, pdq. The functor 9bK is right biexact. The same
argument as above using Proposition 8.5 and Lemma A.5 implies that it is biex-
act on ∆-filtered modules. More precisely, for each M P Oν,κ,∆K the functor
HomgK p‚ 9b‚,DMq on O`,κ,∆K ˆOν,κ,∆K is exact and ‚ 9bK‚ takes values in Oν,κ,∆K .
Thus, if 0 Ñ N1 Ñ N2 Ñ N3 Ñ 0 is exact in O`,κ,∆K and if N P Oν,κ,∆K , then we
have an exact sequence N1 9bKN Ñ N2 9bKN Ñ N3 9bKN Ñ 0 and pN2 9bN :M3q “
pN1 9bKN : M3q ` pN3 9bKN : M3q if M3 is a parabolic Verma module. Thus, also
we have an exact sequence 0Ñ N1 9bKN Ñ N2 9bKN Ñ N3 9bKN Ñ 0.
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Since it is exact, the tensor product 9bK factors to the Grothendieck groups
rO`,κ,∆K s and rOν,κ,∆K s. The exact functor Indp‚q gives C-linear isomorphisms
rO`,∆K s Ñ rO`,κ,∆K s and rOν,∆K s Ñ rOν,κ,∆K s, because the parabolic Verma modules
form bases of the Grothendieck groups of ∆-filtered objects. The compatibility
with the monoidal structures follows from Proposition 8.5 and Lemma A.5. 
A.2. Proof of Propositions 8.11, 8.13, 8.14. Let A and the gR,κ-modules Ma,
a P A, be as in Proposition 8.11. We must define the gR,κ-module 9
Â
R,aMa. The
construction is essentially the same as in [35, sec. 29]. However, our setting differs
from that of [35] from several aspects
‚ the category Oν,κR is defined over a regular local ring R of dimension ď 2,
‚ the modules Ma do not all belong to the category O`,κR ,
‚ the modules Ma may not have integral weights,
‚ we work with gR-modules, rather than g1R-modules.
The last point is easy to deal with : we’ll switch from gR-modules to g
1
R-modules
as in Remark 5.2 without mentioning it explicitly.
First, assume that R “ C andMa P Sκ for each a. Then, the smooth g1κ-module
9
Â
aMa is defined in [35]. If Ma P O`,κ for each a then 9
Â
aMa P O`,κ by [35]. If
Ma P O`,κ for a ‰ 0 and M0 P Oν,κ then 9
Â
aMa P Oν,κ by [58], see §A.1.
Next, if R “ K is a field and Ma P Sκ for each a, then one can define 9
Â
K,aMa
as over C, see Remark A.10 below.
Now, letR be any commutative noetherian C-algebra with 1. Set A “ r´m,n`1s
and consider the subsets ♠ “ r´m,ns and ♥ “ tn ` 1u. To simplify the notation
we’ll also write ♥ for n` 1.
Recall that γa is a chart on C centered at xa for each a P A, and that DR “
RrCztxa; a P Aus. Let pΓR be the central extension of ΓR “ gbDR by R associated
with the cocycle pξ1 b f1, ξ2 b f2q ÞÑ Resγ♥“0pf2df1q.
Set κ “ c ` N and κ1 “ ´c ` N . The quotient by the ideal p1 ´ cq yields an
algebra homomorphism UppΓRq Ñ ΓR,κ.
Lemma A.6. (a) There is an R-algebra homomorphism ΓR,κ1 Ñ g♠R,κ such that
ξ b f ÞÑ ξ b ♠f.
(b) There is an R-algebra homomorphism g1R,κ1 Ñ ΓR,κ1 such that ξ b fptq ÞÑ
ξbfpγ♥q, and an R-algebra homomorphism ΓR,κ1 Ñ g♥R,κ1 such that ξbf ÞÑ ξb♥f.
(c) Composing the maps in pbq we get an R-algebra embedding g1R,κ1 Ñ g♥R,κ1
such that ξ b fptq ÞÑ ξ b fpt♥q.
Proof. Part paq is standard. To prove pbq, observe that the chart γ♥ can be regarded
as an element in the subalgebra tf P DR ; fpx♥q “ 0u. Thus, we have an R-
algebra homomorphism Rrt, t´1s Ñ DR such that fptq ÞÑ fpγ♥q and an R-algebra
homomorphism DR Ñ Rppt♥qq such that f ÞÑ ♥f . 
Now, for each a P ♠ we fix a smooth module Ma P SR,κ which is a weight
tR-module. Set WR “
Â
R,aP♠Ma. Since the Ma’s are smooth, the R-module WR
has a natural structure of g♠R,κ-module. We view WR as a ΓR,κ1-module via the
map in Lemma A.6paq. Note that WR is a weight tR-module.
For d ě 1 let GR,d be the R-submodule of ΓR,κ1 spanned by the products of
d elements in g b D1R with D1R “ tf P DR ; fpx♥q “ 0u. Note that GR,d is a
weight tR-module for the adjoint action. We have the following natural decreasing
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filtration of weight tR-modules WR Ą GR,1WR Ą GR,2WR Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ . Consider the
weight tR-module WR,d given by WR,d “WR{GR,dWR. Let WR,d “
À
λPPR
WR,d,λ
be its decomposition into the sum of its weight R-submodules.
The modules WR,d with d ě 1 form a projective system. The limit xWR “
lim
Ð
WR,d in the category of weight tR-modules decomposes as the direct sum of
weight R-submodules xWR “ ÀλPPR xWR,λ, where xWR,λ is the projective limit of
R-modules lim
Ð
WR,d,λ.
For each λ P PR and each d ě 1, we set ZR,d,λ “ pWR,d,λq˚. The R-modules
ZR,d,λ with d ě 1 form an inductive system of submodules ZR,1,λ Ă ZR,2,λ Ă
¨ ¨ ¨ . Consider the weight tR-module ZR,8 given by ZR,8 “
À
λPPR
ZR,8,λ, where
ZR,8,λ “ lim
Ñ
ZR,d,λ.
From now on, we assume that R is a regular ring of dimension ď 2. Assume in
addition that M0 P Oν,κ,fR and Ma P O`,κ,fR for a ‰ 0.
Lemma A.7. (a) The R-module WR,d,λ is finitely generated.
(b) The R-module ZR,d,λ is finitely generated and projective.
Proof. SinceMa belongs toO
κ
R, there is an integer da ě 0 such thatMa is generated
by the R-submodule Mapdaq as a gR,κ-module. Then, the same proof as in [35,
prop. 7.4] implies that
WR “ XR,dW 1R `GR,dWR, W 1R “
Â
R,aMapdaq, (A.2)
where XR,d is the R-submodule of ΓR,κ1 spanned by the product of ă d elements
in g b γ♥. The right hand side of the first equality in (A.2) is defined using the
ΓR,κ1-module structure on WR.
Now, since Ma P OκR and R is noetherian, the weight tR-submodules of the
tR-submodule Mapdaq Ă Ma are finitely generated over R. Indeed, the weight
tR-submodules of Ma are finitely generated because Ma P OκR, and each weight
tR-submodule of Mapdaq is contained in the sum of a finite number of weight tR-
submodules of Ma (because Ma is flat over R and the result is well-known over the
fraction field K of R). Therefore, part paq of the lemma is an easy consequence of
(A.2).
Since R is a regular ring of dimension ď 2, any finitely generated reflexive R-
module is projective. Since it is the dual of a finitely generated R-module, the
R-module ZR,d,λ is finitely generated and reflexive. Hence it is projective as an
R-module for each d, λ. 
Under the previous hypothesis, we can now prove the following.
Lemma A.8. (a) There is a natural representation of g1R,κ1 on
xWR.
(b) There is a natural smooth representation of g1R,κ on ZR,8.
Proof. The proof is adapted from [35]. We will be sketchy. Recall that WR
is a ΓR,κ1-module. The ΓR,κ1 -action does not induce a ΓR,κ1-action on xWR in
a natural way. However, under the second map in Lemma A.6pbq, it descends
to a representation of g♥R,κ1 on
xWR as in [35, sec. 4.9]. More precisely, given
fpt♥q in t´n♥ Rrrt♥ss for some n P N, we fix a sequence of elements g1, g2, . . . in
DR such that
♥gd ´ fpt♥q P td♥Rrrt♥ss for each d, and we define the action of
ξ b fpt♥q on the element pwdq P xWR, with wd P WR,d and d ě 1, by setting
ξ b fpt♥q ¨ pwdq “ pξ b gd ¨ wn`dq.
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Twisting this representation by the map g1R,κ1 Ñ g♥R,κ1 in Lemma A.6pcq, we get
a representation of g1R,κ1 on
xWR. Taking its dual, we get a representation of g1R,κ
on ZR,8. See [35, sec. 6.3] for details.
The R-module ZR,8 is flat, because the direct summand ZR,8,λ is the limit
of the inductive system of flat submodules pZR,d,λq. To prove that it is smooth,
it is enough to check that ZR,8 “ ZR,8p8q. This is obvious, because we have
ZR,d Ă ZR,8pdq, where ZR,d “
À
λ ZR,d,λ. 
Now, we consider the behavior of ZR,8 under flat base changes.
Lemma A.9. Let S be a commutative noetherian R-algebra with 1 which is flat as
an R-module. Then, we have a canonical g1S,κ-module isomorphism SZR,8 “ ZS,8.
Proof. Since taking tensor products is right exact, we have a canonical S-module
isomorphism SWR,d,λ “WS,d,λ. Since S is flat over R, for any R-modulesX,Y such
that X is finitely presented over R, the canonical homomorphism SHomRpX,Y q Ñ
HomSpSX, SY q is an isomorphism. By Lemma A.7, the R-moduleWR,d,λ is finitely
generated. Therefore, since direct limits commute with tensor products, we have
SZR,8 “
à
λ
lim
Ñ
SHomRpWR,d,λ, Rq “
à
λ
lim
Ñ
HomSpWS,d,λ, Sq “ ZS,8.

Remark A.10. The tensor product 9
Â
R,aMa is constructed for R “ C and for any
smooth modules Ma P Sκ in [35, sec. 4]. It is called there the first construction. If
R “ K is a field (containing C), one can define it as in loc. cit., because everything
works equally well. We can also allow the modules Ma to have non integral weights
as in [58].
The smooth g1κ-module DZK,8 is precisely the one given by the third construc-
tion in [35, sec. 6]. If Ma P O`,κK for all a, then there is an isomorphism of
g1κ-modules DZK,8 “ 9
Â
K,aMa by [35, thm. 7.9]. If M0 P Oν,κK and Ma P O`,κK for
a ‰ 0, then these modules are again isomorphic by [58, prop. 5.8].
We can now prove the following
Lemma A.11. Assume that R “ K is a field.
(a) The g1K,κ-module ZK,8 belongs to O
ν,κ
K .
(b) The Sugawara operator L0 preserves the finite dimensional K-subspace ZK,d,λ
of ZK,8 for each d, λ.
(c) The characteristic polynomial of L0 on ZK,d,λ is a product of linear factors
with coefficients in R.
Proof. By Remark A.10, the g1K,κ-module DZK,8 is isomorphic to the tensor prod-
uct 9
Â
K,aMa considered there. Thus, part paq follows from [58].
Part pbq is a standard computation using the relation rL0, ξprqs “ ´rξprq for each
ξ P g and r P Z.
Since ZK,8 P Oν,κK , part pcq follows from elementary properties of the action of
the Sugawara operator on objects of Oν,κK . 
Now, we come back to the case where R is a regular local ring of dimension ď 2.
Lemma A.12. There is a natural smooth representation of gR,κ on ZR,8.
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Proof. Since the g1R,κ-module ZR,8 is smooth, it is equipped with a canonical action
of the Sugawara operator L0. For each r P R we set
rZR,8 “ tv P ZR,8 ; pL0 ´ rqnv “ 0, n " 0u.
Replacing R by K everywhere in the construction above, we get the g1K,κ-module
ZK,8. Since the g
1
R,κ-module ZR,8 is smooth, it is flat over R. Thus, we have an
obvious inclusion ZR,8 Ă KZR,8 “ ZK,8. Hence, by Lemma A.11, we have a
direct sum decomposition ZR,8 “
À
r
rZR,8.
Therefore, we can consider the R-linear operator B on ZR,8 which acts by multi-
plication with p´rq on the R-submodule rZR,8. It equips ZR,8 with the structure
of a smooth gR,κ-module. 
Remark A.13. Under the identification of ZR,8,λ with the topological dual of the R-
module xWR,λ, the L0-action on ZR,8 is identified with the transpose of the operatorpL0 on xWR defined in the following way. Via the first map in Lemma A.6pbq, we can
view the Sugawara operator L0, which lies in a completion of g
1
R,κ1 , as an element
in a completion of pΓR,κ1 such that
rL0, ξ b f s “ ξ b δpfq, @ξ b f P ΓR. (A.3)
Here δ is the unique R-linear derivation of DR such that δpγ♥q “ γ♥. This implies
that L0 defines a R-linear endomorphism pL0,dq of the projective system pWR,dq as
in [35, lem. 26.3]. Thus, the projective limit pL0 “ lim
Ð
L0,d is an operator on xWR.
Definition A.14. Assume that R is a regular local ring of dimension ď 2. Then,
we define the gR,κ-module 9
Â
R,aMa to be DZR,8.
Note that 9
Â
R,aMa is smooth by Lemma A.12 and by definition of the functor
D. We must prove that it satisfies the properties in Proposition 8.11.
First, note the following.
Lemma A.15. Let S be a commutative noetherian R-algebra with 1 which is regular
of dimension ď 2 and which is flat as an R-module. We have canonical gS,κ-module
isomorphism Sp 9ÂR,aMaq “ 9ÂS,aSMa.
Proof. By Lemma A.9 we have SZR,8 “ ZS,8. Thus, the lemma follows from the
proof of Lemma 5.3, which insures that D commutes with base change. 
Next, we prove the following.
Lemma A.16. We have 9
Â
R,aMa P Oν,κ,fR and 9
Â
R,a is a right exact functor on
O
ν,κ,f
R and O
`,κ,f
R .
Proof. The g1R,κ1-action on WR yields a representation of g
1
R,κ on
7WR. Consider
the R-submodule W 1R Ă WR introduced in (A.2). We claim that 7W 1R is a g1R,`-
submodule of 7WR. Indeed, the element ξbfptq in g1R,κ acts on 7WR by the operatorř
aP♠ ξbafp´1{γ♥q. Further, for each a P ♠ the function 1{γ♥ is regular at xa and,
thus, since the system of charts is defined over C, the expansion ap1{γ♥q is a well-
defined Laurent formal series in Crrtass. Therefore we have afp´1{γ♥q P Rrrtass for
each f P Rrts.
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We deduce that there is a g1R,κ-homomorphism
Indp7W 1Rq Ñ 7WR. (A.4)
Next, recall that the first map in Lemma A.6pbq yields a g1R,κ1-action onWR and
that g1R,κ1 acts on
xWR by Lemma A.8. By definition of the actions, the canonical
R-module homomorphism WR Ñ xWR is a g1R,κ1-module homomorphism. Taking
the dual of WR in the category of weight tR-modules, we get the g
1
R,κ-module ZR
given by
ZR “
à
λPPR
ZR,λ, ZR,λ “ pWR,λq˚. (A.5)
Twisting (A.4) by 7 and taking its transpose, we get a g1R,κ-homomorphism ZR Ñ
7Indp7W 1Rq˚. Since ZR,8 Ă ZRp8q, this map restricts to a g1R,κ-homomorphism
:ZR,8 Ñ DIndp7W 1Rq. (A.6)
Using (A.2) it is easy to see that the map (A.6) is an inclusion.
Claim A.17. Let N P Oν,κ,fR and let M Ă N be a submodule which is flat as an
R-module. Then, we have M P Oν,κ,fR .
To prove the claim, observe first that, since N is a weight tR-module with finitely
generated weight subspaces over R, so is also M . Thus, since M is flat and since
any flat finitely generated R-module is free (because R is a noetherian local ring),
the R-moduleM is indeed free. It is easy to check thatM satisfies the other axioms
of the category Oν,κ,fR , except the fact that it is finitely generated. For this last
property, recall that for each β the category βOν,κR is a highest weight category over
R. Since it is equivalent to the category of finitely generated modules over a finitely
generated projective R-algebra, it is noetherian. Therefore M is finitely generated.
The claim is proved.
Now, recall that :ZR,8 is flat over R and that Indp7W 1Rq is a generalized Weyl
module of Oν,κ,fR . Thus, the claim implies that
:ZR,8 P Oν,κ,fR . Hence DZR,8 P
O
ν,κ,f
R . This proves the first part of the lemma.
To prove the second part, it is enough to observe that the functor pMaq ÞÑ :ZR,8
is left exact, because it is the composition of a tensor product over R of free R-
modules, of a dual over R of free R-modules, and of the functor of taking smooth
vectors (which is left exact), and that D is an exact endofunctor of Oν,κ,fR . 
Now, we consider the functor represented by the module 9
Â
R,aMa. Recall that
A “ r´m,ns. The lemma below gives a functorial isomorphism for M P Oν,κ,fR
HomgRp 9
Â
R,aMa,Mq “ xxM´m, . . . ,Mn, DMyy˚R. (A.7)
Lemma A.18. For M,N P Oν,κ,fR we have functorial R-module isomorphisms
HomgRpN,Mq “ xxN,DMyy˚R, xx 9
Â
R,aMa, DMyy˚R “ xxM´m, . . . ,Mn, DMyy˚R.
Proof. There is a natural R-module inclusion HomgRpN,Mq Ñ HomgRpN bR
DM,Rq, because M , N are weight tR-modules whose weight subspaces are free
R-modules of finite type. We must prove that this inclusion is indeed an isomor-
phism. The proof is the same as in [54, prop. A.2.6], see also [35, prop. 2.31].
Next, by definition of coinvariants, we also have a canonical R-module isomor-
phism HomgRpN bR DM,Rq Ñ xxN,DMyy˚R. This proves the first isomorphism in
the lemma.
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Now, we concentrate on the second one. Consider the ΓR,κ-module ZR. By
construction, we have HomRpDM,ZRq “ HomRpWR bR DM,Rq. Thus, we have
also HomΓR,κpDM,ZRq “ HomΓRpWRbRDM,Rq. Thus, since DM is smooth and
ZR,8 “ ZRp8q, the canonical inclusion HomΓR,κpDM,ZR,8q Ă HomΓR,κpDM,ZRq
is indeed an isomorphism. So we get an isomorphism HomgR,κpDM,ZR,8q “
xxM´m, . . . ,Mn, DMyy˚R. Finally, since :ZR,8 belongs to Oν,κ,fR , we have
HomgR,κp 9
Â
R,aMa,Mq “ HomgR,κpDZR,8,Mq “ HomgR,κpDM,ZR,8q.

Next, we consider the behavior of the tensor product 9bR on ∆-filtered modules.
Assume that M0 P Oν,κ,∆R and Ma P O`,κ,∆R for a ‰ 0. First, note the following.
Lemma A.19. For each M P Oν,κ,∆R the R-module xxM´m, . . . ,Mn, :MyyR is free
of finite type.
Proof. Since this R-module is finitely generated by Lemma 8.2, it is enough to check
that its rank is the same at the special point and at the generic point of SpecpRq.
By Lemma 8.2 we must check that
dimk xxkM´m, . . . , kMn, :kMyyk “ dimK xxKM´m, . . . ,KMn, :KMyyK .
For each M P Oν,κ,∆R , N P ∆pOν,κR q, we have pKM : KNq “ pkM : kNq. Therefore,
the claim follows from Lemma A.5. 
Now, we can prove the following.
Lemma A.20. We have 9
Â
R,aMa P Oν,κ,∆R .
Proof. Taking β large enough we can assume that all modules belong to the category
βO
ν,κ,f
R . Since
βO
ν,κ
R is a highest weight category over R, to prove that
9
Â
R,aMa
has a ∆-filtration, it suffices to check that Ext1βOν,κ
R
p 9ÂR,aMa,Mq “ 0 for each
M P ∇pβOν,κR q, see [47, lem. 4.21]. Since the category βOν,κR is preserved by taking
extensions in Oν,κR , we must check that Ext
1
O
ν,κ
R
p 9ÂR,aMa,DMq “ 0 for each M P
∆pOν,κR q. To simplify the notation, we assume that r´m,ns “ r1, 2s. By (A.7), it
is enough to check that, given an exact sequence
0Ñ QÑ P ÑM Ñ 0
with P projective, the following left exact sequence of R-modules is indeed exact
0Ñ xxM1,M2, :Myy˚R Ñ xxM1,M2, :P yy˚R Ñ xxM1,M2, :Qyy˚R Ñ 0.
Note that M1,M2,M3, Q, P,M are ∆-filtered. To prove the claim we may consider
the right exact sequence of free R-modules of finite type
0Ñ xxM1,M2, :QyyR Ñ xxM1,M2, :P yyR Ñ xxM1,M2, :MyyR Ñ 0.
We must prove that it is exact. To do so, it is enough to prove that it is exact after
specialization at the special point and at the generic point of SpecpRq. Now, the
sequences
0Ñ xxkM1, kM2, :kQyyk Ñ xxkM1, kM2, :kP yyk Ñ xxkM1, kM2, :kMyyk Ñ 0,
0Ñ xxKM1,KM2, :KQyyK Ñ xxKM1,KM2, :KP yyK Ñ xxKM1,KM2, :KMyyK Ñ 0
are both exact by Lemma A.5. Thus, the lemma follows from Lemma 8.2. 
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Next, we define the associativity and the commutativity constraints for 9bR.
From now on we assume that R is an analytic algebra.
Lemma A.21. Assume that V1, V2 P O`,κ,fR and M P Oν,κ,fR . Then, there are
functorial isomorphisms aV1,M,V2 : pV1 9bRMq 9bRV2 Ñ V1 9bRpM 9bRV2q
Proof. We apply the same construction as in the case R “ C in [35, sec. 17,18]. We
will be very brief. We allow the system of charts γ to vary in the set of C-points of
an affine scheme V . Taking the coinvariants, we construct a bundle of R-modules of
finite rank over V . This bundle is equipped with an integrable R-linear connection.
Since R is an analytic algebra, it admits a flat section. This section gives R-linear
isomorphisms, see [35, thm. 17.29],
xxV1 9bRM,V2 9bRDNyyR “ xxV1,M, V2, DNyyR,
xxDN 9bRV1,M 9bRV2yyR “ xxDN,V1,M, V2yyR
for each M,N P Oν,κ,fR and V1, V2 P O`,κR .
Using these isomorphisms and the invariance of coinvariants under cyclic per-
mutation, we get functorial isomorphisms [35, sec. 18.2]
xxV1 9bRM,V2 9bRDNyyR xxpV1 9bRMq bR V2, DNyyR,
xxDN 9bRV1,M 9bRV2yyR xxV1 9bRpM bR V2q, DNyyR.
Hence, from (A.7) we deduce a functorial isomorphism
HomgRppV1 9bRMq 9bRV2, DNq “ HomgRpV1 9bRpM 9bRV2q, DNq,
which yields a module isomorphism aV1,M,V2 : pV1 9bRMq 9bRV2 Ñ V1 9bRpM 9bRV2q.

The isomorphisms aM,V1,V2 and aM,V1,V2 are constructed in a similar way. The
details are left to the reader.
Lemma A.22. Assume that V P O`,κ,fR and M P Oν,κ,fR . Then, there is a func-
torial isomorphism cV,M : V 9bRM ÑM 9bRV . It represents the morphism of func-
tors xxV,M,DNyyR Ñ xxM,V,DNyyR induced by the R-linear map V bR M bR
DN Ñ M bR V bR DN such that x b y b z ÞÑ τy b τx b τ¯ z. Here, we set
τ “ expp?´1πL0q exppL1q and τ¯ “ expp´
?´1πL0q exppL1q.
Proof. The isomorphism cV,M is defined as in [35, sec. 14]. More precisely, setting
A “ r0, 1s, M0 “ V and M1 “ M , we consider the ΓR,κ-module ZR in (A.5).
Switching V and M we define Z 1R in a similar way. Since the Sugawara operators
L0, L1 act on V , M and since R is an analytic algebra, we can define the R-
module isomorphism P : Z 1R Ñ ZR which is the transpose of the R-linear map
V bR M Ñ M bR V such that xb y ÞÑ τy b τx. Now, recall that Z 1R,8 “ Z 1Rp8q
and ZR,8 “ ZRp8q. One check as in loc. cit. that P induces a g1R,κ-isomorphism
Z 1R,8 Ñ ZR,8. We define the isomorphism cV,M to be the map DZR,8 Ñ DZ 1R,8
which is the transpose of P . The second part of the lemma is proved as in [35,
sec. 14.6]. 
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Next, we consider the behavior of the tensor product 9bR on tilting modules.
To do that, we’ll restrict ourselves to the endofunctors e, f of Oν,κ,fR given by
e “ ‚ 9bRV˚R and f “ ‚ 9bRVR.
Lemma A.23. The functors e, f are exact on Oν,κ,∆R and preserve O
ν,κ,tilt
R .
Proof. Let S Ă R be the C-subalgebra of R generated by κ. The modules VR, V˚R
are defined over S, i.e., we haveVR “ RVS andV˚R “ RV˚S with VS “ IndSpVSq,
V˚S “ IndSpV ˚S q.
Now, the second claim is proved as Proposition 8.8pbq. Since VR, V˚R are tilting
by Lemma 8.12, it is enough to check that e, f are biadjoint on Oν,κ,∆R (hence
exact) proving the first claim on the way. To do so, since R is a regular ring, we
may assume that R is flat over S. Then, since e, f commute with flat base change
by Lemma A.15, we may assume that R “ S is a regular local ring of dimension 1.
So, we are in the same setting as in [35, sec. 31].
Next, proving the lemma is equivalent to proving that VR and V
˚
R are rigid,
see the appendix to part IV of [35] for details. This is proved in the proof of [35,
prop. 31.3], modulo a technical assumption which is checked in [35, lem. 31.6]. 
Remark A.24. The same argument implies that the functor ‚ 9bRM preservesOν,κ,tiltR
whenever M “ RMS with S as above and MS P O`,κ,fS is a tilting module such
thatMS and DMS satisfy the technical condition in [35, prop. 31.3]. This technical
assumption is probably not necessary, but this is enough for us.
Finally, we consider the behavior of the tensor product 9bR under specialization
of R to the residue field k. The particular case where R is a regular local ring of
dimension 1 has already been considered in [35, thm. 29.1].
Lemma A.25. For M P Oν,κ,tiltR , we have functorial isomorphisms kepMq “
epkMq and kfpMq “ fpkMq.
Proof. By (A.7), for N P Oν,κ,fR we have functorial isomorphisms
HomgRp 9
Â
R,aMa, Nq “ xxM´m, . . . ,Mn, DNyy˚R,
Homgkp 9
Â
k,akMa, kNq “ xxkM´m, . . . , kMn, DkNyy˚k .
If Ma, N are tilting, then xxM´m, . . . ,Mn, DNyyR is free of finite type over R
by Lemma A.19. Therefore, by Lemma 8.2 we have a functorial isomorphism
kHomgRp 9
Â
R,aMa, Nq “ Homgkp 9
Â
k,akMa, kNq. So, for M,N P Oν,κ,tiltR we have
functorial isomorphisms kHomgRpepMq, Nq “ HomgkpepkMq, kNq and similar iso-
morphisms for f .
On the other hand, by Lemma A.23 the modules epMq, fpMq are tilting. Thus,
we have functorial isomorphisms
HomgkpkepMq, kNq “ HomgkpepkMq, kNq,
HomgkpkfpMq, kNq “ HomgkpfpkMq, kNq.
(A.8)
This proves the lemma. 
We can now finish the proof of Propositions 8.11, 8.13, 8.14.
Proof of Proposition 8.11. Clear, by Lemmas A.15, A.18, A.20. 
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Proof of Proposition 8.13. Parts paq, pbq, pcq follow from Lemmas A.15, A.23, A.25
and A.2. Part pdq is proved as Proposition 8.8pbq. 
Proof of Proposition 8.14. The isomorphisms of functors aR, cR are constructed in
Lemmas A.21, A.22. For part paq we must prove that aR, cR satisfy the hexagon
and the pentagon axioms. The tensor product 9bR commutes with a flat base change
of the ring R by Lemma A.15. The isomorphisms of functors aR, cR commute also
with a flat base change. Therefore, embedding R in its fraction field K, we are
reduced to prove that aK , cK satisfy the hexagon and the pentagon axioms. This
is proved in Proposition 8.7.
Now, let M P Oν,κ,tiltR and N P Oν,κ,tiltR . By (A.8) and Propositions 2.4, 8.13,
the specialization at k gives functorial isomorphisms
kHomgRpV˚R 9bRM,Nq “ HomgkpV˚k 9bkpkMq, kNq,
kHomgRpM 9bRV˚R, Nq “ HomgkppkMq 9bkV˚k , kNq.
They are induced by the base-change homomorphisms
kxxV˚R,M,DNyyR Ñ xxV˚k , kM,DpkNqyyk,
kxxM,V˚R, DNyyR Ñ xxV˚k , kM,DpkNqyyk.
(A.9)
We must check that they intertwine the isomorphisms
cV˚
R
,M : V
˚
R
9bRM ÑM 9bRV˚R, cV˚
k
,kM : V
˚
k
9bkpkMq Ñ pkMq 9bkV˚k .
To do so, recall that cV˚
R
,M represents the transpose of the morphism of functors
PR : xxV˚R,M,DNyyR Ñ xxM,V˚R, DNyyR, xb y b z ÞÑ τy b τx b τ¯ z.
So the claim follows from the commutativity of the following square
kxxV˚R,M,DNyyR
(A.9)

kPR // kxxM,V˚R, DNyyR
(A.9)

xxV˚k , kM,DpkNqyyk
Pk // xxkM,V˚k , DpkNqyyk.
The commutation of the specialization with the associativity constraint is proved
in a similar way. 
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Index of notation
2 : R, K, k, m.
2.1 : M˚, SM , Sφ, P, M, P1, Rp, mp, kp.
2.2 : Aop, C op, 1C , K0pC q, rC s, rM s, A-mod, C ˚, IrrpC q, C proj, C inj, IrrpAq,
A-proj, A-inj, SC , SF , h, h˚, h!.
2.3 : ∆pC q, ď, Λ, P pλq, Ipλq, T pλq, ∇pλq, ∆˚pλq, P˚pλq, I˚pλq, T ˚pλq, ∇˚pλq,
Lpλq, C∆, C∇, C tilt, C ˛, R, ∆˛pλq, P ˛pλq, T ˛pλq, C ˛, lcdC pMq, rcdC pMq.
2.4.1: F : C Ñ B-mod, G, pB-modqF∆, F∆, F˚, F ˛.
2.4.3: pKB1qďE , Spλq, S1pλq.
3 : q, qR.
3.1 : I , I pqq, QR,p, Ip, I1.
3.2 : slI , Ω, αi, αˇi, Λi, Q “ QI , Q` “ Q`I , P “ PI , P` “ P`I , X “ XI , εi,
I α, slI .
3.3 : Zℓpnq, C ℓn, C ℓn,`, Pn, |λ|, lpλq, tλ, Y pλq, Pℓn, P, Pℓ, Pν , Pνd , ppAq,
q-resQ, q-ress, conts, q
sp
R “ QR,p, Qp “ QR,p, Γ, Sd, Γd, X pλqC.
3.4.1: HR,d, Ti, Xi, H
Q
R,d, H
`
R,d, H
s
R,d, Ind
d1
d , Res
d1
d , Ind
d1,s
d,`, Res
d1,s
d,`, Mi, 1i, 1α,
HsK,α.
3.4.2: HR,d, H
s
R,d, ti, xi, H
s
K,α, H
s
I , H
s
I,d.
3.4.3: ζ, Spλqs,qR , E, SpλqsR.
3.5 : wλ, xλ, Sλ, S
s
R,d, W pλqs,qR , ΞsR,d, SsR,d, W pλqsR.
3.6 : pE,F,X, T q, φEd , Λ “ Λs, HsI ,d, L pΛqI , L pΛqI ,Λ´α, LpΛq, L pΛqI .
4 : ℓ, N , ν.
4.1 : κR “ κ, τR,p “ τp, τR, sR,p “ sp, κS, τS,p, e.
4.2 : gR, UpgRq, tR, bR, pR,ν , mR,ν , ei,j , ei, ǫi, t˚R, Π, Π`, Πν , Π`ν , W , w ‚ λ, ρ,
ip, jp, J
ν
p , pk, detp, det, P , PR, S
ν , P νR, ρν , τ “ τR, ̟, ω “ ωN , cas “ casN .
4.3 : Mλ, O
ν
R, V pλqR,ν , MpλqR,ν , LpλqK , OνR,τ , ∆pλqR,τ .
4.4 : ò, AνR,τ , AνR,τtdu.
4.5 : VR, V
˚
R , e, f , I, wtpµq, mipµq, OνK,τ,λ, VI , λ iÑ µ.
4.6 : h, E, F , TR,d “ T νR,τtdu, ϕsR,d, ΦsR,d, AνR,τ pNq “ AνR,τ , TR,dpNq “ TR,d.
4.7 : a‚, ap, a˝, Πν,u,v, Π
`
ν,u,v, mR,ν , mR,ν,u,v, P tau, P νtau, det‚, ν˝, ν‚, Πν,u,v,
Π`ν,u,v, O
γ
R,τ pνq, OγR,τ pνqtau, OγR,τ pν, u, vq, OγR,τ pν, u, vqtau, AνR,τ pνq, AνR,τ pν, u, vq.
5.1 : qR “ expp´2π
?´1{κRq, QR,p “ qspR “ expp´2π
?´1sR,p{κRq.
5.2.1: LgR, g
1
R, 1, B, gR, tR, bR, pR,ν , c, gR,κ, g1R,κ, gR,ěd, g1R,`, gR,`, IndRpMq,
QR,d, Mpdq, Mp´dq, Mp8q, Mp´8q, SR,κ, ξprq, Ls, cas.
5.2.2: pPR, pΠ, pΠ`, pΠre, αˇ, p‚ : ‚q, δ, Λ0, ρ˜, x‚ : ‚y, xW , si, Tx, w ‚ µ, pP , pP ν , pP νR,pλ, zλ.
5.3.1: Oν,κR , MpµqR,ν , LpµqK , MpλqR,ν , LpλqK , OR, MpλqR, O`,κR , MpλqR,`,
O
ν,κ,f
R ,O
ν,κ,∆
R ,O
ν,κ
R,τ ,O
ν,κ,∆
R,τ ,O
ν,κras, P tdu, P νtdu,OνR,τ pNq,Oν,κR,τ pNqrastdu,
O1.
5.3.2: 7M , :M , M˚, DM , DM , βOν,κR .
5.3.3: pΠppλq, pΠpλ, cq, pλ ò pλ1, ďℓ, ďb.
5.4 : 9bR, VR, V˚R, e, f , X , T , I, i „ j, I , ei, fi, mipλq, wtpλq, Oν,κK,τ,β.
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5.5 : ∆pλqR,τ , Aν,κR,τ , Lpλq, PpλqR,τ , TpλqR,τ , Aν,κR,τtdu, Tν,κR,τtdu, TR,d, TR,dpNq,
ψsR,d, Ψ
s
R,d.
5.6 : mR,ν , mR,ν,κ, xWν , bR,ν , OκRpνq, Oγ,κR pνq, Oγ,κR,τ pνq, Oγ,κR,τ pνqtau, O`,κR pνq,
O
`,κ
R pνqtau, A`,κR,τ pνq.
5.7.1: fu,v,zpτR, κRq.
5.7.2: Oν,κR,τtau,Aν,κR,τ tau, po, λo, h, κ “ κR, OνR,htau, AνR,htau,MpλqR,h, ∆pλqR,h,
QR, TR,a‚pν‚q, TR,h,d.
5.7.3: Vpνpq, fp, TR,dpνq, HℓR,a, fp, TR,ppνq, TR,paqpνq, ψ`Rp,dpνq, Ψ`Rp,dpνq.
5.9 : E, F .
6.1.1: W , h, S, A, hreg, c, HcpW, hqR, αs, αˇs, Rrhs, Rrh˚s, OcpW, hqR, ∆pEqR,
LpEq, P pEqR, p‚q_, c_.
6.1.2: KZR.
6.1.3: W 1, S1, hW
1
, OIndWW 1 ,
OResWW 1 , WH , OpWHqR, OIndH .
6.1.4: ChpMq.
6.2.1: γi, s
γ
ij , xi, yi, k, cγ , hR, hR,p, O
s,κ
R tdu, OκRpSdq, ∆pλqs,κR , Lpλqs,κ, P pλqs,κR ,
T pλqs,κR , Ipλqs,κR .
6.2.2: ąs, ěs,κ, s‹, λ‹.
6.2.3: KZsR,d.
6.2.4: RH.
6.3.1: λ`, λ´.
7.1 : ΛQ, FpΛsq, |λ, sy, nipλq “ nsi pλq “ nQi pλq, wtp|λ, syq.
7.2 : G˘pλ, sq, Os‹,´e.
7.3 : Ost , |s|.
7.4 : Υd, Σ “ Σa,a1 , rAν,´etdu, Υ˜ν,´ed , Ψ˜νd, rAν,´eµ , rAν,´e.
8.1 : RA, gAR, g
A
R,κ,
Â
R,a, C, γ “ tγa ; a P Au, ηa, xa, Cγ , DR “ DR,γ , ΓR “
ΓR,γ ,
af , Af , xN1, . . . , NnyR, xxM1, . . . ,MnyyR.
8.2 : pO`,κK , 9bK , aK , cKq, pOν,κK , 9bK , a, cq, γ´1, γ0, γ1,
8.4 : v “ vR.
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